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1 Introduction
Since its advent in 1960, laser based investigative tools has been proven to be essential for the un-
derstanding of fundamental processes occurring in atomic and molecular systems, both in gaseous
and condensed phases. The domains of such investigations are vast and varied and relevant ex-
amples are in abundance e.g. excitation of preselected modes in a molecule [1{3]; manipulation
of optical properties of a dense media [4]; preferential selection of a product channel during a
chemical reaction [5]; manipulation of current and charge transport in mesoscopic systems [6, 7];
control of spin magnetic properties in solid state nanostructures [8, 9] etc. These studies have
enabled a rich variety of quantum dynamical phenomena to emerge and to be interpreted theo-
retically as well.
A unique feature of ultrashort laser pulses is their ability to take advantage of the coherent in-
teraction between light and matter. However, in the presence of an environment, like in solid
state systems or in large molecular structures, the control of quantum processes is a challenge,
since the interaction with the environment leads to decoherence.
The work presented in this thesis is devoted to the theoretical study of quantum control in
the presence of an environment. In the rst part, i.e. Chapters[2,3,4,5], we consider the ex-
citon and biexciton generation in semiconductor quantum dots, and in the second part, i.e.
Chapters[10.3.3,7,8]. the vibrational excitation to very high-lying states of the CO stretch in
carboxy-hemoglobin. In both cases, the theoretical modeling is in relation to experiments. The
work on quantum dots is in close collaboration with the groups of T. Amand (LPCNO-IRSAMC,
Toulouse) and B. Chatel (LCAR-IRSAMC, Toulouse). The results presented in this thesis not
only oers a direct comparison to the experiments reported in [10], but also provides a phys-
ical interpretation of the observed results. The work on carboxyhemoglobin is closely related
to planned experiments in the group of M. Jore (LOB, Paris). This group has a long lasting
experience in non-linear optical detection of vibrations in biological molecules. The development
of a mid-infrared pulse shaper being underway, one of the motivations of this work is to give
guidelines for future experiments on infrared control of specic modes in biological systems.
Scientic context of exciton and biexciton generation in quantum dots
The ever increasing use of precision and control in employing external probes deep into the
quantum regime has sprung up the need for understanding the long-standing of quandary of
many-body quantum systems: the decoherence problem. Decoherence phenomena are respon-
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sible for erasing out the novelty of the quantum regime - the manifestation of the coherence
in a system, thereby hindering the realization of novel applications in meso-scale regime that
ought to exploit coherence for newer applications. One of the advantages of exploiting quantum
coherent properties lies in the area of computation and information processing [11, 12]. The
ability to compute using superposition of states as ingredient, using quantum operations promise
exponential speed up in comparison to classical computations.
Any task of quantum information processing (QIP) can be classied in three sub-tasks: ini-
tialization or encoding of data in quantum bits (qubits), manipulations of qubits by quantum
operations and nally the reading out the data from the qubits, all of which need to be done
successively. There is extensive literature discussing the systematic analysis of all these three
processes in the context of QIP [13{15] using dierent systems and devices as components e.g.
magnetic resonance [16], cavity QED [17], SQUID [18, 19], ion traps [20], quantum dots [21, 22].
These systems have shown dierent levels of eciency in operating under suitable conditions.
However the common hindrance that all of them encounter is the decoherence problem which has
been highlighted, discussed and analyzed in numerous articles [15, 23, 24]. There has also been
extensive work on how to tackle them by employing dierent open-loop and closed-loop control
strategies [25{27].
The system under investigation in this thesis: the solid state quantum dots have shown the
promise to be one of the potential candidates of a QIP device where the excitons and spins can
be used as qubits. These qubits, when operated upon by coherent optical external control, have
shown long coherence times that are required to perform multiple qubit operations. However
the phase coherence needs to be protected from the surrounding decohering environment and
maintained for a timescale comparable to the lifetime of the qubit for a successful operation.
However, in last few years such attempts to have controlled operations on solid state systems
have faced with challenges provided by the omnipresent phonons. Designing a control scheme is,
therefore essential to overcome phonon induced decoherence.
In a related context, semiconductor quantum dots have recently attracted a lot of interest due
to their potential for being a source of on demand entangled photons [28{32]. Indeed, the spon-
taneous emission cascading down from the doubly excited state down to the ground state can
produce pairs of polarization entangled photons, with a wide ranging applications in the elds
like quantum teleportation [33, 34] and quantum cryptography [34]. However, in order to make
a practical source of triggered photon pairs, the biexciton state needs to be created with a very
high quantum yield within a short timescale. With a view to these applications, the requirements
of such a device based on quantum dots are manifold, namely,
 Low error rate or high distinguishability for the individual photons.
 Capability to operate at a high rate, well within the spontaneous lifetime and dephasing
time scale.
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 Capability of operation, preferably at room temperatures (temperatures around 77 K, since
the liquid nitrogen temperature is more practical than the expensive cryogenic setups of
helium based cooling architectures).
The reliable state initialization at room temperature is a major impediment towards the imple-
mentation of these schemes. As a consequence, a simple and robust scheme is needed to achieve
high delity biexciton creation at room temperature. Within this context, we will specically
address the problem of high delity quantum state initialization in the light of recent experiments
[10, 35], where the adiabatic population transfer schemes to generate exctions show diminishing
eciency with increasing pulse powers. In the rst part of this thesis, we work on devising
ways for state initialization in solid state quantum dot sources by employing ultra-short, shaped
laser pulses. Specically we will focus on robust creation of exction and biexciton states at
temperatures around 77 K.
Scientic context of vibrational excitation of the CO stretch mode in
carboxyhemoglobin
Conformational dynamics in proteins is known to be essential for understanding the protein
functions. It relies on local elementary structural changes that occur on the ultrashort timescale
of vibrations, and cannot be observed by usual structural determination techniques like Nuclear
Magnetic Resonance (NMR) or X-ray crystallography. Since it allows to probe the fast vibrational
dynamics of molecules during chemical or biological processes, ultrafast 2D infrared spectroscopy
has become a powerful technique during the last decade. At the same time, methods for shaping
pulses in the mid-infrared have been developed and can also bring useful information on the dy-
namics behavior of the molecules by directly controlling their vibrational motions [36, 37]. The
number of atoms, the diversity of interaction involved and the eects of the environment make
the theoretical description of such systems very complex, but novel methods mixing quantum
and classical calculations give now access to dynamic processes with high precision and eciency.
There is a general interest to achieve vibrational coherent control of a diatomic ligand such as
carbon monoxide (CO) in various hemoproteins for investigating yet unexplored regions of the
potential energy surface and thus gain new information on the vibrational dynamics. To achieve
this goal, dierent theoretical, experimental and technological aspects need to be considered.
One of the specically interesting features is that ligands in heme proteins can be impulsively
photodissociated using visible pulses, so that CO can be used as a probe of the protein environ-
ment in other interesting places such as the docking site in the heme pocket [38]. Furthermore,
another very interesting application of IR pulse shaping is to excite specic high-lying levels
of selected vibrational modes, and to follow their temporal evolution. By this method, state-
specic relaxation times are directly accessible to experimental measurements, a very promising
technique [36].
Until now, most of coherent-control experiments have been performed using visible or near-IR
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pulses, thus addressing electronic transitions through one- or two-photon transitions. This fact
results from the wide availability of commercial pulse shapers for visible or near-IR pulses, which
is not the case for the mid-infrared pulses that are required to achieve direct vibrational control
of a molecular system in its ground electronic state. However, although more challenging in
terms of shaping technologies, vibrational control using shaped mid-IR femtosecond pulses holds
great promises for several reasons:
 In the condensed phase, vibrational dephasing times are usually signicantly longer than
their electronic counterparts, rendering control easier to achieve.
 The complete theoretical modeling of a complex molecule in its ground electronic state is
less challenging than when electronically excited states are involved, so that a complete
comparison between theory and experiment is within reach, even for complex molecules
such as the hemoproteins considered in this project.
 The anharmonic ladder associated with a vibrational mode can handle a rich quantum
dynamics associated with the wavepacket motion on the potential energy surface, similarly
as with earlier studies in the gas phase, e.g. in Rydberg states [39]. Although vibrational
wavepackets have been excited and controlled in the condensed phase using visible pulses
either on the potential energy surface of the electronic excited state or through Raman
excitation of the ground electronic state, a mid-IR excitation of the vibrational motion
clearly remains the most direct approach.
 In the case of protein systems, most physiological processes take place in the ground elec-
tronic state, which makes vibrational coherent control more biologically relevant than co-
herent control mediated by electronic transitions.
In this second part of the thesis, we thus consider the excitation of the CO stretch in carboxyhe-
moglobin to specic, high-lying states. In this context, special emphasis is laid on the inuence of
the uctuations induced by the protein environment. This is done by employing a previously de-
veloped uctuating quantum Hamiltonian, which is based on a realistic protein structure. Both,
chirped pulse excitations and more complex control pulses are considered, to address this problem
of specic mode excitation in the uctuating environment.
Organization of the thesis
The organization of the thesis is as follows:
 In Chapter [2] we start with a basic introduction of the solid state quantum dots, excitons
and phonons as a perquisite to the following chapters. We also introduce the working Hamil-
tonian corresponding to the adiabatic population transfer process in few level quantum dot
interacting with phonon bath. We show, how careful choices of experimental parameters
could map the laser driven exciton-biexction system to three and two level open quantum
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systems interacting with a harmonic oscillator bath representing the phonons. This analogy
prepares the ground for the application of theory of open quantum systems, especially the
non Markovian master equations to these problems.
 Chapter [3] builds up on the formalism of non Markovian master equation leading to the
development of the auxiliary density matrix method which will be applied through nu-
merical simulation in subsequent chapters. Starting with the generalized master equation,
we introduce a special parameterization of the bath spectral density function that allows
us to treat the intrinsic non-locality in the time evolution of the reduced density matrix
equations and generate a coupled set of time-local equations. The details of the methods
are presented in relation to the model at hand.
 In Chapter [4] we address the problem of robust creation of exciton states with shaped laser
pulses in solid state quantum dots. Experiments in [10, 35] were the rst to motivate a host
of studies specically in this system [40]. Their results are successfully analyzed, corrobo-
rated with and newer benchmarks are provided for an ecient creation of excitons at room
temperature regime. This chapter explores the solution to the problem through numerical
simulations developed in the previous chapter and by means of analytical expressions valid
in appropriate parameter regime.
 The next Chapter [5] carries along the same line of reasoning into the problem of robust
creation of biexciton states. The physical setting of exciton-biexciton system is markedly
dierent from the exciton one, owing to the presence of the Coulomb detuning, ne struc-
ture splitting and the distinct pathways of excitations. However, with help of a special
choice of the orientation of the laser polarization, the complexity of the problem can be re-
duced. We, once again, analyze the problem with numerical simulations based on auxiliary
density matrix method. We also developed analytical expressions valid in adiabatic regime
that not only make the physical aspects of the problem transparent, but also provide an
insight leading to a set of guidelines for an ecient biexciton generation at room tempera-
ture regime.
In the subsequent chapters, which form the second part of this thesis, we deal with the
aspects of dynamics and control of vibrational population transfer in CO stretching mode
in carboxyhemoglobin in the native protein environment.
 In Chapter [10.3.3] we describe the model for the carboxyhemogloin, originally developed
in [41], which results in a uctuating potential energy surface (PES) as a starting point,
on which the wave packets are then propagated. At this point we also dene and describe
the time dependent observables that we intend to calculate in the subsequent chapters.
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 Chapter [7] deals with the issue of excitation of higher vibrational states using a intuitive
chirped laser pulses driving. In order to explore the intricacies of the dynamics therein, we
apply a strong pump pulse followed by weak probe pulse to generate transient absorption
spectra. The results are then interpreted, analyzed and discussed preparing the ground for
the further studies by employing a control strategy in the next chapter.
 In Chapter [8] we revisit the problem of vibrational ladder climbing by applying Local
Control Theory (LCT). LCT, an open loop control strategy provides a simple way to
monotonically increase or decrease expectation value of a chosen observable. Specically,
we employ LCT to the selective excitation of a vibrational state, in the presence of the
uctuating protein environment. Finally, it is shown how the experimentally established
method of transient absorption spectroscopy can monitor the created populations, thus
giving direct experimental verication of the control.
The scientic work that has been presented here had appeared in similar spirit the publications
listed in the thesis. Additionally the all of them were subsequently acknowledged in the Reference
section.
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2 Quantum dot: Basics
2.1 Introduction
Semiconductor hetero-structures have been at the forefront of the electronic and optoelectronic
applications for the last three decades. Among them, especially the low dimensional systems,
where the carriers are conned in space manifest some diverse yet interesting physics. Our the-
oretical analyses, in the following chapters, involve interactions of ultrashort laser pulses with
such low dimensional solid state heterostructures. We will focus on III-V type semiconductor
heterostructures, taking InAs-GaAs quantum dots as a generic example. These type of solid
state III-V semiconductor heterostructures, have been the test bed of numerous experimental
and theoretical studies in the past wherein their opto-electronic properties were systematically
studied [42, 43].
However, in view of recent experiments [10, 35, 44, 45] where the tools of strong eld coherent
control, traditionally developed in the atomic and molecular physics community, were put to use
in the studies of these heterostructures, a host of interesting phenomena have emerged. These
phenomena, if carefully exploited, hold the promise to make them strong candidates for opto-
electronic devices operating in the quantum regime [29, 30]. Albeit, this will require a detailed
understanding of the carrier dynamics in these heterostructures on a time scale of picoseconds
or shorter, in consideration with their coherent properties and the decoherence phenomena that
acts as a hindrance.
Before moving on to formally explore the exciton dynamics in InAs-GaAs quantum dots in Chap-
ters [4, 5], it is necessary to introduce, succinctly, some of the key concepts that are required to
describe our system under investigation. Similar discussions about general conned heterostruc-
tures can be found, in a pedagogical format in [46{48].
2.1.1 Quantum dot
Quantum dots are mesoscopic heterostructures in which the charge carrier (electrons, holes or
quasiparticles etc.) dynamics is conned in all three dimensions (i.e. the connement dimensions
are comparable to or smaller than the characteristic De Broglie wavelengths of the carriers).
Following the hierarchy of carrier connement in increasing dimensions, quite appropriately,
they are referred to as zero dimensional systems. The conning geometries have dramatic eects
on the energy states and density of states (DOS) of these mesoscopic systems. Specically, the
connement of motion in each dimension leads to quantized energy states, according to which the
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Figure 2.1: Variation of density of states (bottom) with connement in increasing dimensions (top)
are shown schematically, adapted from Ref.[49]. Note that the DOS become peaked with increasing
connement.
DOS become peaked, bearing a resemblance to the atomic energy levels (coined the popular term
'articial atom'). The gure below describes the eect of hierarchical connement on density of
systems. This resemblance to the discretized atomic levels is the primary motivation towards
employing coherent optical techniques to the quantum dots, seeking to manipulate the dynamics
of carrier states with precision and a high degree of control.
Synthesis, fabrication
There are several methods of fabrication of quantum dots in practice, involving varying degrees of
controllability of size distributions, shape, and quality. For the fabrication of the solid state self
assembled quantum dots under investigation, molecular beam epitaxy(MBE)1 based deposition
processes like the Stranski-Kastranow method [50, 51] were used. The basic physics behind a
typical growth process of a quantum dot involves embedding a narrow band gap (with higher
equilibrium lattice constants) semiconductor - the dot material within a matrix of wide band gap
(with lower equilibrium lattice constants) semiconductor - the substrate material. The disparity
of band gaps causes interfacial strain during the growth process which upon reaching a critical
thickness of the dot material, is released, resulting in randomly distributed islands that entrap
the carriers. Protective layers of substrate materials are grown further on the top to encapsulate
these quantum dots. Solid state quantum dot growth processes are now mature. They are stable
and scalable, thus can be readily fabricated onto the device architecture, making them viable for
existing technology as well as new applications.
1In general MBE methods produces high quality materials with reliable control for most heterostructures but
require elaborate and expensive deployment of technological machinery.
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Exciton and higher order exciton complexes
The realization of accessible states of quantum dots under laser driven processes comes through
the creation of electron-hole pairs across the band-gap, as in the rest of semiconductor physics.
On excitation, an electron gets promoted to the conduction band leaving behind a positively
charged vacancy in the valence band while remaining under mutual Coulomb interaction. Such
a charge neutral electron-hole quasi-bound complex is called Exciton. The physical attributes of
the electron-hole pair also depend on the nature of spatial connements. Under weak structural
connement the attractive Coulomb potential is primarily responsible for holding up the electron-
hole pair and the excitonic states results of the quantization of their center of mass motion.
In contrast, under strong structural connement, the electron-hole pair largely maintain their
independent single particle characters and the Coulomb interaction potential contributes to the
total energy as a correction of typically  25 meV [52].
In addition to the presence of single exciton in the neutral quantum dot, it is possible to add
extra electrons/holes or electron-hole pairs by various physical means: for example, creation of
electron-hole pairs by means of optical excitation or injection of single electron/hole through
electrical charge generation methods. The resulting system containing an extra electron/hole or
an electron-hole pair is called negatively/positively charged Trion or Biexciton respectively. As is
clear, all these state creation processes involve many-particle interactions which result in a shift
of corresponding energy levels compared to excitonic states, enabling their detection by optical
means.
In our case, these state energies and energy shifts are visible in the photo-luminescence spectra
from where the magnitudes of the energies corresponding to the excitonic energy levels have been
extracted from [10]. Since we consider the the quantum dot excitons under strong structural
.
j0i
jYi
jXi
j2Xi b
f
Figure 2.2: Schematic depiction of typical energy levels of an shaped single quantum dot. States jXi; jYi
denote the energy split (by an amount f , that is exaggerated in the gure) exciton states, whose degen-
eracy is lifted as a result of shape or interface asymmetry. Also shown, is the biexciton detuning: b.
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connement, the Coulombic correction to the energy for biexcitons b  0   5 meV, is small
compared to the excitonic level splittings.
The occurrence of excitonic energy levels depend crucially on the shape and symmetry properties
of the quantum dots. Under linearly polarized laser interactions, a symmetric quantum dot has
exciton and bi-exciton states disposed in a four level conguration with two degenerate exciton
states2. However, in an asymmetric quantum dot this degeneracy is lifted as a consequence of
electron-hole exchange interactions between two otherwise degenerate exciton states (denoted by
jXi and jYi in Fig.[2.2]). The dierence in energy of the resulting non-degenerate exciton states
are referred to as ne structure splitting (f ) magnitude of which in our case  0  500eV [53].
Exciton energy Hamiltonian
The resulting Hamiltonian can be represented by the four level diagonal Hamiltonian,
HQD = E0j0ih0j+EXjXihXj+ EYjYihYj+E2Xj2Xih2Xj (2.1)
where j0i; jXi; jYi; j2Xi denotes energy states corresponding to the ground state (absence of
electron-hole pair), exciton states and the biexciton state of the quantum dot respectively.
Using a linearly polarized laser with polarization along one of the two crystallographic axes i.e.
[110] or [110] one can access either of the exciton states, which lead to a three level exciton-
biexciton system representing one arm of the exciton-biexciton ladder3 (see Fig.[2.2]). The cor-
responding Hamiltonian is given by:
HQD = E0j0ih0j+ EXjXihXj+ E2Xj2Xih2Xj (2.2)
which we will use in our simulations in Chapters [4,5].
2.1.2 Quantum dot-Laser Interaction
The interaction of the quantum dot with the electric eld of a linearly polarized laser, which in-
duces couplings between the excitonic energy levels, is described within the dipole approximation.
We represent the Hamiltonian corresponding to the quantum dot-laser interaction as,
HQD Laser =  0 XE(t)

j0ihXj+ jXih0j

 X 2XE(t)

jXih2Xj+ j2XihXj

(2.3)
where E(t) represents the electric eld of the laser and  is the dipole operator projected on the
direction of laser polarization. The electric eld of laser is given by,
E(t) = E(t) cos(!0t+ t2) (2.4)
2Though these degenerate states can be dierentially accessed by employing laser with specic circular polar-
ization, here we consider driving by a linearly polarized laser only
3the other arm of the exciton-biexciton ladder represents a dark transition
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which represents laser with central frequency !0 and chirp rate  evolving under the time varying
prole: E(t) = Epe
  t2
2p . Experimentally these pulses are obtained by passing a Fourier limited
pulse of duration 0 with a peak eld strength E0 through the pulse shaping device which intro-
duces a quadratic phase 00. Then the pulse duration and time varying prole of the resultant
pulse are given by [54]:
p = 0

1 +
(200)2
40

(2.5)
Ep = E0
r
0
p
(2.6)
with  = 2
00
(40+2
00)2 . Hence the chirped pulse is stretched and its peak eld strength is reduced.
We further dene the pulse power:
P =
Z
dtjE(t)j2 (2.7)
which is independent of the chirp parameter and the pulse area:
 =
Z
dt
(t) (2.8)
where we have dened: 
(t) =  E(t).
2.1.3 Phonon
In periodically arranged atoms forming a lattice structure in one or more dimensions, the quan-
tized normal modes of the collective motions are called phonons. These phonons oer one of the
most important scattering mechanisms for electrons and holes in semiconductor heterostructures
4. Along with the omnipresent thermal vibrations, any impulsive force, for example mechani-
cal stress or electromagnetic pulses will trigger such collective motion of atoms. Decomposing
the complex modes of vibrations into the normal modes oers a convenient analysis leading to
the rationalization of experimental results. A simple description of their nature comes from the
traditional energy vs. wavevector analysis given by dispersion relations5 Fig.[2.3]. According to
their dispersion behaviour, determined by the nature of relative motions of atoms in the unit
cells, these phonon modes can be classied into dierent subcategories [47, 56]: a) Optical lon-
gitudinal (LO) and transverse (TO) modes; and b) Acoutsctic longitudinal (LA) and transverse
modes (TA) . Specic roles of these individual phonon modes in the carrier scattering events can
also be explained in terms of their dispersion properties. The motions within a unit cell where
4The electron-spin interactions with the uctuating nuclear spins bath via hyperne eect is also a very ecient
decoherence process for single electrons in quantum dots. However, due to the strong electron-hole short-
range exchange interactions, which splits the optically active (bright) excitons from the non-active ones (dark
excitons) by the energy of about of the order of 0:5   1 meV in quantum dots, the exciton are protected.
The hyperne coupling terms, of the order of 50eV for Ga, In, and As cannot therefore eciently couple the
exciton dark and bright states [55].
5specically, E(k) vs. !k relations are termed dispersion relation
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Figure 2.3: We show the typical dispersion curves from GaAs (left panel) and InAs (right panel), adapted
from Ref.[56]
neighboring atoms move in phase are referred to as coherent acoustic modes, while the relative
movements of neighboring atoms out of phase are called coherent optical modes. The acous-
tic modes are of lower energy compared to optical ones6 and follow a linear dispersion relation
!k;LA = cs;LA jkj (cs;LA is the speed of sound in bulk GaAs  5 103m:s 1), close to the center
of the Brillouin zone. For each these modes !k;j ; fj  TA1;TA2;LA;TO1;TO2;LOg there exist
one longitudinal and two transverse modes. In a series of recent experiments, these longitudinal
acoustic (LA) phonon modes were identied as to be primarily responsible for exciton scattering
events under strong eld laser driving at low temperature  4K [44, 45]. Henceforth we will
concentrate on these particular LA phonon modes and drop the index j. Here we represent LA
phonon modes surrounding the quantum dots as a collection of noninteracting harmonic oscillator
modes following a Bose-Einstein distribution given by:
N(!k) =
1
e!k   1 (2.9)
The distribution function describes the relative abundance of LA phonon modes corresponding
to energy ~!k at a temperature T =  1=kB (where kB is the Boltzmann constant).
Phonon Hamiltonian
The Hamiltonian corresponding to the noninteracting LA phonons is then represented as,
Hphonon =
X
k
~!kb
y
kbk (2.10)
6As shown in the gure, in a typical band diagram, acoustic phonon branches occur at lower energy than the
optical phonons branches. Moreover the optical branches appear atter and the acoustic branches vanish near
the center of the Brillouin zone [56]
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where byk; bk represents the bosonic creation and annihilation operators respectively, correspond-
ing to the k-th mode of energy ~!k. This independent boson model provides a sucient descrip-
tion for our semi-empirical modeling. As mentioned before, these LA phonon modes contribute
primarily to elastic carrier scattering in quantum dot heterostructures.
2.1.4 Exciton-phonon interaction
The general nature of exciton-LA phonon interactions, in our case, involve two principle type
of interactions: deformation potential coupling and piezoelectric coupling to acoustic phonon
modes. InAs-GaAs dot material is weakly piezoelectric [47, 56], therefore we concentrate on
the deformation potential coupling to longitudinal acoustic (LA) phonon modes only. Note that
the perturbing deformation potential arises from the strain caused by motion of lattice atoms.
Such interactions have been identied as the important source of phonon induced pure dephasing
processes in quantum dots [45, 57, 58].
The general form of exciton-LA phonon coupling strength for the k-th phonon mode can be
written as7 [47],
gk MekF [ e(r)] MhkF [ h(r)] (2.11)
where, Me=hk is the matrix element corresponding to the electron-phonon/ hole-phonon interac-
tion which is given as [47]:
Me=hk =
jkj De=hp
2%~!kV
(2.12)
where % is the mass density of the host material, V is the normalization volume (which extends
upto the whole sample volume) and De=h is the deformation potential coupling for electron/hole
taken as a constant. F [ e=h(r)] is the form factor of the electron/hole wavefunction under the
quantum dot connement potential, taken as,
Fe=hk [ e=h(r)] =
Z
drj e=h(r)j2eikr (2.13)
Assuming a spherical shape for the quantum dot and a harmonic potential connement, the
ground state wavefunction of electron/hole can be approximated as,
 e=h(r) =
e
  r2
2de=h
(
p
de=h)
3
2
(2.14)
where de=h is the electron/hole ground state localization length. Since in the quantum dot
samples under study, both eletrons and hole potentials have similar order of magnitude we will
take: de = dh = d. Note that taking the ground state wavefunction for the electron/hole as
7In writing gk in a factorized form, we assume that the lattice and dielectric properties of surrounding phonons
do not dier much from that of the bulk.
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Gaussian function is an approximation and should be exercised with caution in relation to the
scattering events, especially in the low energy regime8. Also note that using a similar ground
state localization length for electrons and holes is reasonable only for the strong connement
limit. Finally, the exction-LA phonon coupling strength can be written as,
gk =
jkjp
2%~!kV

DeFk[ e(r)] DhFk[ h(r)]

=
jkjp
2%~!kV

De
Z
dr eik:rj e(r)j2  Dh
Z
dr eik:rj h(r)j2

(2.15)
Evaluating the integrals and squaring we get:
jgkj2 = !k(De  Dh)
2
2%~c2sV
Exp( !2k=!2c ) (2.16)
where we have dened, !c =
p
2cs=d as the high frequency cut-o (cs is the speed of sound in
GaAs, taken to be 5110m:s 1 ). As it is clear from this expression, the cut-o depends on the
localization length of the electron/hole which is related to the size of the quantum dot. From
the estimate of the size of the InAs/GaAs quantum dots under study, we use a cut-o value:
!c = 0:72 meV.
In calculating the coupling terms we use the bulk GaAs parameters, which is a good approxi-
mation in our case. We stress that these approximations are valid only in the long wavelength
limit of LA phonon modes (as mentioned before, all our analysis is valid for a parameter regime
close to the center of Brillouin zone where linear dispersion relation for acoustic phonons hold)
for which the continuum model provides a very good approximation justifying the use of bulk
parameters.
Exciton-Phonon, Biexciton-Phonon interaction Hamiltonian
We introduce the exciton-phonon interaction Hamiltonian in the following form,
HQD phonon = 

jXihXj
X
k
 
gkb
y
k + g

kbk

+ 2 j2Xih2Xj
X
k
 
gkb
y
k + g

kbk

(2.17)
The interaction Hamiltonian is taken in a bilinear form: HQD phonon =  (S 
 B), where S and
B corresponds to excitonic system and bath coupling operator respectively,
S = jXihXj+ 2 j2Xih2Xj (2.18)
B =
X
k
 
gkb
y
k + g

kbk

(2.19)
and  is a scaling parameter whose magnitude determines the strength of coupling9. For the
biexciton-LA phonon interaction, we use a coupling constant two times that of the exciton-
8For a recent article discussing this approximation, see [59].
9 will be used for perturbation expansion later
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phonon, and keep the diagonal form for the excitonic part of the interaction operator10. The
coupling strengths to k-th phonon mode is denoted by gk and given by Eq.[2.15].
2.2 Notion of Open quantum system
Traditionally, the system of investigation which exchange particles and energy with other systems
during the course observation are classied as open quantum systems. The motivation can be
ascribed to practical situations, where we are almost always interested in some specic variables
(or degrees of freedom) in a system as observables which are invariably interacting with the
remaining variables during a physical process. Therefore, while exploring the dynamics of such
systems one is encountered with the conceptual need to establish a formal partitioning between
the variables of interest and variables of secondary interest in order to analyze them with dis-
criminating rigor and accuracy. Subsystem species a part of the whole physical system which
contains the relevant while Bath or reservoir indicates to those irrelevant dynamical variables
whose dynamics are not of primary interest. This partitioning is almost always physically mo-
tivated and depends on the specic system and properties one is interested in. The microscopic
description of dynamics thereafter involves identifying the nature interaction between the system
and the bath and describing the time evolution of the system. We are specically interested in the
observables related to quantum dot excitonic dynamics which interacts with surrounding phonon
degrees of freedom while the laser driving is on. Therefore, we formalize the context in which
the methods of open quantum systems will be applied in our problem. We classify the quantum
dots interacting with the laser as system which interacts with the LA phonon modes classied
as bath through the interactions mediated by system-bath coupling terms. This motivates us to
dene the total microscopic Hamiltonian corresponding to the system under study in the next
section.
2.3 The microscopic Hamiltonian
The full Hamiltonian consists of terms corresponding to the quantum dot system, the LA phonon
bath, and the exciton-LA phonon interaction taking the form,
HT = HQD +HQD laser +Hphonon +HQD phonon
= H0 +Hint +Hb +Hsb
= Hs +Hb +Hsb (2.20)
where we have identied: H0  HQD; Hb  Hphonon; Hsb  HQD phonon; Hint  HQD laser.
Furthermore we take: Hs = H0 +Hint including the laser driving into the system Hamiltonian.
This is suitable for describing dissipation in a dressed state picture.
10In the case of strongly conned quantum dots, for small number of carriers, the electron/hole envelope functions
do not depend strongly on the number of carriers within the quantum dots.
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Exciton-Biexciton Hamiltonian
The full microscopic Hamiltonian of the biexciton-laser-phonon system can be represented in a
concise form as,
HT = Hs +Hb +Hsb
= E0j0ih0j+ EXjXihXj+ E2Xj2Xih2Xj
  0 XE(t)

j0ihXj+ jXih0j

  X 2XE(t)

jXih2Xj+ j2XihXj

+
X
k
~!kb
y
kbk + 

jXihXj
X
k
 
gkb
y
k + g

kbk

+ 2 j2Xih2Xj
X
k
 
gkb
y
k + g

kbk

(2.21)
where the symbols have their usual meanings dened before.
Exciton Hamiltonian
Furthermore, if one restricts the laser bandwidth so as to evade the biexciton transition and
chooses a suitable laser polarization, it is possible to access the exciton transition only. The
system can then be modeled as a two level system and the corresponding Hamiltonian can be
represented as,
HT = Hs +Hb +Hsb
= E0j0ih0j+ EXjXihXj   0 XE(t)

j0ihXj+ jXih0j

+
X
k
~!kb
y
kbk + jXihXj
X
k
 
gkb
y
k + g

kbk

(2.22)
Thus we have dened all the eective, working Hamiltonians that describe the relevant processes
of interest. In several of the previous analysis published [45, 60] similar Hamiltonians were used
to analyze the exciton dynamics in relations to quantum dot laser interactions.
To simplify the notation, we will set ~ = 1 assuming atomic units, for all further developments.
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3.1 Introduction
Here we develop the necessary formalisms for non Markovian master equation that will describe
the excitonic dynamics corresponding to the Hamiltonians presented in the previous chapter. We
will take up the projection operator formalism developed in [61, 62] which has been successfully
employed in the past to obtain generalized master equations for the reduced density matrix.
In particular, we will develop a master equation using the auxiliary density matrix method based
on a special parametrization of bath spectral density introduced in [63]. The resulting time local
coupled set of equations are amenable to straightforward numerical solutions.
3.2 Generalized master equation
3.2.1 Projector operator formalism
The time dependence of the full density operator, is governed by the Liouville-von Neumann
equation of the full system-bath density matrix: T(t),
@tT(t) =  i[HT(t);T(t)]  LT(t)T(t) (3.1)
where the second equivalence is due to the introduction of the Liouville superoperator notation:
LT = Ls+Lb+Lsb. Our motivation is to introduce a formal partitioning of the density operator
in order to be able to analyze the dynamics of the relevant variables in terms of reduced density
matrix. Hence, we introduce the projection superoperator: P and the complementary: Q=1  
P. Using these projection superoperators, the total density operator can be partitioned in the
following mutually exclusive summands: density operator containing 'relevant' variables and
'non-relevant' variables.
T(t) = PT(t) +QT(t) (3.2)
Hereafter, we want a dynamical equation for the relevant part of the density operator only. While,
the dynamical eects of the non-relevant part will be included by one of the several available
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schemes. Inserting Eq.[3.2] back into the von Neumann equation, we obtain a coupled set of
dierential equations,
@tPT(t) = PLPT(t) + PLQT(t)
@tQT(t) = QLPT(t) +QLQT(t) (3.3)
which formally express the dynamical evolution for the relevant part (PT) and non-relevant part
(QT) of the density operator, respectively. Note that they aect each other dynamically and
by working with on any one of them would lead to non locality as we are working in a reduced
space of variables. Solving these coupled equations formally lead to:
@tPT(t) = PLPT(t) + PLT e
R t
t0
dt0QLQT(t0) +
Z t
t0
dt0PLT e
R t
t0 dt
00QLQLPT(t0) (3.4)
where we have used time ordering operator: T necessary to allow an explicit time dependent
Liouvillian. The equation above is a formal and exact expression of the time evolution of the
relevant part of the density operator. However, to proceed further, the projector needs to be
dened, depending to the specic problem at hand.
3.2.2 Context of the problem
We introduce the particular form of the Nakajima-Zwanzig projection superoperator:
P() = Br 
 Trb() (3.5)
where () denotes the operand the projector acts upon. As can be seen, the projector, acting on
the full density operator, separates it into direct product subspaces containing subsystem density
operator (or reduced density operator) and a reference bath density operator. The reference state
of bath, given by: Br is taken to be in the thermal equilibrium1 i.e. Br  B0  eqb where,
eqb =
1
Zb
e Hb with Trb(
eq
b ) = 1 (3.6)
Introducing the projector, in Eq.[3.4], we get,
B0Trbf@tT(t)g = B0TrbfLP(t)g+ B0TrbfLT e
R t
t0
dt0QLQT(t0) +
Z t
t0
dt0B0TrbfLT e
R t
t0 dt
00QLQT(t0)g
@t(t) = TrbfLPT(t)g+TrbfLT e
R t
t0
dt0QLQT(t0) +
Z t
t0
dt0TrbfLT e
R t
t0 dt
00QLQT(t0)g (3.7)
This equation presents the time evolution of subsystem density operator. Here, the rst term de-
scribes the dynamics under an eective Liouvillian as: LeT(t) = TrbfLP(t)g using: TrbfT(t)g =
1This is an approximation which is valid in our case. However caution should be taken in extrapolating such
assumption to other situations where an initially correlated bath cannot be replaced by an equilibrium one as
highlighted in [63, 64].
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(t). The second term represents the inuence from the subsystem-bath correlation at initial time
referred to as initial correlation: I(t) = TrbfLT e
R t
t0
dt0QLQT(t0). Here we assume that prior to
the laser interaction at t0, we have T(t0) = 
eq
b j0ih0j, which leads to I = 0. Further, in the
Appendix [3.3.1], it is shown that in our case, we have Le = Ls. The third term accounts for the
inuence of subsystem-bath dynamical correlation and is called memory kernel: K(t   t0)(t0).
The simplication of this term is more involved, and requires further developments which will be
detailed in the next section.
3.2.3 Evaluation of Memory Kernel
We start with the denition:
K(t  t0)(t0) = TrbfLT e
R t
t0 dt
00QLQLB0(t0)g (3.8)
which following the simplication in Appendix[3.3.2], takes the form,
K(t  t0)(t0) =  2S; T eR tt0 dt00LsS(t0)Trbfei(t t0)HbBe i(t t0)HbBB0g
  T e
R t
t0 dt
00Ls(t0)S Trbfei(t t0)HbBe i(t t0)HbBB0g

(3.9)
Introducing the bath correlation function: C() = TrbfeHbBe HbBB0g where  = i(t  t0) the
memory term can be re-written in a simplied form as:
K(t  t0)(t0) = i2S; iC(t  t0)T eR tt0 dt00LsS(t0)| {z }
I
 iC(t  t0)T e
R t
t0 dt
00Ls(t0)S| {z }
II

(3.10)
The eect of bath therefore enters the subsystem dynamics through the bath correlation function.
Note that the term [II] is the hermitian conjugate of term [I], which will be utilized later for the
development of an ecient numerical procedure for solving the non-Markovian master equation.
3.2.4 Bath correlation function
The general bath correlation function appearing in the memory kernel of the master equation
has the following form:
C() = TrbfeHbBe HbBB0g (3.11)
However this is a formal equation and needs to be evaluated further by dening the bath Hamil-
tonian: Hb and the bath operator: B in the context of the problem at hand. Therefore, we will
evaluate the bath correlation function by inserting Hb and B dened in Eq.[2.10,2.19],
Hb =
X
k
!kb
y
kbk
B =
X
k
(gkb
y
k + g

kbk)
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Following a simplication (see Appendix[3.3.3]) it takes the form,
C() =
X
k

e!kN(!k)jgkj2 + e !k(N(!k) + 1)jgkj2

(3.12)
Further, in the limit of innitely many oscillators, assuming a continuous variation of spectral
distribution function over frequencies, we write,
C() =
Z 1
0
d!

J(!)
e!   1  
J( !)e !
1  e!

=
Z 1
 1
d!J(!)

e!
e!   1

(3.13)
where we have introduced, J(!) =
P
kjgkj2(!   !k). In nding the form of J(!) we use the
following replacement (which amounts to transferring the integral from k-space to energy space),X
k
! V
(2)3
Z
d3k (3.14)
Also using the relation from Eq.[2.16] i.e. jgkj2 = !kjDe Dhj
2
2%cs2V
Exp( !2k=!2c ), we nd:
J(!) =
X
k
jgkj2(!   !k)
=
jDe  Dhj2
42%c5s
Z 1
0
d!k !
3
k Exp( !2k=!2c ) (!   !k)
= A!3e
 

!
!c
2
(3.15)
Thus we have the spectral distribution function of the form:
J(!) = A!3e
 

!
!c
2
(3.16)
with the parameter A that depends on the parameters from the microscopic model and the
physical properties of the substrate,
A =
jDe  Dhj2
42%c5s
(3.17)
The value of A used in the simulation is given in Appendix [3.3.5]. Note that the spectral
distribution function is super-ohmic in nature where the low frequency behavior is governed by
a power law and the high frequency tail is truncated by the cut-o !c. This is commensurate
with the physical behavior of LA phonons in the relevant parameter regime.
We again stress, that in the calculation of the the coupling parameter it is found that the bulk
GaAs parameters provide a good estimate for the surrounding material of the embedded quantum
dot.
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3.2.5 Parametrization of bath spectral density
One of the key ingredient of the non-Markovian master equation that we are developing is the
parametrization of the bath spectral distribution function [63, 65, 66] given by Eq.[3.16]. We
represent the bath spectral density as:
J(!) = A!3e
 

!
!c
2

nX
l=1
p(l)j(l)(!) (3.18)
where,
j(l)(!) =
!3
[(! +

(l)
1 )
2 +  
(l)
1
2
][(!   
(l)1 )2 +  (l)1
2
][(! +

(l)
2 )
2 +  
(l)
2
2
][(!   
(l)2 )2 +  (l)2
2
]
(3.19)
The parametrization is generally introduced via numerical tting procedures which determines
the number of terms to be included in the sum. In our treatment, we use 4 terms in the summand
for a suciently accurate tting. Taking sum of products of Lorentzians allows one to perform
the integration over J(!) in Eq.[3.13] analytically by contour integration. Each term under the
summation in Eq.[3.19] has 4 poles in the upper complex plane corresponding to Im[] > 0, and
an innite number of poles at the Matsubara frequencies: m =
2m
 stemming from N. Then
the correlation function can be expressed as a sum of exponentials:
C(t  t0) = 2i
nX
l=1
p(l)
4X
=1
N

G(l)

Res
G
(l)

h
j(l)(!)
i
eiG
(l)
 (t t0)
+
2i

1X
m=1
J(im)e
 k(t t0) (3.20)
with
G
(l)
1 = 

(l)
1 + i 
(l)
1
G
(l)
2 =  
(l)1 + i (l)1
G
(l)
3 = 

(l)
2 + i 
(l)
2
G
(l)
4 =  
(l)2 + i (l)2 (3.21)
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(3.22)
We re-write the correlation function, in a concise form:
C(t  t0) =
1X
k=1
ke
ik(t t0) (3.23)
where k and k are given by direct comparison with Eq.[3.20]. This property will be used to
deconvolute the memory kernel, in order to obtain a coupled set equations in terms of eective
density matrices. This approach, termed Auxiliary density matrix method [40, 63, 65{67],
is detailed in the next section.
3.2.6 Auxiliary density matrix method
To begin with, we re-write the time evolution of reduced density matrix,
_(t) = Ls(t) +
Z t
t0
dt0K(t  t0)(t0)
= Ls(t) + i2
Z t
t0
dt0
S; iC(t  t0)T eR tt0 dt00LsS(t0)  iC(t  t0)T e  R tt0 dt00Ls(t0)S
(3.24)
We dene auxiliary density matrices by:
k(t) = ik
Z t
t0
dt0 ek(t t
0)T e
R t
t0 dt
00LsS(t0) (3.25)
which allows us to write:
_(t) = Ls(t) + i2
1X
k=1
S; k(t) + yk(t) (3.26)
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where we have used the fact that term II in Eq.[3.9] is the hermitian conjugate of Eq.[3:25]. The
auxiliary density matrices themselves can be calculated alongside with  on the y. Indeed, from
Eq.[3.25, 3.26], one nds that  and the k obey a system of coupled dierential equations:
_(t) = Ls(t) + i2
1X
k=1
S; k(t) + yk(t)
_k(t) =
Ls + k	k(t) + S(t) k = 1;1 (3.27)
This set of coupled Liouville equations takes memory eects fully into account, since it is equiv-
alent to Eq.[3.7]. In practice, a nite number of auxiliary density matrices are used and the
coupled set of equations is solved using a standard Runge-Kutta integrator. Thus in deriving
these working equations, we have avoided the time non-locality in the non Markovian master
equation Eq.[3.24] by expanding the space of parameters, by introducing a set of auxiliary den-
sity matrices.
3.3 Appendix
3.3.1 Simplication of eective Liouvilian term
Here we simplify the eective Liouvillian term.
LeT(t) = TrbfLB0T(t)g
= Trbf(Ls + Lb + Lsb)B0T(t)g
= TrbfLsB0T(t)g+TrbfLbB0T(t)g+TrbfLsbB0T(t)g
= Ls(t) (3.28)
where we have used the fact that the coupling Hamiltonian is bilinear.
3.3.2 Simplication of memory kernel term
Here we proceed to simplify the term corresponding to the memory kernel K(t  t0) Eq.[3.8]. In
doing so we will employ perturbation expansion in system-bath coupling strength to the second
order. To simplify the notation, we dene: L0 = Ls + Lb
K(t  t0)(t0) = TrbfLT e
R t
t0 dt
00QLQLP(t0)g
= Trbf(L0 + Lsb)T e
R t
t0 dt
00Q(L0+Lsb)Q(L0 + Lsb)P(t0)g
= TrbfLsbT e
R t
t0 dt
00Q(L0+Lsb)(QL0P + QLsbP)(t0)g
= 2TrbfLsbT e
R t
t0 dt
00QL0QLsbP(t0)g
= 2Trb
LsbT eR tt0 dt00QL0 LsbP   PLsbP(t0)	 (3.29)
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Further simplifying the term, T e
R t
t0 dt
00QL0LsbP(t0) as,
T e
R t
t0 dt
00QL0LsbP(t0)
= T e
R t
t0 dt
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2
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
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
(t0)
=

LsbP +
Z t
t0
dt0L0LsbP + 1
2
Z t
t0
dt00
Z t00
t000
dt000

L0L0LsbP   L0 PL0LsbP| {z }
=0

+ : : :
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(t0)
=

1 +
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dt0L0 + 1
2
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Z t00
t000
dt000L0L0 + : : :

LsbP(t0)
= T e
R t
t0 dt
00L0LsbP(t0) (3.30)
Inserting back in Eq.[3.29], we get,
K(t  t0)(t0)
= 2TrbfLsbT e
R t
t0 dt
00L0LsbP(t0)g
=  i2TrbfLsbT e
R t
t0 dt
00L0(t t0) Hsb;P(t0)g
=  i2TrbfLsbT e
R t
t0 dt
00LseLb(t t
0)[SB;B0(t0)]g
=  i2Trb
n
Lsb

T e
R t
t0 dt
00LsS(t0)eLb(t t0)BB0   eLb(t t0)B0BT e
R t
t0 dt
00Ls(t0)S
o
=  i2Trb
nh
Hsb;

T e
R t
t0 dt
00LsS(t0)eLb(t t0)BB0   eLb(t t0)B0BT e
R t
t0 dt
00Ls(t0)S
io
=  2Trb
nh
S;

T e
R t
t0 dt
00LsS(t0)B eLb(t t0)BB0   BeLb(t t0)B0B T e
R t
t0 dt
00Ls(t0)S
io
=  2
h
S;T e
R t
t0 dt
00LsS(t0)Trb
BeLb(t t0)BB0	  TrbBeLb(t t0)B0B	T eR tt0 dt00Ls(t0)Si
(3.31)
This form corresponds to Eq.[3.9].
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3.3.3 Bath correlation function
Here, we detail the simplication of the time correlation function, in the context of our problem
by bringing in the bath Hamiltonian and system-coupling operator.
C() = Trb
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e
P
k !kb
y
kbkBe 
P
k !kb
y
kbkBB0

= Trb
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e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k !kb
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X
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
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 P!kbykbkX
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Pk0 !kbykbkgkbyke Pk0 !k0byk0bk0gk0bk0
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P
k !kb
y
kbkgkbke
 Pk0 !k0byk0bk0gk0byk0 + ePk !kbykbkgkbke Pk0 !k0byk0bk0gk0bk0

B0

=
X
k
jgkj2

e !khbykbyki + e!khbkbyki + e !khbykbki + e!khbkbki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(3.32)
In determining the above expression we have used following identities [68]:
e b
ybby = e bye b
yb
e b
ybb = ebe b
yb (3.33)
and the following relations [68],
kk0hbykbyk0i = 0
kk0hbkbk0i = 0 (3.34)
Moreover using the following replacement rules which follows from Bose-Einstein statistics [68],
hbykbki  N(!k) =
1
e!k   1
hbkbyki  N(!k) + 1 =
e!k
e!k   1 (3.35)
we can obtain,
C() =
X
k

e!kN(!k)jgkj2 + e !k(N(!k) + 1)jgkj2

(3.36)
which is the form used in Eq.[3.12].
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3.3.4 Bath spectral density - from k space to energy space
In order to evaluate the continuum limit of bath spectral density we have, in the main text,
introduced the integral of following type.X
k
! V
(2)3
Z
d3k =
V
42cs3
Z
!2k d!k (3.37)
The transformation of integral from k-space to energy space is achieved by assuming that !k is
related to the wave vector k through a linear dispersion relation !k = csjkj (where cs denotes the
speed of sound in bulk GaAs under study). The assumption holds for a region near the Brillouin
zone of the acoustic phonon branch. Thus we get,X
k
! V
(2)3
Z
d3k
=
V
(2)3
4
Z
jkj2dk
=
V
(2)3
4
Z
!2k
cs2
d!k
cs
=
V
22cs3
Z
!2k d!k (3.38)
which we replace in the Eq.[3.15].
3.3.5 Quantum dot parameters
The parameter A and !c used in the calculation were obtained from a t to the experimental
results, to be presented in 4.2. Using the realistic material parameters the best t was found for,
A = 0:022 ps2 and !c = 0:72meV. The bulk parameters used in that case are: cs = 5140m:s
 1
for the speed of sound in GaAs; % = 5370 kg:m 3, which corresponds to d = 8:2 nm. Value
of jDe   Dhj is taken as 8.2 eV. All of these values are realistic for the quantum dot material
considered in this work.
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4 Aspects of adiabatic population transfer I:
Robust exciton generation
4.1 Introduction
In this section, we apply the non-Markovian master equation developed in the previous chapter
to investigate the problem of exciton generation in quantum dots by adiabatic process employing
strong, chirped laser pulses. Indeed, recent experiments have addressed this problem [10, 35].
The main nding of these experiments [10, 35] is that adiabatic population transfer is indeed
possible, albeit with a drastic drop in the transfer eciency for higher intensities. Further,
in [10], it is conjectured that this loss mechanism might be rationalized by invoking phonon-
induced transitions between the instantaneous eld dressed states. The observed loss of transfer
eciency has also been found in numerical simulations [69], where additionally an asymmetry
with respect to the sign of the chirp parameter was reported. The aim of this chapter is to
elucidate the physical mechanisms of this process. Adiabatic population transfer using strongly
chirped laser pulses of high intensity is one of the most successful experimental techniques to
achieve coherent population transfer in multilevel systems. It has been remarkably successful
supported by both theoretical prediction and experimental validation in a wide range of atomic
and molecular systems [70, 71]. Its success stems from the fact that it is robust with respect to
uncertainties in the shape or intensity of the laser pulse or the exact value of the dipole moment.
The aim of this chapter is to provide an evidence of this mechanism, and present a full analytical
expression describing the observed eect in order to give a compelling yet simple analysis of
the dependency of the phonon-induced loss in the population transfer eciency on all relevant
parameters, like the strength of the coupling to the phonons, temperature, magnitude and sign
of the chirp parameter. The numerical simulations, using the non-Markovian master equation
approach developed in the previous chapter takes eects of strong external elds correctly into
the memory kernel, though treat exciton-phonon coupling strength up to the second order, hence
suited for the analysis.
4.2 Dressed State Description
To begin with, we will transform to an interaction representation to facilitate a description in
terms of photon-dressed states of the quantum dot system. As will be shown in the next section,
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this will allow us to correctly include the eects of the interaction due to the LA phonon bath
onto the exciton dynamics. We start with the exciton Hamiltonian (introduced in Chapter [2],
Eq.[2.22])1.
Hs(t) =
 
E0  0 XE(t)
 0 XE(t) EX
!
(4.1)
The frequency chirped laser pulse under consideration given by:
E(t) = E(t) cos(!0t+ t2) (4.2)
where E(t) represents the pulse envelope. The parameters: !0 and  are the central laser
frequency and the chirp rate of the laser pulse, respectively. The latter is connected to the
quadratic phase of the pulse in the frequency domain, as detailed in Chapter [2].
4.2.1 Interaction representation and Rotating wave approximation(RWA)
We transform to an interaction picture by using a unitary transformation matrix: UI , given as:
U 1I =
 
 ei(EX !0)(t it2) 0
0 eiEXt
!
: (4.3)
The resulting system Hamiltonian takes the form:
HIs = U 1I HsUI   iU 1I (@tUI)
=
 
(t) 
(t)2

(t)
2 0
!
where we have neglected the counter-rotating terms (RWA), introduced: 
(t) = 0 XE(t) as the
time dependent coupling to the laser and dened: (t) = !0 + 2t   (EX   E0) as the time
dependent detuning. Invoking an analogy with the resonant case, e
(t) =p
(t)2 +(t)2, can be
thought to represent the instantaneous, generalized Rabi frequency. Finally, the full Hamiltonian
in the interaction representation appears as follows,
HIT = HIs +Hb +Hsb
=
 
(t) 
(t)2

(t)
2 0
!
+
X
k
!kb
y
kbk + 
 
0 0
0 1
!X
k
 
gkb
y
k + g

kbk

(4.4)
Note that Hamiltonian corresponding to the exciton-phonon interaction HamiltonianHsb remains
unaltered under the interaction transformation. This is due to the fact that the system operator
part of system-bath coupling Hamiltonian is diagonal in eigenstate representation and the bath
operator is invariant under this transformation. The same reasoning applies for the invariance
of the bath Hamiltonian.
This Hamiltonian is the starting point for the non Markovian numerical simulation using the
auxiliary density matrix method, developed in Chapter[3].
1The same symbolics have been used and we have set ~ = 1 by using atomic units.
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Figure 4.1: A schematic diagram for the adiabatic transfer under frequency swept laser driving. For
positive chirp parameter ( > 0) the dynamics proceeds via the lower adiabatic surface, whereas for a
negative chirp parameter ( < 0) it proceeds via the upper one as determined by the initial conditions in
dressed state basis.
4.3 Numerical Treatment
The numerical solution of the non Markovian equation, the results of which will be presented in
section[4.5], are obtained by solving the following equation:
_(t) = Ls(t) +
Z t
t0
dt0K(t;t0)(t0) (4.5)
Thereby we take the eects of nonperturbative laser interactions while treating the exciton-
phonon interaction perturbatively (to the second order in exciton-phonon coupling strength).
We propagate the initial density matrix: (t0) in time, starting from the ground state. In this
case, a total number of 60 auxiliary density matrices were found to give converged results. After
the pulse is over, the excited state population settles to a steady value in time, yielding the nal
exciton population2: Pf .
As will be shown in the discussion section, the numerical results are in perfect agreement with
measured experimental results, reproducing all of the main features. One of the striking outcome
is a drop in the adiabatic population transfer eciency for strong, chirped pulses, in a parameter
regime where in an isolated case, complete population transfer is expected. In order to analyze
and assess the degradation of the adiabatic population transfer eciency in the presence of
surrounding phonons, we will develop an analytical solution in the adiabatic regime in the next
section.
2However this assumption remains true only for population measurements within the exction lifetime, beyond
which the exciton may be annihilated due to radiative recombination, charging of exction by some additional
carrier to form charged exciton etc. (see [10]). Since these processes have typically have time scale much longer
than the pulse duration and time of observation, they can be safely neglected.
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4.4 Analytical Treatment
In this section, we develop a master equation utilizing the Hamiltonian from Eq.[4.4] which is
perturbative to the second order in exciton-phonon interaction. In particular, for this two level
exction problem, the master equation allows a closed form of expressions to be obtained once the
Markovian approximation is made.
4.4.1 Markovian master equation in dressed basis
Evaluation of the memory kernel
To proceed, we need to develop the dissipative memory kernel, as given in Eq.[3.10]. On assuming
that due to the RWA, the dressed Hamiltonian HIs is only slowly varying over the timescale of
the correlation function: C(t  t0), we can neglect the time ordering, which allows us to write, in
the same perturbative order, Z t
t0
K(t;t0)(t0) =
i2
Z t
t0
h
S; iC(t  t0)
n
U(t;t0)SUy(t;t0)(t)
oi
+
h
S;  iC(t  t0)
n
(t)Uy(t;t0)SU(t;t0)
oi
(4.6)
with U(t;t0) = e iHIs(t t0). Henceforth, the Heisenberg evolution of the coupling operator can be
evaluated analytically in the Markovian limit3 which yields the dissipative memory kernel as:Z t
t0
dt0K(t;t0)(t0)   2S;D(t)  (t)Dy (4.7)
where,
D =
Z 1
0
d C()cos(
e
)  1
2e
2
 
 
2 


 
2
!
+
Z 1
0
d C()sin(
e
)
2e

 
0  i

i
 0
!
(4.8)
where the dissipative operator: D can further be expressed in terms of Pauli matrices fig, to
simplify the analysis,
D = 1
2
X
fi2x;y;zg
ii (4.9)
3In the Markovian limit is it assumed that the system varies slowly over the time scale of decay of the bath
correlation function. This amounts to extending the upper limit of integration in Eq.[4.8] to innity.
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where the coecients i are given by,
x =
Z 1
0
d C()

fcos(e
)  1g=~
2

y =
Z 1
0
d C()

sin(e
)=~


z =  
Z 1
0
d C()

fcos(e
)  1g=~
2
2 (4.10)
Decomposing dissipative operator into an hermitian and anti-hermitian part: D = Dh + Dah
according to,
Dh = 1
2
X
fi2x;y;zg
Re(i)i
Dah = i
2
X
fi2x;y;zg
Im(i)i (4.11)
and using S = 12 (1 + z) allows us to write the dissipative memory kernel in a concise form,Z t
t0
K(t;t0)(t0)  
2
2
[z; [Dh; (t)]] + 
2
2

z; [Dah; (t)]+

 
2
4
0@ X
fi2x;y;zg
Re(i) [z; [i; s(t)]] + i
X
fi2x;y;zg
Im(i)

z; [i; s(t)]+
1A(4.12)
Below, we evaluate the coecients i, as per Eq.[4.10] by performing the integrals, where we
neglect the principal value terms4 to obtain,
Re(x) =


e
2
Z 1
0
d Re[C()]

cos(e
)  1 = 
2


e
2

J(e
) coth(e
=2) (4.13)
Re(y) =


e

Z 1
0
d Re[C()] sin(e
) = 0 (4.14)
Re(z) =  


2e
2
Z 1
0
d Re[C()]

cos(e
)  1 =  
2


2e
2

J(e
) coth(e
=2) (4.15)
Im(x) =


e
2
Z 1
0
d Im[C()]

cos(e
)  1 = 0 (4.16)
Im(y) =


e

Z 1
0
d Im[C()] sin(e
) =  
2


e


J(e
) (4.17)
Im(z) =  


2e
2
Z 1
0
d Im[C()]

cos(e
)  1 = 0 (4.18)
4Numerically, the principle value terms were found to be contributing negligibly in our case.
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Detailed derivations which lead to these results are described in Appendix[4.7.2]. Using these
terms in Eq.[4.7], the memory kernel is completely derived within the Markovian approximation.
Subsequently the Markovian master equation can be presented as:
_(t) =  i HIs ; (t)+ 24


2
 

e
2
!
J(e
) coth(e
=2) [z; [x; (t)]]
 
2
 

2e
2
!
J(e
) coth(e
=2) [z; [z; (t)]]  i
2


e


J(e
) z; [y; (t)]+
(4.19)
Note that the coecients terms of teh commutators which correspond to dierent dissipative
mechanisms contain the spectral density function sampled at the time dependent energy gap
(instantaneous Rabi frequency) i.e. J(e
(t)). This implies that the dissipation is intensity de-
pendent predominantly via the resonant phonon modes. This nding has been substantiated
experimentally only recently [44, 45, 72].
In the next section, in order to study the time evolution of excitonic coherences and populations,
we resort to the Bloch vector representation that oers a convenient interpretation in terms of
individual Bloch components representing coherences and dierences in population.
Bloch vector representation
Here, we transform the master equation Eq.[4.19] into the Bloch picture, by dening the Bloch
vector components as5,
hxi = 12 + 21; hyi = i (12   21) ; hzi = 22   11 (4.20)
Accordingly, the time evolution of the Bloch vector is given by,0B@@thxi@thyi
@thzi
1CA =
0B@ 

2   

   
2 

0  
 0
1CA
0B@hxihyi
hzi
1CA 
0B@
e
0
0
1CA (4.21)
where we have abbreviated:  = 2J(
~
)=~
2 and  =  coth( ~
=2). The coupled set of equations
correctly describe the coherent excitonic dynamics subjected to strong laser driving under the
inuence of the phonon bath in quantum dot systems.
4.4.2 Adiabatic Master Equation in Bloch vector representation
However, we have set out to analyze adiabatic population transfer for which we need a description
of dynamics in the adiabatic basis. This will be done by developing an adiabatic master equation
and deriving corresponding adiabatic Bloch representation as described below.
5For better readability, the time arguments have been dropped.
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Adiabatic basis transformation
Here, we transform into an adiabatic basis where the time dependent Hamiltonian remains diag-
onal at any instance. Such transformation can be achieved by employing a generalized rotation
matrix: Ur(t) in SU(2) given by:
Ur(t) =
 
cos (t)2 sin
(t)
2
  sin (t)2 cos (t)2
!
(4.22)
where taking the angle of rotation: (t) = arctan (
(t)=(t)) diagonalizes the time dependent
Hamiltonian. Corresponding adiabatic density matrix is obtained by,
a(t) = U 1r (t)(t)Ur(t) (4.23)
Dening the corresponding adiabatic Bloch vector components by6,
hxia = a12 + a21 ; hyia = i (a12   a21) ; hzia = a22   a11 (4.24)
we nd: 0B@hxi
a
hyia
hzia
1CA =
0B@ cos  0 sin 0 1 0
  sin  0 cos 
1CA
0B@hxihyi
hzi
1CA : (4.25)
Using this transformation, the Bloch equation Eq.[4.21] can be transformed into the adiabatic
picture. Neglecting the non-adiabatic couplings, we nd the adiabatic Bloch equation:0B@@thxi
a
@thyia
@thzia
1CA =
0B@ 0 ~
  
 ~
  
2 0
0 0 
2
1CA
0B@hxi
a
hyia
hzia
1CA 
0B@
0

2
1CA (4.26)
Here, one observes that the time evolution of the population dierence i.e. haz i decouples
from other components of the Bloch vector. this yield a convenient analytical solution for nal
population taking into account the appropriate initial condition. In determining the initial con-
ditions in the adiabatic picture, taking the quantum dot being initially in its ground state7, i.e.
hxi(ti) = hyi(ti) = 0 and hzi(ti) =  1, and setting 
(ti) ! 0, gives the initial value for the
adiabatic component as,
hzia(ti) =   (ti !  1)j(ti !  1)j hzi(ti) =  sgn()hzi(ti) (4.27)
Moreover, after the pulse is over, we have tf !1, and 
(tf ) = 0, and we have,
hzia(tf ) = (tf !1)j(tf !1)j hzi(tf ) = sgn()hzi(tf ) (4.28)
6Once again we drop the time argument for clarity.
7The quantum dot ground state is the crystal ground state where no exciton is present
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Analytic solution for exciton population in the adiabatic regime
The nal exciton population, expressed in terms of hzi(tf ), is given by,
Pf  22(tf ) =
1
2

1 + sgn()haz i(tf )

(4.29)
where hzia(tf ) is the solution of (from Eq.[4.26]):
@thzia =  
2

 hzia   
	
(4.30)
subject to the initial condition hzia(ti) = sgn(). Note, however, that in this expression,  and
 are time-dependent through e
(t). Due to the common prefactor 
2, which describes the pulse
envelope, the right hand side is only relevant during the pulse duration. Thus, to arrive at a fully
analytic solution, we set,   2J(
p)=
2p and    coth (
p=2) leading to:
@thaz i =  

2

J(
p)e
 2( t
p
)2

coth

p
2

haz i   1

) @ haz i =  Be 2
2

Chaz i   1

(4.31)
where, in the last equality, we have changed to a dimensionless time  = t=p and abbreviated,
B = (=2)J(
p) and C = coth(
p=2).
The solution of this dierential equation, subject to the initial condition:
haz i( !  1) = sgn() (4.32)
can be given in closed form as,
haz i( !1) =
1 + e  fCsgn()g
C
(4.33)
with  =
p
=2BC. This yields the nal exciton population as:
Pf = q   sgn()

q   1
coth (
0=2)

with q =
1
2
 
e  + 1

and  =

2
3=2
J(
p) coth


p
2

p (4.34)
The loss mechanism is clearly evident from Eq.[4.34]. The laser pulse 
p induces a coupling to
the phonon bath, leading to a loss of nal adiabatic population while performing the passage
across the avoided crossing region. While constructing the solution, we implicitly assumed the
majority of the population loss having taken place around the avoided crossing. The chirp sign
dependence that comes through the initial conditions, points toward an asymmetry leading to
dierent nal population. Note, that in the absence of the phonons, we have A = 0, hence  = 0,
q = 1 and Pf = 1 which is also the intuitive outcome of adiabatic population transfer in a closed
system under strong, chirped laser driving.
Before we analyze the physical process on the basis of this analytical result, and compare to full
numerical results, we provide the low and high temperature limits of Pf in the following.
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Final population in low temperature limit
In the low temperature limit, we have, coth(
p=2)  1 which leads to a simplication yielding,
Pf = sgn() + q f1  sgn()g (4.35)
Consequently,
Pf  1 for  > 0 (up-chirp)
Pf  e  for  < 0 (down-chirp) (4.36)
with  mentioned as before Eq.[4.34]. Here, a dierential behavior in the nal populations is
noted which is sensitive to the sign of the chirp parameter.
Final population in high temperature limit
In the high temperature limit, we have 
p  1, and we nd, developing on Eq.[4.34],
Pf = q   sgn()


p
2

(q   1)  q (4.37)
where the relevance of the sign of the chirp parameter is lost. Note that q ! 1=2 as !1.
4.5 Discussions
4.5.1 Comparative assessments
To begin with, in Fig.[4.2] (upper panel), we show a comparison between experimental (obtained
form Ref.[10]) results and numerical simulation, for resonant excitation, !0 = EX E0, 0 = 5ps
and a temperature of 4K, and for two values of the chirp parameter, as indicated. We have es-
timated the coupling parameter A as described in Appendix[3.3.5] using GaAs bulk parameters.
Using A = 0:022 ps2, we can see a good agreement between experiment and theory for the two
cases shown in Fig.[4.2]. This value is smaller than found in previous studies [44, 72], which is
mainly due to the large uncertainties in the pulse lengths of the experiment 8. A very good agree-
ment between experiment and theory conrms the validity of our microscopic model. We clearly
observe the damped Rabi oscillations as a function of pulse area, dened in section[2.1.2]. This
feature has been reported in several experimental [44, 45, 58, 74{77] and theoretical [45, 60, 78]
studies.
However, in our study, we concentrate on the adiabatic population transfer. In case of frequency
chirped laser driving, Fig.[4.2] the lower panel, again we nd good agreement between experi-
ment [10, 35] and numerical simulation. We also show the analytical results, valid for adiabatic
8Note that a residual spatio-temporal coupling of the shaped pulses [73], could lead to a reduced spectrum (i.e.
a longer pulse) seen by the quantum dot, which could have an eect onto the adjusted value of A.
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Figure 4.2: Exciton population for a single InAs/GaAs quantum dot as a function of pulse area, for a
0 = 5 ps pulse at 4 K. Upper panel: pulse with a small residual chirp (
00 =  7 ps2) in resonance with
the transition; Lower panel: 00 =  40 ps2; diamonds: experimental results from [10], circles: numerical
simulations (Eq.[4.5]). The solid line in the lower panel is the analytical expression (Eq.[4.34]), valid in
the adiabatic regime Note that all the parameters if the ts are identical in the two panels, except the
value of 00.
regime only (i.e.  ) which agrees well with the numerical results. Note that once the chirp
parameter is large enough to ensure the adiabaticity, the nal population depends only on the
sign of the chirp. In all the cases, specically, the drop in the transfer eciency with high pulse
areas clearly show up, revealing a driving induced dissipation mechanism. With increasing pulse
area, the eective phonon density (i.e. resonant phonon modes) increases, resulting in an ecient
dissipation that manifests itself in the form of nonmonotonically damped Rabi oscillations and
inecient adiabatic population transfer.
Next, we analyze the eciency of population transfer for dierent temperatures as a function of
pulse area, as indicated Fig.[4.3] (for 00 = 40ps2). Again we observe good agreements between
full numerics and analytics in the adiabatic regime (which in our case, corresponds to the thresh-
old  1:5). Furthermore, we notice that with the increase in the temperature, the population
transfer eciency gradually drops (down to < 50% for the higher pulse areas  5). In addition,
one clearly identies a dierential drop in Pf which is pronounced in the low temperature regime
compared to the high temperature one. It points towards the previously mentioned asymme-
try with respect to the sign of the chirp parameter. This eect is observed numerically in our
simulations as well as in recent numerical studies [69]. Conclusions from the analytical results
(section[4.4.2]) lend an explanation to this phenomenon. During the population transfer across
the avoided crossing, the phonon-induced relaxation between the two dressed adiabatic states
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Figure 4.3: Numerical simulation of the exciton population, (Eq.[4.5]) compared to the analytical ex-
pression (Eq.[4.34]), full black line) for dierent temperatures, as indicated. The laser parameters are:
0 = 5ps; 
00 =  40ps2 (red, circles), 00 = 40ps2 (blue, diamonds). Note the dierence with respect to
the sign of 00, disappearing with increasing temperature.
is dominant. However, the population relaxation crucially depends on the sign of chirp which
decides the adiabatic surface on which the dynamics will be occurring. For the negative chirp,
as concluded in section[4.4.2], the dynamics takes place on the upper adiabatic surface, where
the population relaxes eciently to the other one by emitting phonons compared to the positive
chirp case where the dynamics occurs on the lower adiabatic surface and a relaxation to other one
requires absorption of phonon. At lower temperatures, due to the low eective phonon density,
phonons are preferentially emitted than absorbed and the asymmetry is pronounced. It can be
further claried by noting that the phonon emission process is proportional to N(!k) + 1 while
the absorption process is proportional to N(!k) which makes the emission process is dominant
over the absorption even at lower temperatures. In contrast, when the eective phonon density
is considerably higher, namely at higher temperatures, this eect gets blurred, as expected since
N(!k) 1.
4.5.2 Prescriptions
From the insight gained from the previous analyses, in this section, we propose some guidelines
for an ecient exciton creation.
We note that, achieving Pf  1 in the high temperature regime is more challenging, since
one needs  ! 0, meaning an eective decoupling of the quantum dot from the surrounding
environment. This condition may be fullled by engineering a bath with carefully structured
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Figure 4.4: Exciton population as a function of laser pulse area for a temperature of T = 80K. The pulse
parameters are 0 = 500 fs, 
00 = 20 = 0:78 ps
2. Blue diamonds: numerical result, Eq.[4.5]; full black
line: analytical expression, Eq.[4.34]. On the top axis the corresponding value of 
p is given, indicating
the rise in Pf when 
p > wc.
spectral densities or placing them in cavity [79]. However, in our case, we only need to go
beyond the cut-o i.e. 
p > !c, thus requiring higher intensities and low 
00 to attain such
conditions. Additionally, in order to reach an adiabatic regime, we need to fulll j200j  20 [80].
Therefore, an optimal trade-o will be working with the smallest value for 00 while staying in
the adiabatic regime. Choosing j200j = 20 , with   2 is found to satisfy this condition.
Also we have, 
p  0 X
p
P=0 implying that for a given laser intensity and quantum dot
characteristics (e.g. the dipole moment ) shorter pulses lead to higher 
p. However, in practical
scenarios, one should bear in mind that a shorter pulse corresponds to a larger spectral bandwidth
which may lead to unwanted 2-photon transitions to the bi-exciton state.
From all these considerations, we give clear recommendations on the suitable choices of the
excitation pulse in order to achieve ecient, robust exciton preparation at high temperatures in
the following:
x Choose 0 long enough such that 0 > 1=b is satised (b = 2EX   E2X)
x Choose 200 = 20 ,   2 to satisfy RAP conditions.
x Choose the working intensity as high as possible, to achieve 
p > !c while maintaining
adiabaticity.
To illustrate this, we show in Fig.[4.4] the nal state population as a function of pulse area:
, for 0 = 500 fs and 
00 = 20 . The temperature chosen (i.e. 80K) in this case is especially
interesting, since it is close to liquid nitrogen temperature under normal conditions, which do not
require technically dicult cryogenics (which is currently used e.g. for many standard commercial
infrared detectors).
On the upper axis 
p is shown and one clearly identies that no sooner than 
p exceeds !c,
the nal population, Pf starts to rise, reaching almost unity around the pulse intensity of 3,
which resemblantly corresponds to the pulse used in the experiments reported in [81, 82]. Also in
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Figure 4.5: Exciton population as a function of laser pulse energy and 0, for a temperature of T = 80K
and 00 = 20 .
this high intensity limit, we nd a decoupling of the driven excitonic dynamics from the phonon
modes, which occurs when the peak Rabi frequency 
p exceeds the background LA phonon
spectrum resulting in a rise in Pf . Similar undamping mechanism has been found in the context
of resonant pulsed laser driving in [78, 82], where the damping of the Rabi oscillations weakens
and nally disappears for very high pulse areas exceeding the eective phonon distribution.
As a nal suggestion, we plot in Fig.[4.5], Pf as a function of
p
P=Pm and 0, for a temperature
of 80K. Here, Pm is taken to be maximal reference pulse energy, leading to a pulse are of 6
for 0 = 5ps. For each 0, the chirp parameter was chosen at a value of, 
00 = 20 , where Pm
corresponds to a laser intensity leading to  =  for a unchirped pulse. We can see that with a
special choice of pulse parameters, for the quantum dot used in the experiments reported in [10],
one could attempt to achieve Pf  1, even at a temperature of 80 K.
Form the above analysis, we note that the rst criterion may be dicult to meet in InAs/GaAs
quantum dots where b  2meV. In comparison, quantum dots from II-VI heterostructures e.g.
CdTe/ ZnTe, where b  12meV [83], may be more suitable.
Alternatively, it is also possible to use dots where the ne structure splitting of the bright exciton
states is close to zero, and use circularly polarized laser source for excitation of circular bright
exciton states forbidding the two-photon bi-exciton transitions. This can be obtained e.g. in InAs
quantum dots either using proper annealing [84] and eventually shortening the exciton lifetime
[30], or using a transverse magnetic eld to bring the ne structure splitting down to zero.
Our results also hint at other system characteristics to be taken into account to favour ecient
adiabatic passage: the quantum dots should have a larger dipole moment, and the interaction of
the exciton with the phonon bath should present a rather low cut o frequency !c. These two
criterion are satised presumably in quantum dots of rather larger size.
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4.6 Remarks
We conclude that these considerations may have strong impact on the realization of single photon
sources, as already shown experimentally in [75]. Also, the exciton generation considered in our
work is deterministic, occurring at well dened instants, which is advantageous with respect to
non resonantly excited sources [30, 85, 86]. This might open the way to more ecient sources,
operating at about 100 MHz. Furthermore, the quasi-resonant character of the excitation pre-
vents from the generation of uctuating charges in the vicinity of the quantum dots [87], which
should lead to longer correlation times and thus better photon indistinguishability [85, 86].
In the next Chapter, an extension of this approach to create robust biexciton state will be
studied, in view of achieving high eciency entangled two photon sources from single quantum
dots. Besides deterministic preparation of the biexciton state, the advantage would be to reduce
electron-hole pair recapture by the dot [30, 31], thus improving the overall eciency of these
sources.
In conclusion, we have developed a theory of adiabatic population transfer for the preparation
of an exciton state in a single quantum dot coupled to a phonon bath. In the adiabatic limit, we
have provided an accurate analytical expression for the nal exciton population, which makes the
physics of the process transparent. In particular, we have rationalized the asymmetry between
the two possible cases, positive or negative chirp, the latter favoring the population transfer be-
tween the exciton dressed states due to more ecient acoustic phonon emission than absorption
at low temperature. Finally we show that it is possible to optimize the experimental strategy
by proper design of the pulse (frequency content, chirp, intensity, polarization) and choice of the
quantum dot system, in order to make adiabatic population transfer robust against the temper-
ature increase up to liquid nitrogen temperatures, thus paving the way towards optimal design
of single or two photon sources.
4.7 Appendix:
4.7.1 Matrix Exponentiation of SU(2)
In relation to the properties used in the main text, here, we refer to the standard Pauli algebra
which can be utilized to generate exponential of any matrices a 2 SU(2) as follows,
e(ia) = e(i:n^jaj)
= I22 cos jaj+ i: ajaj sin jaj (4.38)
For our problem at hand, we sought to nd, U(t   t0) = e iHIs(t t0) and corresponding inverse
U 1(t  t0) as follows,
HIs =

2
(I  z) + 

2
x (4.39)
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Hence we nd, dening e
 = p
2 +2 ,
U() = cos
 e

2
!
I22   i 
e
 sin
 e

2
!
x + i
e
 sin
 e

2
!
z
U 1() = cos
 e

2
!
I22 + i

e
 sin
 e

2
!
x   i e
 sin
 e

2
!
z
(4.40)
Using these expressions, the Heisenberg time evolution of S can be evaluated, and the dissipative
kernel further developed.
4.7.2 Evaluation of dissipative kernel
Here we split the time correlation function in real and imaginary parts, for convenience.
C(t) =
Z 1
 1
J(!)
ei!t
e!   1d!
=
Z 1
 1
J(!)
2
cos(!t) coth

!
2

d!   i
Z 1
 1
J(!)
2
sin(!t)d!
= Re[C(t)]  i Im[C(t)] (4.41)
Using the Re[C(t)] and Im[C(t)] i.e. the real and imaginary part of time correlation function
respectively, we proceed to calculate dissipative kernel Eq.[4.18] where the following type of
general integrals needs to be evaluated,
I1 
Z 1
0
dF(!)ei(!+
)
= F(!)

(! +
) + iP

1
! +


(4.42)
I2 
Z 1
0
dF(!)ei(! 
)
= F(!)

(!   
) + iP

1
!   


(4.43)
I3 
Z 1
0
dF(!)e i(! 
)
= F(!)

(!   
)  iP

1
!   


(4.44)
I4 
Z 1
0
dF(!)e i(!+
)
= F(!)

(! +
)  iP

1
! +


(4.45)
where we have utilized the Cauchy Principle Value theorem,Z 1
0
ds ei"s = (") iP

1
"

(4.46)
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and neglected the Principle value terms: P
 
1
"

which are found to be negligibly small in magni-
tude. From these integrals, Eqs.[4.18] can be evaluated.
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Robust biexciton generation
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, extending the studies of the previous chapter, we present a detailed theoretical
analysis of robust creation of the biexciton state in solid state InAs-GaAs quantum dots by strong,
chirped laser pulses via adiabatic population transfer. The ecient generation of biexcitons in
semiconductor quantum dots has attracted a lot of interest due to its potential applications
highlighted in the introductory Chapter. Therefore, motivated by the need to have a robust state
intilization scheme, we apply the formalism developed in the chapter[3] to analyze the problem.
In recent literature, dierent protocols have been proposed to tackle this problem e.g. [69, 88{93],
all of which address the problem at temperatures in the range of 4-20 K. Among them, one of
the most recent studies [90] concludes that biexciton generation is particularly dicult at high
temperatures. Based on a well-established microscopic Hamiltonian (also used in [69, 90, 94]) we
present an analytical approach, which provides a simple physical picture of the process and more
importantly, allows identication of parameter regimes where ecient generation of biexcitons
should be possible, at temperature ranges around of 80 K. The analytical ndings are conrmed
and complemented by numerical simulations, and the pulses are shown to be realistic within the
context of excitation of quantum dots. For analyzing the robust adiabatic population transfer in
the biexciton case, we, once again resort to a dressed state description of quantum dot system by
transforming the system Hamiltonian to an interaction picture, in a similar way as the previous
two level problem1.
5.2 Dressed state description
We start with the relevant exciton-biexciton system Hamiltonian from Chapter [2],
Hs(t) =
0B@ E0  0 XE(t) 0 0 XE(t) EX  X 2XE(t)
0  X 2XE(t) E2X
1CA (5.1)
1The dressed states of exciton-biexciton system has been experimentally observed and characterized under non-
perturbative laser driving, for example in [95, 96].
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where we have xed ~ = 1 adopting atomic units2. The linearly polarized, frequency chirped
laser pulse used in this case is given as previously as:
E(t) = E(t) cos  !0t+ t2 (5.2)
where E(t) is the pulse envelope and !0,  being the central laser frequency and the chirp rate,
respectively. This latter is connected to the quadratic phase of the pulse in the frequency domain,
as detailed in Chapter [2].
5.2.1 Interaction representation and Rotating wave approximation (RWA)
The interaction transformation is performed using the following transformation matrix,
U 1I (t) =
0B@ e
i
2
(E0+E2X)t i!0t it2 0 0
0 e
i
2
(E0+E2X)t 0
0 0  e i2 (E0+E2X)t+i!0t+it2
1CA (5.3)
The interaction transformation, followed by the Rotating Wave Approximation (RWA) results in
the dressed exciton-biexciton system Hamiltonian as follows,
HIs = U 1I HsUI   iU 1I @tUI
=
0B@(t)

(t)
2 0

(t)
2 

(t)
2
0 
(t)2  (t)
1CA (5.4)
where we have introduced the time dependent coupling to the laser eld 
(t) = 0 XE(t) assum-
ing identical and real valued dipole strengths j0 Xj  jX XXj. Furthermore, we have dened:
(t) = !0+2t  12 (E2X  E0), as time dependent detuning and 2 = (EX   E0)  (E2X   EX)
Considering the case of two-photon resonance i.e. 2!0 = E2X E0, the time dependent detuning
simply becomes: (t) = 2t. As argued in the previous chapter, the transformation leaves sys-
tem bath coupling Hamiltonian unchanged since the system coupling operator is still diagonal
and the bath coupling operator is invariant under this transformation. Subsequently, the full
Hamiltonian corresponding to the photon dressed exciton-biexciton system interacting with the
phonon bath takes the following form,
HIT = HIs +Hb + Hsb
=
0B@(t)

(t)
2 0

(t)
2 

(t)
2
0 
(t)2  (t)
1CA+X
k
!kb
y
kbk + 
0B@0 0 00 1 0
0 0 2
1CAX
k
(gkb
y
k + g

kbk) (5.5)
where we have used the same notations as in Chapter[2].
2we will also use atomic units through out the derivations
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5.3 Numerical treatment
This Hamiltonian in Eq.[5.5] is the principal ingredient for the numerical simulation using the
auxiliary density matrix method developed in Chapter[3]. Specically, we solve the following
equation numerically with appropriate substitutions,
_(t) = Ls(t) +
Z t
t0
dt0K(t;t0)(t0) (5.6)
The numerical simulation, as described in the previous Chapter will include the eects of laser
driving non-perturbatively but remain perturbative in the exciton-phonon interaction strengths.
However, before presenting the numerical results, we will develop an analytical solution to the
problem in the following section which will complement the discussions later in section[5.5]. Since
we are interested in the adiabatic population transfer under laser driving with high pulse power,
in the following section, we will be motivated specically towards developing a master equation
valid in that parameter regime.
5.4 Analytical treatment
To proceed, one could, in an analogous way with the Bloch picture in the two-level case,- dene
a generalized coherence vector representation using Gell-Mann matrices as a basis which form a
complete basis for SU(3). Here, we take an alternative route following which an adiabatic Bloch
picture can be worked out. First, we derive a master equation in the adiabatic basis itself, which
is then solved for the biexciton population invoking the Markov approximation.
5.4.1 Adiabatic Master equation in the Markovian limit
While deriving, the main ansatz remains as before: we aim at analyzing the adiabatic transfer
of population in the presence of the phonon interaction. Hence, we rst transform the density
matrix and all relevant system operators to the adiabatic basis,
U 1a sUa ) as
U 1a HsUa ) Has
U 1a SUa ) Sa
and then calculate the dissipative memory kernel: U 1a KUa = Ka. Neglecting the non-adiabatic
couplings, one obtains an adiabatic master equation in the form:
_a(t) = Lasa(t) +
Z t
t0
dt0Ka(t;t0)a(t0) (5.7)
which subsequently yields the nal populations (the superscript indicates the super-operators in
the adiabatic basis).
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However, for a general three level system Hamiltonian, the adiabatic transformation matrix is
complicated enough to evade a clear physical intuition. Hence, for the system considered here
(corresponding to situations where the magnitude of  is small) we will use an unitary matrix
that diagonalizes the Hamiltonian only for  = 0, thus transforming it to a quasi-adiabatic basis
as a physically motivated approximation. As one further approximation, we use the diagonal
form with the exact eigenvalues in the subsequent calculations.
Adiabatic Basis Transformation
In this section we transform the operators to the adiabatic basis. The transformation matrix Ua
is chosen as
U 1a =
0BB@
e
 
2e
   
2e
 e
 2e

  

2e
 e
 
2e
e
 
2e
 
2e
  e
2e

1CCA with e
 =p2 +
2=2 : (5.8)
This unitary matrix diagonalizes HIs for  = 0, meaning that, it produces the exact eigenvalues
to the rst-order on the diagonal and we only have: Has  U 1a HIUa.
In the further development, we still use Has as the adiabatic system Hamiltonian with the exact
eigenvalues in the diagonal.
Has =
0B@ E
a
1 0 0
0 Ea2 0
0 0 Ea3
1CA (5.9)
where fEai (t); i 2 1;2;3g are taken to be ordered according to increasing energy. Furthermore,
the system part of the phonon coupling operator in the adiabatic basis takes the form:
Sa =
0BB@
1 + 
2e
 
2e
 0


2e
 1 
2e

0 

2e
 1  2e

1CCA (5.10)
where the presence of o-diagonal terms, indicates phonon induced coupling between the adia-
batic dressed states. Also, we observe that the coupling operator depends on the eld dependent
parameters: (t);
(t); e
(t), which clearly brings out the issue of driving induced phonon as-
sisted dissipation between the dressed states to the fore. Their importance and relevance in the
dynamics come via the memory kernel which will be discussed in the next sections.
Evaluation of the memory kernel
Assuming that Has is only slowly varying over the time-scale of the correlation function, we can
write the memory kernel in the adiabatic basis, at the same perturbative order,
Ka(t;t0)a(t0) = i2
h
Sa;
n
iC(t  t0)

U(t;t0)SaUy(t;t0)

a(t)
oi
+ i2
h
Sa;
n
 iC(t  t0)a(t)

U(t;t0)SaUy(t;t0)
oi
(5.11)
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with U(t;t0) = e iHas (t t0), where we again neglect time ordering on the assumption that due to
RWA the eigenvalues Eai are slowly varying in time.
Further, invoking the Markovian approximation, the upper limit of the integration is extended
to innity and the memory kernel takes the form,Z t
t0
dt0Ka(t;t0)a(t0)   2
h
Sa;Daa(t)  a(t)Day
i
(5.12)
where we have introduced the dissipative operator in the adiabatic basis: Da as follows:
Da =
1Z
0
dC()
0BB@
e
+e
 0 0
0 1 0
0 0
e
 e

1CCA
+
Z 1
0
dC() cos(e
12)
0B@ 0


2e
 0


2e
 0 0
0 0 0
1CA+ Z 1
0
dC() sin(e
12)
0B@ 0 i


2e
 0
 i 

2e
 0 0
0 0 0
1CA
+
Z 1
0
dC() cos(e
23)
0B@0 0 00 0 

2e

0 

2e
 0
1CA+ 1Z
0
dC() sin(e
23)
0B@0 0 00 0 i 

2e

0  i 

2e
 0
1CA
(5.13)
where we have used the denitions: e
12 = Ea2   Ea1 and e
23 = Ea3   Ea2 . In order to proceed
with the formal development, we need to evaluate Da by performing the integral over the phonon
bath correlation function. In doing so, we will make use of the following relations:
1Z
0
dC()  C(0)  0
1Z
0
dC() cos(e
mn)  
2
J(e
mn) coth e
mn
2
!
1Z
0
dC() sin(e
mn)  
2i
J(e
mn) (5.14)
where we have neglected the principal value parts (in the numerical simulations, these contribu-
tions were found to be negligible in magnitude) and dened: e
mn = Ean   Eam 8n > mfm;n 2
1;2;3g, which are simply a generalized set of notations used for brevity. For convenience, we
further dene:
J0(
e
mn) = J(e
mn) coth(e
mn=2)
J+ (
e
mn) = J(e
mn)ncoth(e
mn=2) + 1o
J  (e
mn) = J(e
mn)ncoth(e
mn=2)  1o (5.15)
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following which, we can simplify Da to yield:
Da = 
4
J0(
e
12)
0B@ 0

e
 0

e
 0 0
0 0 0
1CA+ 
4
J(e
12)
0B@ 0

e
 0
 
e
 0 0
0 0 0
1CA
+

4
J0(
e
23)
0B@0 0 00 0 
e

0 
e
 0
1CA+ 
4
J(e
23)
0B@0 0 00 0 
e

0  
e
 0
1CA : (5.16)
Decomposing Da = Dah +Daah i.e. into an hermitian and anti-hermitian part according to,
Dah =

4
J0(
e
12)
0B@ 0

e
 0

e
 0 0
0 0 0
1CA+ 
4
J0(
e
23)
0B@0 0 00 0 
e

0 
e
 0
1CA
Daah =

4
J(e
12)
0B@ 0

e
 0
 
e
 0 0
0 0 0
1CA+ 
4
J(e
23)
0B@0 0 00 0 
e

0  
e
 0
1CA (5.17)
we obtain the dissipative memory kernel as,
Z t
t0
dt0Ka(t;t0)a(t0)   2 [Sa; [Dah; a(t)]]  2
Sa; [Daah; a(t)]+ (5.18)
Adiabatic Markovian master equation
Incorporating the memory term, we can nally express the adiabatic Markovian master equation
in the following form,
_a(t) =  i [Has ; a(t)]  2 [Sa; [Dah; a(t)]]  2
Sa; [Daah; a(t)]+ (5.19)
From this equation one can formally obtain the time evolution of the adiabatic populations:
aii(t) and coherences between the eld dressed adiabatic states: 
a
ij(t). Alternatively one can
also develop a coherence vector representation [97] in the adiabatic basis. This, however, does
not oer a convenient visualization in contrast to the Bloch representation in the two level case.
Therefore, in the following section, we will avoid a presentation of the complete dynamics and
concentrate on the adiabatic population terms only.
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Figure 5.1: A schematic representation of the eld dressed adiabatic eigen-energies of the quantum dot.
The curly arrows indicate that the adiabatic dynamics occurs on one of the adiabatic surface determined
by the chirp sign through the initial conditions (see Appendix[5.7.1,& 5.7.2]).
Analytical results on population dynamics
Since we are specically interested in adiabatic populations i.e. the matrix elements a11; 
a
22 and
a33, we nd, from the adiabatic master equation
3 Eq.[5.19],
_a11 =  
2
(
J  (e
12)
4e
2 a11   J
+
 (
e
12)
4e
2 a22 + J
+
 (
e
23)
8e
2 (a13 + a31)
)
_a22 =  
2
(
 J
 
 (
e
12)
4e
2 a11 + J
+
 (
e
12)
4e
2 a22   J
+
 (
e
23)
8e
2 (a13 + a31)
 J
+
 (
e
23)
4e
2 a33 + J
 
 (
e
23)
4e
2 a22   J
 
 (
e
12)
8e
2 (a13 + a31)
)
_a33 =  
2
(
J+ (
e
23)
4e
2 a33   J
 
 (
e
23)
4e
2 a22 + J
 
 (
e
12)
8e
2 (a13 + a31)
)
(5.20)
The set of equations are closed among the populations and a13=
a
31 coherence terms. Further
they clearly show, through the eld dependent coecient 
(t) and the spectral density function
sampled at time dependent energy gaps (instantaneous Rabi frequencies): J (e
mn), how the laser
eld mediates the coupling to the phonon bath. It also highlights the fact that nal adiabatic
populations do get aected by the competitive interplay of dissipation and adiabatic population
transfer. To proceed further, we neglect the the inuence of the rapidly oscillating coherences
a13 onto the populations, which vary on a much slower timescale. This is especially true in the
3for better readability we drop the time argument
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high intensity regime we are interested in, where the adiabatic states are well separated. This
leads to the following simplied closed set of equations,
_a11 =
 f(t)
2
n
J  (e
12)a11   J+ (e
12)a22o
_a22 =
 f(t)
2
n
 J  (e
12)a11 + J+ (e
12) + J  (e
23) a22   J+ (e
23)a33o
_a33 =
 f(t)
2
n
J+ (
e
23)a33   J  (e
23)a22o (5.21)
where,
f(t)  

2
2e
2 = 

2

2 + 82t2
(5.22)
We consider a Gaussian laser pulse centered at t = 0 given as: 
2 = 
2pe
 2 t2
2r . Considering
that the principle contribution of the eld induced phonon-assisted dissipation comes from the
vicinity of avoided crossings, we notice that in this region,  6= 0 and f(t) represents a nite
pulse envelope, that can be approximated by a simple Gaussian envelope function, exp

 2 t2
2r

with an eective pulse width r, matching the FWHM of f(t) given in Eq.[5.22]. Further, we
neglect the time dependence of e
12(t); e
23(t) and replace their values by 
12 and 
23 at the
avoided crossings that occur at t = =2 and t = 0 respectively, depending on the sign of .
Hereafter we will analyze the cases for  < 0 since that corresponds to the quantum dot under
investigation. In eect, we use, as arguments of J and J
0
 , the following constant values:

12  
12(t)jt= 
2
 
p Exp

2=422
	

23  
23(t)jt=0 =
p

2=2 + 2=4  jj=2 (5.23)
following which we obtain the closed form of equations:
_a11 =  

2
e
 2 t2
2r
n
J  (e
12)a11   J+ (e
12)a22o
_a22 =  

2
e
 2 t2
2r
n
 J  (e
12)a11 + J+ (e
12) + J  (e
23) a22   J+ (e
23)a33o
_a33 =  

2
e
 2 t2
2r
n
J+ (
e
23)a33   J  (e
23)a22o (5.24)
These equations are a set of "rate equations". One can observe that the condition of population
conservation i.e. _a11 + _
a
22 + _
a
33 = 0 is satised. Next, they need to be solved, along with the
initial conditions at ti (see Appendix[5.7.1] for derivation of initial and nal condition) given
below,
a11(ti) = 1
a33(ti) = 0

for  > 0
a11(ti) = 0
a33(ti) = 1

for  < 0 (5.25)
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which will yield the biexciton populations according to,
Pf = 
a
11(tf ) for  > 0
Pf = 
a
33(tf ) for  < 0 : (5.26)
Analytic solution for biexciton population in the adiabatic regime
After a tedious but straightforward algebra (see Appendix[5.7.2]), we nd the corresponding
solution for the nal biexciton population as,
Pf ( > 0) =
+1 
+
2
401
0
2   +1  2
+
 1
2

01   02 + 
01 + 
0
2 +


e +  

01   02   
01 + 
0
2   

e 

Pf ( < 0) =
 1 
 
2
401
0
2   +1  2
+
+2
2

02   01 + 
02 + 
0
1 +


e +  

02   01   
02 + 
0
1   

e 

(5.27)
where we have used the abbreviations:
01 = J
0
(
e
12)
02 = J
0
(
e
23)
)
(5.28)
1 = J

 (
e
12)
2 = J

 (
e
23)
)
(5.29)
and dened,  = 12
 
01 + 
0
2  

;  =
q
+1 
 
2 + (
0
2   01)2 and  =
p

2r.
in the results section, this expression will be put into comparison with the full numerical simu-
lations using the non-Markovian master equation in the adiabatic regime. It will also serve as
starting point for high- and low temperature expansions, to elucidate the consequences physical
mechanisms of phonon induced population transfer among dressed states in dierent temperature
limits.
Final populations in the low temperature limit
Having obtained the expression of the generalized nal population for biexciton state, one can
look for its low temperature limit. In the low temperature limit, we have coth(e
12=2)  1 and
coth(e
23=2)  1 and thus the general solution Eq.[5.27] simplies to
J  (e
12)  0 & J+ (e
12)  2J(e
12)
J  (e
23)  0 & J+ (e
23)  2J0(e
23) (5.30)
which yields
Pf ( > 0) = 1
Pf ( > 0) = e
  (5.31)
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with  =
p

2 
0
2r. One clearly observes the asymmetry in the nal population w.r.t. chirp sign
of driving laser. This lead to an anticipation that for the negatively chirped driving one would
suer substantial population loss while for the positively chirped driving, by staying well-within
the adiabatic regime one can achieve almost complete the population transfer to the bi-exciton
state, a result which will be conrmed later. Also note that the fact that the exponent contains
the time dependent energy gap gives extra tunability.
Final populations in high temperature limit
Similar limiting expressions can be obtained in the high temperature regime, where we have
coth(e
12=2) 1, coth(e
23=2) 1 and we thus get
J  (e
12)  J+ (e
12)  J0(e
12)
J  (e
23)  J+ (e
23)  J0(e
23) (5.32)
which yields nal populations as,
Pf ( > 0) =
1
3
+

1
3
+
1   22
6

e + +

1
3
  1   22
6

e  
Pf ( < 0) =
1
3
+

1
3
+
2   21
6

e + +

1
3
  2   21
6

e   (5.33)
where we have used: 1  1 and 2  2.
Threshold for adiabaticity
In order to analyze the non-adiabatic eects due to the coupling to the phonons, one sees that
the pertinent quantities are the time dependent energy gaps between the adiabatic states, e
12(t)
and e
23(t). For large enough Coulomb splitting these quantities bear the nger prints of three
distinct avoided crossings that occur at t = =2 and t = 0 corresponding to e
12(t) and e
23(t)
respectively, depending on the sign of . Hereafter we will analyze the cases for  < 0 since that
corresponds to the quantum dot under investigation. Assuming pairwise (considering two states
at a time) transitions, we calculate the threshold value: f
ad j 8
p > 
adg we have adiabatic
evolution (indicating unit transfer eciency in the isolated case). This can be estimated by a
simple Landau-Zener analysis [98], which yields,

+ad =
p
8 exp

2
422p

for  > 0 (5.34)

 ad = 2
 
8+ 2
p
jj1=2 for  < 0 (5.35)
Note that, since for dierent signs of the chirp parameter  the the adiabatic dynamics occurs
either on the upper or lower surface, the adiabaticity plateau is reached for dierent values.
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Figure 5.2: Population of the biexciton state measured after the pulse is over, plotted as a function of
peak interaction strength 
p (proportional to the pulse area), for laser pulse width 0 = 1ps; " = 20 ps
2
[upper panel] and " =  20 ps2 [lower panel]. The non-Markovian numerical simulation is indicated by
with (circles) and without (diamond) phonons while dashed line represents adiabatic Markovian master
equation of Eq.[5.19]
5.5 Discussions
5.5.1 Comparative Assessments
The basic premises on which the discussion will take place is clear from the previous discussions
on the two level exciton problem in Chapter[4]. We will focus on laser driving induced phonon
assisted relaxation among adiabatic dressed states. However in this case, the three dressed state
branches show multiple avoided crossings (see Fig.[5.1]) which make things complex yet interest-
ing.
To continue we plot in Fig.[5.2] the analytical results on top of numerical ones, for two dierent
chirp signs.
Specically, we show the nal biexciton population: Pf , after interaction with a strong, chirped
laser pulse with 0 = 1ps, 
00 = 20 ps2 as a function of 
p. Expected discrepancies in low pulse
areas are reected in these plots (in both panels of Fig.[5.1]) which is a reminder of the fact
that the analytics were developed under adiabaticity constraints, precluding its applicability in
this regime. In this regard, the adiabaticity analysis discussed before in section[5.4.1] gives an
intensity threshold i.e. for 
p > 


ad that species the onset of an adiabatic regime, indicated in
the Fig.[5.2]. In the numerical simulation without phonons we observe that Pf ! 1 around and
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Figure 5.3: Biexciton population as a function of peak interaction strength 
p for dierent temperatures,
as indicated, for a pulse with 0 = 1ps and 
00 = 20 ps2. A drastic loss of transfer eciency is found for
higher temperatures, predicted by the analytical model, valid in the adiabatic regime.
beyond this particular value threshold, conrming its validity.
In high pulse areas the analytical results match quite well with the numerics bringing out the
eect of phonon bath which drastically reduces the nal population yield. Also visible is the
marked dierence in Pf for two dierent chirp signs. For negative chirped driving i.e.  < 0
the nal population drops with increasing pulse areas (down to < 30%), while for the positively
chirped driving i.e.  > 0 case it stays close to unity. This aspect of dierential population
transfer has been reported in [69] which has been conrmed here, in our simulation too.
Furthermore in the Fig.[5.3] we plot the analytical and numerical results for two dierent chirps,
at dierent temperatures. Once again we get a very good agreement between them at all tem-
perature ranges, but only in the adiabatic regime discussed above. Additionally we observe that
the dierential behavior in Pf for dierent chirp signs is more pronounced at lower temperatures
than at higher temperatures where, it gradually diminishes, reaching a point of no relevance, as
is visible in the Fig.[5.3]. To rationalize, we recall that for the negatively chirped driving the
dynamics takes place in upper-most adiabatic surface where, near the avoided crossings, phonons
are readily emitted leading to a net population relaxation at the end of dynamics. In contrast,
for the positive chirped driving the dynamics occurs in the lowest adiabatic surface, in which
case, at low temperature regime the scarcity of phonons makes it harder to induce population
transfer to other branches. These dierential behavior become less eective upon reaching higher
temperatures, since the eective phonon density gradually increases.
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Figure 5.4: Biexciton population for a short (0 = 350fs) and only weakly chirped pulse (blue: 
00 =
0:5 ps2, red: 00 =  0:5 ps2), calculated by numerical solution of Eq.[5.6]. Pf  1 is achieved when both

p > 


ad and 
p > 


dc is fullled.
5.5.2 Prescriptions
With a view to the analyses presented, in this section, we prescribe some guidelines for achieving
a robust biexciton population. We note that, even though, at low temperature regime, Pf  1 is
possible by choosing the the correct sign of the chirp parameter, a more challenging task would
be to achieve ecient biexciton generation at temperatures around and above 77 K (which can
experimentally be obtained using a liquid nitrogen based set-up, without the deployment of more
expensive cryogenic arrangements) as shown in the Fig.[5.4]. The analytical approach developed
in the previous sections, however, allows us to formulate a plausible solution to this problem by
establishing parameter regimes where Pf  1 is possible even at room temperatures. We recall
the expression of nal population in high temperature limit,
Pf ( > 0) =
1
3
+

1
3
+
1   22
6

e + +

1
3
  1   22
6

e  
Pf ( < 0) =
1
3
+

1
3
+
2   21
6

e + +

1
3
  2   21
6

e  
on the basis of which we nd that, in order to have Pf  1, we require +    implying
  0 that can be achieved by having J(
12)  0 and J(
23)  0. This condition simply
indicates that the energy gaps at the avoided crossings (depicted in Fig.[5.1]) should be much
larger than the cut-o frequency !c in the spectral density function. In that case, the excitonic
dynamics becomes becomes eectively decoupled from the phonons. In our case, this condition
can be achieved by setting: 
12  !c and 
23  !c. For the quantum dot considered in this
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work, we have chosen both 
12 > 4!c and 
23 > 4!c, leading to threshold values for dynamical
decoupling: 
dc as,

+dc = !c exp

2
422p

for  > 0 (5.36)

 dc =
p
2 !c for  < 0 (5.37)
Since the energy gaps at the avoided crossings increase with peak intensities, intense pulses are
required to maintain these conditions. For a laser with a given average intensity, these condi-
tions can be fullled by a shorter and weakly chirped pulse only. Fig.[5.5] shows the biexciton
population for a 350 fs laser pulse and a chirp parameter of 0:5ps2. Here, the highest intensity
considered corresponds to a pulse area of the FT-limited pulse of 9. One observes that for both
chirp signs, Pf  1 is achieved, even at a temperature of 80 K. Dierent threshold values for
adiabatic evolution and dynamic decoupling condition are indicated by arrows for both cases.
To further analyze the complex interplay between chirp rate and intensity, in presence of the
phonon interaction at rather high temperatures, we plot in Fig.[5.5] a map of Pf , for 0 = 350 fs,
obtained by the full numerical solution based on Eq.5.6 using T = 80K. The intensity is given
with reference to Pm, which corresponds to a FT limited pulse of  = 7.
In this gure, we have indicated the adiabaticity threshold (Eq.[5.35]) and regimes of dynamical
decoupling (Eq.[5.37]). Close to   0, we nd the typical coherent population transfer showing
a generalized Rabi opping. To access the adiabatic regime, the absolute value of the chirp pa-
rameter needs to be larger then a minimal value 00c [99]. In [80], a value of c = 20 is estimated,
which coincides with our nding here. Taking all these conditions together, we can identify the
parametric regions in the chirp rate / intensity parameter space where a plateau of Pf  1 is
reached. We clearly see how the Pf > 0:99 regions are dened by the limiting values of 


ad; 


dc
and 00c . This result not only conrms our analytical model, but also indicates that ecient
biexciton generation at temperatures above 77 K should be possible by using short, strong and
weakly chirped laser pulses.
5.6 Remarks
These considerations are important for realization of high eciency correlated photon sources.
First, the exciton generation is deterministic, occurring at well dened instants, an advantage
with respect to non resonantly excited sources [30, 85, 86]. The quasi-resonant character of the
excitation prevents from the generation of uctuating charges in the vicinity of the quantum dots
[87], which should lead to longer correlation times and thus better photon indistinguishability
[85, 86]. Furthermore, electron-hole pair recapture by the dot [30, 31] would be reduced, thus
improving the overall eciency.
In conclusion, we have developed a theory of adiabatic population transfer for the preparation of
a biexciton state in a single quantum dot coupled to a phonon bath. In the adiabatic limit, we
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Figure 5.5: Biexciton population as a function of intensity and chirp parameter, based on a FT limited
pulse with 0 = 350 fs pulse and a maximum intensity corresponding to a pulse with  = 7, at a
temperature of 80 K. The lines correspond to the threshold values (Eq.[5.35]), which, together with
j00j > 20 , dene regions in parameter space where Pf  1 could be realized (red areas correspond to
Pf > 0:99).
have derived an accurate analytical expression for the nal biexciton population, which makes the
physics of the process transparent, in particular the asymmetry between positive and negative
chirp rates. The analytical approach also allows to identify parameter regimes, where Pf  1 at
T = 80K is possible, proposing an experimental strategy for biexciton generation at temperatures
accessible by liquid nitrogen. These ndings are very promising in view of the optimal design of
ecient sources of correlated photons.
5.7 Appendix
5.7.1 Initial states in Adiabatic Basis
Here we determine the initial states in the adiabatic basis that would correspond to an assumption
that the diabatic initial state of the system is its ground state, Thus we have,
(ti) =
0B@ 1 0 00 0 0
0 0 0
1CA (5.38)
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Subsequently, we nd for the adiabatic density matrix : a(ti) = U
 1
a (ti)(ti)Ua(ti)
a(ti) =
0BB@
( e
)2
4e
2 ( e
)
4e
 
8e

( e
)

4e
 
4e
   (+e
)
4e



8e
   (+e
)
4e
 ( e
)24e
2
1CCA (5.39)
which reinstates the initial condition in the adiabatic basis.
At t = ti taking into account the pulse prole 
 = 0, we have, e
(ti) = sgn()jj. For a
positive chirp (corresponding to frequency sweep from lower to higher), we have (ti) < 0 ande
(ti)  jj, and the initial densitiy matrix reads:
a(ti) =
0B@ 1 0 00 0 0
0 0 0
1CA for  > 0 (5.40)
For a negative chirp, (corresponding to frequency sweep from higher to lower) we have (ti) > 0
and e
(ti)  jj, and the initial densitiy matrix reads:
a(ti) =
0B@ 0 0 00 0 0
0 0 1
1CA for  < 0 (5.41)
It is clear from the above that in the case of positive chirp, the dynamics will be taking place on
the lowest adiabatic surface while for the negative chirp, on the upper-most one.
5.7.2 Final states in Adiabatic Basis
After the dynamics is over, at t = tf we need to revert back to the diabatic one, to facilitate
an interpretation in terms of diabatic basis. Specically, we are interested in the excited state
population in that basis, i.e. the term 33. This is simply given by,  = Ua 
aU 1a . We further
argue that once the pulse has died o, we have: 
  ! 0. For positive chirp, this leads to:
(tf ) > 0 and e
(tf )  jj, hence we nd:
33(tf ) = 
a
11(tf ) : (5.42)
and for negative chirp, (tf ) < 0 and e
(tf )  jj, and we nd:
33(tf ) = 
a
33(tf ) : (5.43)
Note that, in both cases, in the adiabatic limit and the dissipation-free case, we nd that the two
two passages are equivalent resulting in a complete population transfer leading to 33(tf ) = 1,
irrespective of the sign of the chirp parameter. However, when the coupling to the phonon bath
is present, the two passages are not equivalent. Thus, in a similar way to the two level case, bath
induced broken symmetry of the passage lead to dierential population transfer eciency. This
argument will be founded and discussed in the subsequent sections.
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5.7.3 Derivation of generalized nal population
In this appendix, we elaborate the derivation of generalized nal population starting from the
Eqn.[5.24]. We proceed by applying another variant of the condition of population conservation
i.e. a11 + 
a
22 + 
a
33 = 1 to yield,
_a11 =  

2
e
 2 t2
2r
n
2J0(
e
12)a11 + J+ (e
12)a33   J+ (e
12)o
_a33 =  

2
e
 2 t2
2r
n
2J0(
e
23)a33 + J  (e
23)a11   J  (e
23)o (5.44)
which is a set of independent equations describing evolution of populations.
In order to simplify the notation, recalling Eqn.[5.29], we introduce,
01 = J
0
(
e
12)
02 = J
0
(
e
23)
)
(5.45)
1 = J

 (
e
12)
2 = J

 (
e
23)
)
(5.46)
which yields:
_a11 =  e
 2 t2
2r

01
a
11 +
1
2
+1 
a
33  
1
2
+1

_a33 =  e
 2 t2
2r

02
a
33 +
1
2
 2 
a
11  
1
2
 2

(5.47)
Further, dening a11 =
q
 2 
a
11 and 
a
33 =
q
+1 
a
33 we have, in matrix notation, 
_a11
_a33
!
=  e 2
t2
2r
0@ 01 12q+1  2
1
2
q
+1 
 
2 2
1A a11
a33
!
+ e
 2 t2
2r
0@12+1 q 2
1
2
 
2
q
+1
1A (5.48)
which have to be solved subject to the initial conditions
a11(ti) =
q
 2
a33(ti) = 0
9=; for  > 0 (5.49)
a11(ti) = 0
a33(ti) =
q
+1
9=; for  < 0 (5.50)
that will yield the biexciton population according to
Pf = 
a
11(tf )=
q
 2 for  > 0 (5.51)
Pf = 
a
33(tf )=
q
+1 for  < 0 (5.52)
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For clarity, we re-write Eq.[5.48] in concise form:
@t =  e 2
t2
2r (M   c) (5.53)
It can be solved by diagonalizing M through the transformation:  = U
 1
  which yields
@t =  e 2
t2
2r

D   U 1 c

(5.54)
where,
U =
0@ q  1+22 q  2+12
 
q
 2+1
2
q
 1+2
2
1A (5.55)
and,
D =
 
  0
0 +
!
with  =
1
2
 
01 + 
0
2  

;  =
q
+1 
 
2 + (
0
2   01)2 (5.56)
The solution is then given by:
(tf ) = U(tf ) (5.57)
= UD;1U
 1(ti) +UD;2U 1c (5.58)
with
D;1 =
 
exp(  ) 0
0 exp( +)
!
(5.59)
D;2 =
 
1  exp(  )
  0
0 1  exp( +)+
!
(5.60)
using  =
p

2r. Taking Eq.[5.52] into account, we nd for the biexciton levels:
Pf =
+1 
+
2
401
0
2   +1  2
+
 1
2

01   02 + 
01 + 
0
2 +


e +  

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2   

e 

for  > 0 (5.61)
Pf =
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for  < 0 (5.62)
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6.1 Motivation
With the development of femtosecond laser technologies, the study of ultrafast real-time dynam-
ics in complex molecular systems, particularly in the condensed phase, have become increasingly
feasible. These studies have enabled one to take a detailed and deeper view of the underlying
elementary processes [100, 101] such as hydrogen bond dynamics in liquid water [102], the exciton
dynamics in a light-harvesting complex [103], the amide-I vibration dynamics in hemoglobin [104]
etc. Among the plethora of studies the common obstacle is the complexity of the dynamics in-
volved in multiple length and time scales. In this regard, coherent multidimensional spectroscopic
techniques [105] have provided newer directions to the traditional probes. The development of
sophisticated pulse shaping techniques, towards this end, have not only enabled intuitive probing
of the system, but also allow to control and monitor systems temporal evolution [106{111].
In this context, we are particularly interested in controlling molecular dynamics in the electronic
ground state using shaped mid-IR pulses. Since at these frequencies the laser pulses directly ad-
dresses the vibrations, it constitutes an important aspect for complex systems like proteins and
metallo-proteins towards which we take special interests. For the reason that, many important
processes in proteins occur on the electronic ground state, exploring regions of the potential en-
ergy surface far from equilibrium, potentially up to the transition state, is one of the primordial
motivations in this domain. Moreover, excitation of specic vibrational modes of a protein to
high-lying states trigger conformal changes, leaving a possibility to monitor such occurrences. In
the subsequent Chapters[7,8], we will take up the problem of coherent vibrational ladder climb-
ing and selective excitation in the manifold of vibrational modes in the ground electronic state.
Vibrational ladder climbing is one prominent coherent control strategy that is ubiquitous in a
wide range of problems in mode selective chemistry. Vibrational ladder climbing caters to the
requirements of being a highly feasible ground state control strategy: It allows excitation to
high vibrational states (a requirement of surmounting chemical barriers), inversion of state pop-
ulations (leading to amplication of product yield) and selective population transfer (selective
product formation). Despite these promises, much of the previous eorts in the earlier days of
control studies were focused towards the dynamics on excited electronic states, mainly due to
the readily accessible pulse shaping techniques in the visible and near-IR spectral regime. In
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contrast, the problem at hand which requires laser pulse shaping in mid-IR spectral regions lim-
ited such studies to be performed. With the pioneering works from M. Zanni group [36, 37] and
M. Jore group [112] along with others [113, 114] that are aiming to develop new generations of
instrumentations that are capable of shaping laser pulses in mid-IR regions, such ladder climbing
experiments are now being performed with broadband ultrashort laser pulses making \controlled
ground state chemistry" a possibility. To this end, we are especially interested into exploring
the role that the omnipresent uctuations play in the ground state chemistry in these complex
systems. Keeping that in mind, in the next chapters, we aim to present a detailed study on
the vibrational ladder climbing in Carboxyhemoglobin (HbCO), with special emphasis on the
inuence of the protein uctuations.
In the next section, we present the model and describe the Hamiltonian, developed in [41] which
we put into the simulation studies.
6.2 Theoretical modeling
Here we will specify the Hamiltonian of the CO stretching mode taking into account the protein
uctuations. Similar to the widely studied carboxy-myogloboin (MbCO), the CO stretch band
in HbCO has distinct sub-bands, reecting dierent orientations and protonation states of the
distal histidine [115{120]. However, in contrast to MbCO, in HbCO the CO stretch is dominated
by one band, termed the CIII band [119, 120]. In the presented work, we have considered only
one heme-CO site and a N protonation of the distal histidine. The dierent subbands are thus
not accounted for. Within this model, a wide range of frequencies, intensities and chirp rates has
been considered, to show the optimal parameters and to give insight into the physical process.
One of the challenges of the theoretical approach is that the CO stretch requires a quantum
treatment to account for the spectroscopic response, which exhibits clear vibrationally resolved
features. On the other hand, for systems as large as proteins, or even one single active site, a full
quantum treatment is out of reach, and the modeling is typically based on classical molecular
dynamics simulations [121]. Specically, in the case of hemoproteins, the major part of the
theoretical approaches consist of classical molecular dynamics simulations, where the atomistic
interactions are based on sophisticated force elds [122{124] or QM/MM methods [115, 125{128].
There also exist quantum dynamical treatments of the heme-CO entity, which are mostly based
on the free iron-porphyrin-imidazole-CO complex in reduced dimensionality [129{131]. In these
latter approaches however, the eect of the protein environment is mostly neglected.
One of the solutions to this dilemma is to use a parametrized quantum Hamiltonian mentioned
above. In this approach, the parametrization is done on the basis of a moderate number of
random congurations, which allows use of high level quantum chemistry methods to obtain
accurate potential energy surfaces and interactions.
This approach have been used in [41] to identify the important modes aected by the CO vibration
in HbCO and to give an analytical form of the potential energy surface and dipole moment,
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Figure 6.1: Hemoglobin model. Left Panel: Original structure of the FeP(Im)-CO complex embedded
in the HbCO alpha chain protein. Right Panel: Corresponding active site model and point charges [41].
taking the anharmonic dynamics of the local environment and the protein into account. Based
on MD trajectories which describe the protein uctuations, we can obtain a uctuating quantum
model in a very ecient way, allowing an extremely large number of random sampling, which is
required for a reliable statistical averaging. This methodology led to a width in the vibrational
absorption line, in very good agreement with experiment, showing the validity of the approach.
Furthermore, the uctuating quantum model explicitly constructs the potential energy surface
of CO embedded in the protein environment up to very high vibrational energies, which allows
us to use it as starting point for the vibrational ladder climbing studies presented here.
6.2.1 The uctuating quantum Hamiltonian
The model that has been used to describe the vibrational dynamics of the CO stretch in car-
boxyhemoglobin yields a parametrized quantum Hamiltonian for the CO-stretch. The details of
the simulation, performed in the group previously, is described in [41]. However we will briey
summarize here the basics of the simulation procedure for completeness.
First we note that, the CO vibration is strongly modied by the presence of the iron atom at
the binding site, thus for describing CO excitations to high lying states (experimental work in
this direction was reported in [38]) the CO bound to the heme is treated by density functional
theory (DFT), while taking the eect of the protein into account on a more approximate level.
This model allows one to monitor the eects of the protein uctuations over a very large times-
pan, typically at the nanosecond timescale (which would be cumbersome with standard QM/MM
approaches). On the other hand, though classical force elds such as CHARMM22 have been
successfully used to describe the slow dynamical properties of macromolecules : for example
protein and peptide conformations [122, 123, 132]. However, the details of the key interactions
important in the fast time scales are usually poorly described. Thus the use of electronic struc-
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ture calculations in order to obtain the intramolecular interactions is necessary.
The main idea was to construct a parametrized Hamiltonian, based on moderate number of
congurations which can be treated by high-level quantum chemistry methods [133{141]. Once
this parametrization was successfully done, one can obtain time correlation functions, spectral
linewidths, multidimensional spectra or in general the quantum dynamics subject to external
elds by calculations based on large number of individual realizations, that ensures good sta-
tistical convergence. The starting point for the molecular dynamics(MD) simulation was an
equilibrium molecular dynamics trajectory of the system under study where a single alpha chain
of carbonmonoxy-hemoglobin was used. The molecular dynamics was started from the alpha
chain of the X-Ray diraction structure of Protein Data Bank (PDB) entry 1AJ9, [142] which
contains a total number of 2217 atoms. Simulations were performed using the NAMD 2.7 pro-
gram [143] with the CHARMM 22 force eld [132]. Spherical boundary conditions with a 1 fs
time step were used. Temperature control is applied with 1 ps damping coecient in Langevin
dynamics. Bonds involving hydrogen atoms were maintained rigid using the SHAKE algorithm.
The structure was rst minimized for 10000 steps. The system temperature was then slowly
heated from 10 K to 293 K by successively increasing the temperature by 10 K every 1 ps using
temperature reassignment. The system was equilibrated for a total of 9 ns. Langevin dynamics
was then switched o, the carbonmonoxide C=O bond was maintained xed using SHAKE and
the simulation was performed for 18 ns with snapshots recorded every 1 fs.
The result of this calculation is a 18 ns equilibrium trajectory, consisting of the positions of all
N = 2217 atoms of the heme protein. The Cartesian coordinates of all atoms are denoted by r,
 = 1; : : : ; N .
The CO stretch was described using the coordinate q0 dened as the corresponding dimension-
less normal mode coordinate of the free FeP(Im)-CO complex which serves as a model active
site. An initial DFT calculation has allowed to obtain the harmonic frequency !CO and the
corresponding atomic displacement vector of this normal mode. This mode represents almost
entirely a pure CO-stretch motion, leaving the center of mass motion of the CO subunit as well
as the all other atomic positions unchanged. Note that !CO is the corresponding eigenvalue of
the mass-scaled Hessian, which was only used to dene the dimensionless coordinate q0. The
quantum dynamics of the CO stretch motion is treated within our one-dimensional quantum
model, which includes zero point energies and anharmonicities. Based on 500 random snapshots
of the active site embedded in the protein core, one dimensional cuts along the coordinate q0 was
calculated using DFT, treating the eect of the protein through point charges. These calculations
yield Mp = 500 one-dimensional potential energy surfaces V
(p)
e (q0), p = 1; : : :Mp, then used to
parametrize the CO stretch potential energy surface We(q0; frg) as a function of the Cartesian
coordinates of all protein atoms frg, that allows to construct a model Hamiltonian written as
Hh(q0; frg) =  !CO
2
@2
@q20
+We(q0; frg) (6.1)
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where we have used the convention ~ = 1. For details see [41].
In order to be able to describe the interaction with external light sources, the uctuating dipole
moment (q0; frg) has also been parametrized using the same approach as for the potential
energy surface. The exact form of the parametrized potential and dipole moments are given in
[41]. Based on the equilibrium classical trajectory, we can now evaluate the Hamiltonian Eq.[6.1]
and the dipole moment (q0; frg) for a large number Mq of individual pieces of this trajectory,
leading to a set of Mq time dependent Hamiltonians and dipole functions
Hq(t)  H(q0;fr(q) (t)g);
q(t)  m(q0;fr(q) (t)g): (6.2)
Hence Hq and q become operators that uctuate in time due to the surrounding protein envi-
ronment.
In the following section we will introduce the theory that was used to develop the results presented
in the next two chapters. The content is kept at minimum which suces our discussions.
6.3 Quantum dynamics subject to external driving and uctuations
As we are specically interested in the vibrational dynamics of the CO stretching mode subject
to uctuations and interacting with potentially strong, complex laser pulses, we go on to describe
them using a wavepacket description. We dene wavepackets, j q(t)i; fq = 1; : : :Mqg which are
propagated independently under the propagator U
(i)
q (t;t0) that include both the uctuations and
external driving by laser pulses E(i)(t) given as,
U(i)q (t;t
0) = T Exp

 i
Z t
t0
d

Hq() + V (i)q ()

(6.3)
where T denotes the positive time-ordering. By dening, (i)q (t) = q n(i) as the projection of the
dipole moment onto the polarization axis n(i) of the laser pulse we express the laser interactions
with dierent laser pulses as,
V (i)q (t) =  (i)q (t)E(i)(t); (6.4)
For later use, we also dene the eld-free propagator (which still includes the uctuations) as:
U(0)q (t;t
0) = T exp

 i
Z t
t0
d Hq()

(6.5)
Note that at this level of description, the time evolution does not include dissipation, but solely
uctuations. As a consequence, the process of vibrational relaxation is not accounted for. In
future work, this can be considered, (like e.g. in [144]), allowing simulations for longer times.
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time 
Weak probe Strong pump
t2 t1 t0 
Figure 6.2: A schematic diagram explaining order of interactions: a strong pump excitation followed by
a weak probe pulse. Note that the interval between the pulses are slightly exaggerated in the gure.
6.3.1 Strong Pump pulse excitation
For strong pump pulse excitation we solve Eq.[6.3] numerically. In both cases the strong pump
is supposed to act between t0 and t1. As will be shown in next chapters, in one of the cases the
parameters of the pulses are intuitively determined, while for the other a control recipe provides
the pulse.
6.3.2 Weak probe pulse absorption
For the purpose of the detection of the eects that the strong, chirped laser pulses have on this
system, transient absorption measurements have been reported in [112]. In these studies, a strong
pulse is followed by a weak probe pulse E(2)(t) peaked at time t2, that creates a macroscopic
polarization, measurable through the interference of the associated radiated eld with the incident
probe pulse. We consider a linearly polarized probe pulse along n(2) not overlapping with the
pump pulse, hence the total polarization in the direction n(3) is given as [145]:
P(t) =
1
Mq
MqX
q=1
h q(t)j(3)q (t)j q(t)i (6.6)
where, the time evolved wavepacket, j q(t)i = U (2)q (t;t1)j q(t1)i. Further considering a weak
probe E(2)(t), one can develop the propagator U
(2)
q (t;t1) to rst order, yielding,
U(2)q (t;t1)  U(0)q (t;t1)  i
Z t
t1
d U(0)q (t;)V
(2)
q ()U
(0)
q (;t1); (6.7)
where U
(0)
q (t;t1) correspond to the eld free time-evolution operator.
Henceforth, we use the impulsive limit of the probe pulse assuming that the short probe inter-
action has only a relevant contribution during  around the time t2, where the probe pulse
envelope has its peak value E
(2)
0 . Then the integral in Eq.[6.7] can be approximated to give,
U(2)q (t;t1)  U(0)q (t;t1) + i E(2)0 U(0)q (t;t2)(2)q (t2)U(0)q (t2;t1): (6.8)
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Figure 6.3: Loop diagram, describing the strong pulse pump interaction followed by a weak probe pulse.
For details see text.
Following these assumptions, P(t), up to rst order in the probe eld can be written as
P(t) =
1
Mq
MqX
q=1
h (0)q (t)j(3)q (t)j (0)q (t)i
  iE
(2)
0
Mq
MqX
q=1
h (0)q (t)j(3)q (t)U (0)q (t;t2)(2)q (t2)j (0)q (t2)i
+
iE
(2)
0
Mq
MqX
q=1
h (0)q (t2)j(2)q (t2)U (0)q (t2;t)(3)q (t)j (0)q (t)i; (6.9)
with, j (0)q (t)i = U(0)q (t;t1)j q(t1)i.
The rst term in Eq.[6.9] corresponds to the emission from the uctuating dipole, which is present
due to the non-stationary  p(t1) that has been created by the strong pump pulse, the second
term characterizes the absorption from a non-stationary state while the third term characterizes
the stimulated emission of the non-stationary state. The time-ordered interactions contained in
the matrix elements can be conveniently understood by the Feynman diagram shown in Fig.[6.3]
such Liouville space diagrams are particularly useful to represent elementary processes occurring
in non-linear spectroscopy experiments [146]. Each term of is computed along the loop. Solid
lines represent a free evolution (no interaction with the eld) of the wavefunction propagating in
time forward (upward arrow) or backward (downward arrow). The interaction with the intense
pump is characterized by solid double lines between the times t0 and t1. Finally, the interaction
with the probe eld is represented by wavy lines.
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If we neglect the rst term of Eq.[6.9], i.e. the emission due to non-stationary wavefunction
before the probe, we have only the probe eld induced polarization which can be simplied to
P(t) =
E
(2)
0
Mq
MqX
q=1
Imh(0)q (t)j(3)q (t)j (0)q (t)i; (6.10)
with
j(0)q (t)i = U(0)q (t;t2)(2)q (t2)U(0)q (t2;t1)j q(t1)i: (6.11)
The transient absorption spectrum is then given by its Fourier transform [145],
(!) 
Z 1
0
d P() ei! (6.12)
with  = t  t2. Note that (!) depends on the intensity of the preceeding strong pump pulse. In
the experiments, with which we compare, the dierence spectrum is measured, i.e. the dierence
in the transient absorption measured with and without the strong pump pulse, i.e.
(!) = (!)  0(!) (6.13)
Orientational averaging is performed explicitly by computing for each independent wave packet
propagation a random orientation of the molecule. However, in order to compare with the
experiment, averaging over the spatial beam prole must be performed [147]. The averaged
signal is given as,
S(!; I0) =
Z 1
0
d(!; I0) g() (6.14)
with (!; I0) given by Eq.[6.13],  is the ratio between the eective intensity (at a distance r
from the beam center) and the total intensity I0 and g() is the eective intensity distribution.
In reference [147] a complete description of the calculation of this eective intensity distribution
is given including beam spatial prole and orientational averaging. However, in our simulations,
orientation is explicitly included through the direction of the instantaneous dipole moment vector.
Therefore only spatial averaging needs to be included which gives a uniform eective intensity
distribution g() = 1.
For the results to be presented below, we usedMp = 4000 independent wave packet propagations
using a timestep of 1 fs. The propagation was performed by expressing the wavepacket in a
basis of 30 vibrational eigenfunctions of Hq(t0). Furthermore, we assumed the pump and probe
polarizations to be parallel to the observation detection. In this case, we have 
(1)
q = 
(2)
q = 
(3)
q
which are calculated for a random orientation of the molecular sample.
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6.3 Quantum dynamics subject to external driving and uctuations
6.3.3 Observables
As mentioned earlier we are motivated to study and asses the coherent vibrational excitation to
higher lying energy levels, and the quantity of interest is time dependent vibrational populations.
Starting with a system that is initially in its vibrational ground state, this can be calculated by,
P(t) =
1
Mq
MqX
q=1
hq jU(1)q (t;t0)j q(t0)i2 (6.15)
where jq i are taken to be the eigenfunctions of Hq(t) and j q(t0)i = j0qi. Denoting the corre-
sponding eigenenergies of Hq(t) by Eq(), the total transferred energy Et is calculated as
Et =
1
Mq
MqX
q=1
X

Eq()
hq jU(1)q (t1;t0)j q(t0)i2 : (6.16)
The propagator appearing in these expressions is given by Eq.[6.3]. In the next Chapters[7,8],
both the total transferred energy and the vibrational distributions will be analyzed in detail
taking into account eects of uctuations, orientations as well as the laser parameters.
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7 Prospects of vibrational ladder climbing I:
Chirped pulse excitation
7.1 Introduction
Motivated by the recent experiments which implement the pump-probe schemes extending the
capabilities of earlier experiments, we describe in this chapter a study on vibrational ladder
climbing by chirped laser pulses which will allow us to have direct comparison with experiments
in the appropriate parameter regime. It will be based on the model described in the previous
Chapter [10.3.3]. This model allows us to simulate quantum dynamics of CO stretch mode in
femtosecond regime by taking the eects of protein uctuations into account. With this model
at hand, we, specically go on to study the realistic pump-probe spectra in a wide range of
parameter regime and subsequently analyze the results. However, before proceeding to the next
section, we briey dene the laser parameters as used in the simulations.
7.1.1 Strong frequency chirped laser excitation: Parameters
Here we succinctly present a discussion of the parameters of strong frequency chirped laser pulses,
as used in the simulations. Specically, in the simulation we have used a linearly chirped laser
pulse of the form [54]
E(1)(t+ tc) = Epe t2=2 cos(!0t+ t2) (7.1)
Chirping a pulse by introducing a quadratic spectral phase stretches the pulse, and the chirped
pulse duration is given by
 =
s
20
2 log 2
+
8 log 2 002
20
(7.2)
with 0 being the full-width half-maximum duration of the unchirped pulse and 
00 the second
derivative of the spectral phase. The chirp parameter  is then given by
 =
4 log 2 00
220
(7.3)
To quantify the eld intensity, we introduce the laser peak power corresponding to the unchirped
electric eld
W0 = 0c
2
p
2 log 2


0

E2p (7.4)
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Figure 7.1: Pulse envelope, total vibrational energy and vibrational population P(t) in the CO-stretch
in HbCO for a typical set of parameters: 0 = 100 fs, !0 = 1980:0 cm
 1, 00 =  0:1 ps2 and a peak power
W0 = 5:2 1011Wcm 2.
Assuming a Gaussian spatial prole with a beam waist R, the total pulse intensity is then given
by
I0 = 
3=2R2
4
p
log 2
0W0 (7.5)
The initial time t0 and the nal time t1 which dene the interaction window with the pump laser
are chosen such that the pulse envelope is negligible. In particular, we have used t0 = tc   3
and t1 = tc+3 . Thus we nd that the laser pulse is completely determined by four parameters:
the pulse width 0, the central frequency !0, the chirp parameter 
00 and the peak power W0.
7.2 Discussions
Here we present the results obtained by systematically scanning the laser parameters: the pulse
width 0, the peak power W0, the central frequency !0 and the chirp parameter 00. As a
preliminary example, we show in Fig.[7.1] the details of the induced dynamics for the set of
laser parameters !0 = 1980:0 cm
 1, 00 =  0:1 ps2 and W0 = 5:2  1011W:cm 2. These set of
parameters lead to the pulse form depicted in the upper panel. Note that according to Eq.[7.2],
the pulse width changes for a non-zero value of 00. In the example shown, it stretches from
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Figure 7.2: Energy transfer achieved by linearly chirped laser pulses as a function of detuning form the
center of the absorption band !0 and the chirp parameter 
00 with a pulse duration of 0 = 100 fs
(A,B,C,D) and 0 = 300 fs (E,F,G,H) and a peak power of W0 = 2:6  1011Wcm 2 (A,B,E,F) and
W0 = 5:2 1011Wcm 2 (C,D,G,H).
0 = 100 fs to  = 2:4 ps. In the lower panel we present the nal populations P as dened in
Eq.[6.15], as a function of time. Starting from an initial condition which is ground vibrational
state of CO stretching mode, one can observe the increase in the population of successively higher
vibrational levels which reaches a constancy after the pulse dies o. Note here, that our model
does not include vibrational relaxation. The total transferred energy is shown in the middle
panel and one can observe, in agreement with experimental results, that a considerable amount
of vibrational energy can be deposited in the CO stretch mode in HbCO. Further, the total
energy transfer (with respect to the zero-point energy) obtained has been calculated for a range
of parameters and the result of these calculations is shown in Fig.[7.2] for Fourier transform
limited pulse durations of 100 fs (panels A,B, C and D) and 300 fs (panels E, F, G and H) and
for a peak power of W0 = 2:6 1011Wcm 2 (panels A,B,E and F) and W0 = 5:2 1011Wcm 2
(panels C,D,G and H). For a specic value of 0 and W0, the chirp parameter and the central
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Figure 7.3: Optimal detuning opt of the excitation laser with respect to the center of the absorption
band, required to obtain maximum vibrational energy transfer as a function of the peak power. The chirp
parameter is set to 00 =  0:1 ps2 (full lines), and compared to an unchirped (Fourier-transform limited)
(dashed lines).
frequency have been scanned to produce the two-dimensional contour plots. Here, we put special
attention on the eects of the protein uctuations. To this end, we compare the results using the
full model (left panel) to calculations where the uctuations are suppressed (right panel). Note
that the uctuations lead to a slight shift in the peak of the linear absorption, and consequently,
we express the variations of the central frequency as a detuning !0 with respect to the centers
of each absorption band.
In Fig.[7.2], for pulses with 0 = 100 fs, one sees the well-known chirp eect for vibrational ladder
climbing: a negative chirp favors the excitation to higher levels, since it continually adjusts the
frequency components to the anharmonicity that requires lowering the frequency at later times
[148{154] . A second observation is that to achieve high energy transfer using chirped pulses, one
also needs to detune the central laser frequency to lower energies with respect to the maximum
of the absorption band. When using a longer pulse, e.g. with 0 = 300 fs, the same trends as in
the case of 0 = 100 fs can be seen. However, both the eect of 
00 as well as the detuning are less
pronounced, which is due to the smaller bandwidth of the pulse. This is clearly shown in Fig.[7.3],
where the optimal detuning opt is plotted as a function of the pulse intensity for 0 = 100 fs and
0 = 300 fs. One can clearly see the red-shift for higher intensities. The reason for this is that
when tuning the laser to the red, one gains {for a given laser bandwidth{ on the high-frequency
side, allowing to access higher-lying states. When comparing the case of a chirped pulse with a
Fourier-limited one, one sees that a chirp only leads to a signicant dierence in the case of a
shorter pulse. This is due to the larger bandwidth of the shorter pulse, which covers transition
frequencies of higher lying states, thus allowing to achive higher vibrational excitations. This
can be seen in Fig.[7.2], and will be much clearer in Fig.[7.4] below. Only in this situation the
timing of the dierent frequency component through chirping becomes important. Even though
this picture is a perturbative one, in the numerical simulations the eects of Stark shifts are
fully taken into account. However, in the present case, Stark shifts are found to be negligible
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Figure 7.4: Eect of chirp parameter 00 and uctuations onto vibrational excitation of HbCO. Optimal
detunings for 00 =  0:1 ps2 were used and a peak power of W0 = 5:2 1011 W:cm 2.
for the intensities considered, pointing to the validity of our simple analysis based on the pulse
spectrum.
When comparing in Fig.[7.2] the result obtained with (left panel) and without uctuations (right
panel), one sees that the overall picture is quite similar: high intensities and a negative chirp
favors transitions to high-lying states. However, there is a striking dierence: as a function of
the chirp parameter, the amount of transferred energy saturates at a certain value, whereas in
the case without uctuations this does not occur in the parameter range considered.
This eect is clearly documented in Fig. 7.4 where a cut along the chirp parameter 00 is shown.
The detuning values !0 is set to the optimal value computed for 
00 =  0:1 ps2 and the
peak power is set to 5:2  1011 W:cm 2. In the case of 0 = 100 fs pulses (upper panel) and
the uctuations suppressed (blue solid line), we achieve a total energy of the system of about
4800 cm 1 for 00 =  0:15 ps2, whereas under the inuence of the uctuations (red solid line),
this value drops to about 3600 cm 1. The situation is similar in the case of a 0 = 300 fs pulse,
albeit less pronounced (lower panel). Based on our model, we can further analyze the inuence
and the origin of the uctuations. Considering Eq.[6.3], we see that uctuations enter via the
Hamiltonian Hq as well as via dipole 
(3). Therefore to disentangle the dierent contributions
to the uctuations, we show in Fig.[7.4] the energy transfer with trajectories including only the
uctuations of the Hamiltonian (dotted blue line) or only the uctuations of the dipole (dotted
red line). Fig.[7.4] clearly shows that the uctuations of the Hamiltonian play a key role and
the dipole uctuations do not signicantly inuence the energy transfer. To get more insight
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Figure 7.5: Distribution of vibrational populations after strong IR pulse excitation, using dierent pulse
lengths including or suppressing protein uctuations. The other pulse parameters are 00 =  0:1 ps2,
W0 = 5:2 1011 Wcm 2 and the corresponding optimal detunings.
into the excitation process, we analyze the nal population in both cases, for the following set of
parameters: W0 = 5:2 1011 W:cm 2, 00 =  0:1 ps2 and !0 is set to the optimal values. The
results are shown in Fig.[7.5]: in the case of 0 = 100 fs (left panels), we can see a clear bi-modal
vibrational distribution, which is more pronounced when the uctuations are suppressed. In both
cases, we nd a large amount of population in  = 0;1 and 2. The population remaining in these
states are due to the fact that we consider an unoriented sample, and they stem from molecules
that are unfavorably aligned with respect to the laser polarization axis. Both distributions also
roughly agree on the cut-o at high vibrational quantum numbers, around  = 15. This is due
to the bandwidth constraints imposed by the laser pulse: regardless of the chirp parameter, the
frequency distribution of the laser pulse is the same, and for the given bandwidth corresponding
to 0 = 100 fs, there are simply no frequency components available to drive high-lying transitions,
which require a lower energy due to anharmonicity. It is also interesting to notice that although
the total amount of energy transferred is larger without uctuations, including the uctuations
lead to a wider distribution. For example for 0 = 100 fs, states  = 12;13 and 14 have a small
population with the uctuations while their population vanish without the uctuations. This
shows that uctuations can help populating higher states.
The main dierence between the distributions with and without uctuations is the ratio between
the levels forming the \valley", i.e. around  = 4, and the highest achievable levels  = 15.
Here we see that the laser can excite more eciently to the highest possible states without
uctuations, whereas a higher fraction stays in the intermediate states when uctuations are
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Figure 7.6: Red: Distribution of vibrational populations after strong IR pulse interaction, for dierent
pulse lengths and chirp parameters. Optimal detunings for 00 =  0:1 ps2 were used and a peak power of
W0 = 5:2  1011 W:cm 2. Blue: as above, but the vibrational populations are calculated by weighting
the individual wavepackets by the projection onto the laser polarization axis.
present. Specically, the minima in the distribution observed for states around  = 4 is much
less pronounced. To show the eects of orientation, i.e. to conrm that the favorably oriented
molecules lead to excitation to high lying states, we show in Fig.[7.6] the nal state populations
for dierent chirp rates, and for the two pulse lengths, 100 fs and 300 fs (red bars). As overlay in
blue, we show the nal state population, but calculated such that each wavefunction contributing
to the sum in Eq.[6.15] is weighted by cos2 q, where q is the angle between q and n
(1), the
polarization vector of the pump pulse. We see that the dierences are most pronounced for the
low lying states, specically for  = 0. This corresponds to the fraction of molecules which are
perpendicular to the laser polarization, and thus remain in the ground state. For the case of
eective ladder climbing, i.e. for 0 = 100 fs and a negative chirp rate (
00 =  0:03 ps2; 0:1 ps2,
lower left panels in Fig.[7.6]), we clearly see that for the high lying states the blue and red bars
almost coincide, indicating that the eective vibrational ladder climbing is achieved on a subset
of molecules which are favorably oriented with respect to the pump laser polarization. In the
case of 0 = 300 fs, we see that vibrational ladder climbing is less ecient, due to the restricted
spectral range of the laser, and the eect of the chirp rate is rather small.
The eect of the favored orientation is also relevant for the understanding of the measured spectra.
If one uses a probe laser which is polarized parallel to the pump laser, and if the polarization is
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Figure 7.7: Dierential transient absorption spectra (!; I0) (see Eq.[6.13]) for dierent pulse lengths
and chirp parameters, as indicated. Optimal detunings for 00 =  0:1 ps2 were used and a peak power of
W0 = 5:2 1011 Wcm 2.
measured in the same direction, only the favorably oriented molecules contribute signicantly to
the measured signal.
7.2.1 Transient absorption spectra
In Fig.[7.7], we have shown the theoretical dierence spectra (!; I0) for the same six pa-
rameters considered in Fig.[7.6]. Here we observe a strong negative peak corresponding to the
( = 1   = 0) transition which originates from the subtraction of the transient absorption
spectrum measured without the pump pulse, (!; 0). The other positive/negative humps, visible
at lower energies, occur at transition frequencies corresponding to higher lying states. They
clearly reect the population dierences of the neighboring levels: a negative signal is emanated
when the higher state is preferentially populated than the adjacent lower one (population inver-
sion) while a positive signal is emanated when the lower state contains higher population than
the state lying immediately above. A careful observation reveals that in the case of 0 = 100 fs
(uppermost left panel), the spectrum consisting of a sequence of positive peaks is a ngerprint
of the distribution depicted in Fig.[7.6] (upper left panel) which also displays diminishing pop-
ulation at higher energy levels. Similarly, for 0 = 300 fs (uppermost right panel), the sequence
of negative and positive peaks can be understood by comparing with the corresponding vibra-
tional distributions of Fig.[7.6]. We also note that, for all the chirp parameters considered, the
distribution peaks at  = 3 meaning population inversion for  = 1;2;3 leading to the negative
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Figure 7.8: Top panel: simulated dierential transient absorption signal S(!; I0), using dierentpulse
intensities, based on an orientational averaging and averaging over the spatial beam prole (Eq.[6.14]. A
pulse duration of  = 100 fs, a detuning of ! =  61:7 cm 1 and a chirp parameter 00 =  3:210 2 ps2
were used. Bottom panel: experimental spectra, taken from [112] and based on the same set of parameters.
peaks around 2000 cm 1. Since for  > 3, the population in the higher states are always smaller
than the adjacent lower ones, it leads to the positive peaks between 1900 cm 1 and 1950 cm 1.
Hence a clear signature of the fact that the transient absorption spectra can detect vibrational
distributions prepared by strong, chirped pump pulses is obtained. For the parameters shown in
Fig.[7.6], we notice that excitation to states as high as  = 12 can be achieved.
However, all the results of coherent vibrational ladder climbing depends strongly on the pulse
intensity seen by the molecule, due to which, for direct comparison with the experimental mea-
surements, one has to take the spatial distribution of the laser pulse focus into account. In
Fig.[7.8], we show the averaged signal S(!; I0) as a function of the intensity I0. Due to uncer-
tainties in the beam waist, for the reason mentioned above, we have scanned the total intensity
in the numerical simulations up to a maximum of 2.2 J (assuming a beam waist of 20 ). As the
intensity is increased, we see gradual appearance of positive peaks at the transition frequencies
corresponding to high-lying states which is indicative of these states being populated. Speci-
cally, we notice a trail of positive peaks, up to an intensity of about 1 J, indicating vibrational
ladder climbing up to  = 5. Further conrming that these peaks occur at vibrational transi-
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tion energies, we have indicated by light grey lines the calculated transition energies, based on
the average eigenstates computed from the uctuating potential energy surface. There one can
clearly observe that the maxima of the peaks coinciding with these lines. The widths of the peaks
result from the uctuations. Note that these widths are much smaller than the distribution of
frequencies, calculated by a sequence of snapshots. This results from the substantial motional
narrowing, as detailed in the previously published work from the same work-group in Ref.[41].
In the lower panel of Fig.[7.8], we have shown the experimental spectra also reported in [112].
In comparing the simulated pump-probe spectra to the experimental one, we rst observe that
the peaks do not occur at the same energies. This could be, plausibly, attributed to the DFT
calculations which are known to overestimate vibrational transition frequencies as has also been
observed in previous studies, [41, 121]. While this is sometimes compensated for by introducing
a scaling factor, we did not apply any scaling in our presented work. However, we note that a
scaling factor of 0.96, as found in previous, independent work [121] would yield an almost perfect
agreement of the peak positions. As for the population inversion, indicated by negative peaks,
we nd a good qualitative agreement with the experimental results. The agreement on the pop-
ulation inversion for high lying states remains valid except a small deviation for the highest state
where inversion could have been be achieved. In the numerical simulations, we do not observe an
excitation to states higher than  = 6 without inversion whereas experimentally, a small negative
signal can already be seen for the  = 5  = 4. The reason for this small discrepancy may be
due to the dierence in the level spacing and the magnitude of anharmonicity between theory
and experiment . As already pointed out, the vibrational level spacing calculated by DFT yields
transition frequencies which are signicantly higher than the measured ones. Furthermore, the
anharmonicity is underestimated, leading to a more rigid CO stretch than observed experimen-
tally.
Therefore we note that in order to achieve a quantitative agreement with the experiment, one
needs a more sophisticated approach for the electronic structure calculations. However, since the
widths of the peaks are well-reproduced[41], indicating that uctuations are well-described by
our model, one could also arrange to keep the uctuations based on the presented model and only
replace the averaged potential by an empirical one entirely based on the experimental spectrum.
7.3 Perspective
In this chapter, the presented numerical simulations have investigated a wide range of realistic
pulse parameters. We notice that excitations to vibrational states as high as  = 10 can be
reached with carefully adjusted parameters. Specically, shaped pulses lead to excitation to high
quantum states, a situation where it is important to decipher the protein uctuations. We nd
that, for a given intensity, the amount of energy transferred to the CO stretch is strongly aected
by the presence of uctuations among other eects as reected in the vibrational distributions. In
the case where no uctuations are taken in, we nd a strong bimodal structure, originating from
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strong inversion of the favorably aligned molecules. When uctuations are taken into account,
these inversions, albeit present, are not as pronounced as in the previous case.
Note that our analysis, which is based on inclusive eects of classical uctuations on the CO
vibrational levels and that on the dipole, reveals that the later is negligible in this simulations.
This leads to the conclusion that it is the uctuations in the potential energy surface of the
CO within the protein environment which constitutes the important protein inuence. Use of
realistic parameters for the pulses, an orientational averaging and an averaging over the spatial
prole of the laser pulse will allow the calculated transient absorption spectra to be directly
compared to the experiments. We nd qualitative agreement with the experiments conrming
vibrational excitation to high lying vibrational states. However the striking dierence remains
that the numerical simulations favors transfer population upto states higher than  = 6, not yet
conrmed by the experiments yet. One of the reasons for the disparity, could be the level at
which DFT calculations are dealt in, as discussed before.
As indicated in Chapter[10.3.3], with the development of sophisticated pulse shaping devices in
the mid-IR regime, it should be possible in the near future to apply designed pulses leading to
realization of specic control aims. Based on the analysis of this chapter two interesting questions
are worth investigating: Which pulse form, for a given intensity, leads to the maximum energy
deposit in the CO stretch?, the answer to which will motivate and shed light on the possibilities
of "ground state control". And whether it is possible to conceive pulses that selectively excite
specic predened vibrational levels which will possibly allow to study the energy transfer from
the highly excited CO-stretch to the protein as a function of the initially excited level, which
could further give very detailed information of the CO-protein interaction at very high vibrational
energies. However, an understanding seeking those answers would need a comprehensive analysis
which necessitates simulations with shaped pulses designed for specic purposes. Therefore, in
the next chapter we will obtain such pulses using control algorithms and evaluate their role in
vibrational ladder climbing [100, 101] using the same model described in previous chapter.
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8 Prospects of vibrational ladder climbing II:
Control
8.1 Coherent Control
Laser based investigative tools have been essential for the understanding of fundamental pro-
cesses occurring in atomic and molecular systems, both in gaseous and condensed phases. Rel-
evant examples are in abundance e.g. laser excitation of preselected modes in a molecule [1{3];
manipulation of optical properties of dense media [4]; preferential selection of an product chan-
nel during a chemical reaction [5]; manipulation of current and charge transport in mesoscopic
systems [6, 7]; control of spin magnetic properties in solid state nanostructures [8, 9]. All of these
studies have enabled a rich variety of novel quantum dynamical phenomena to emerge, to be
interpreted theoretically and controlled as well. Laser pulses with temporal duration comparable
to the atomic/molecular processes with rich frequency content is capable of deciphering temporal
information out of a process which complements its earlier capability as a spectral probe leading
to the emergence of a subeld of quantum coherent control which involves the study of theoretical
algorithms and experimental procedures motivated towards manipulation of quantum dynamical
processes. Essentially, it pursues the philosophy of inverse design in the context of quantum
dynamics. If interpreted broadly, it refers to the collective practices that are employed to steer
the quantum dynamics of a system by manipulating its quantum features i.e. interference eects,
by some external modulator.
The use of sculpted coherent electromagnetic elds achieved by laser pulse shaping is one of the
ways to accomplish these tasks. Laser pulses transfer the coherence of the electromagnetic elds
to the matter, which, in turn enables control of the interferences by modulating the precise phase
relationships between spectral components of the laser itself. Consequently, it allows quantum
mechanical amplitudes of some desired outcome to be amplied by constructive interferences
while attenuating or even nullifying the undesired ones. Interferences in quantum system are a
global feature, meaning that the interferences occurring at a certain time have eects on inter-
ferences at a later time in a phase coherent scenario. Thus one is able to reach a preset objective
by carefully controlling the shape and phase properties of a laser pulse [109, 110] acting as an
actuator.
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8.1.1 Control of coherent vibrational ladder climbing with shaped laser pulses
Here, in this chapter we will address the problem of coherent vibrational ladder climbing and
selective excitation of a particular vibrational level of the manifold of vibrational modes in the
ground electronic state by adopting a control theoretic approach. As indicated in the previous
Chapter[10.3.3], the experimental eorts were motivated to a great deal by the complementary
theoretical simulations that showcased the advantages of control theoretic techniques in realistic
simulations, providing an impetus to go beyond the traditional chirped pulse based techniques,
discussed in the previous chapter. However, in practical situations, the applicability of these
control strategies are far from being simple, due to the limits posed by the complexity of the
dynamics itself, all of which is hard to account for in the current capabilities of simulations.
For example: population relaxation, if occurring in the same time scale, tend to re-distribute
the population, degrading selectivity; omnipresent external uctuations give rise to unwanted
interactions which results in dephasing and relaxation; presence of degenerate modes lead to
inecient specic mode excitations etc. Therefore in order to achieve a highly selective quantum
state excitation through ladder climbing mechanism one has to resort to control strategies to
produce favorable pulses which besides accomplishing the task, will also allow an comprehensive
analysis of the competitive features of the dynamics.
We will apply Local Control Theory (LCT) to this problem. In the next sections, we will briey
discuss the physical aspects, associated mathematical structure and application of LCT to the
problem of vibrational ladder climbing.
8.2 Local Control Theory
LCT is a class of open-loop1 control algorithm which takes systems response at a certain time into
account to oer a suitable laser pulse, which is to be subsequently fed to the system Hamiltonian.
The LCT scheme, in fact, amounts to monotonically varying a pre-dened objective functional.
In practice, the time evolution of the system is coarse-grained and the control Hamiltonian is
updated at each interval, resulting in a feed-forward open-loop mechanism. In general, during
the propagation, the algorithm halts once the objective is met or the pre-set threshold is attained
(If applicable). The resulting pulse is then analyzed and accessed in the experiment.
Within the LCT framework one also has the exibility of deciding on the shape of the pulse
envelope. And the fact that the control elds are decided upon a simple objective of increas-
ing/decreasing a certain target functional also renders a physically intuitive interpretation of the
resultant pulse. Additionally, the set of equations which are used to obtain the control elds
are local in time, making it readily implementable within the dynamical (both for quantum and
1open-loop methods describe the class of control phenomena where the modulator delivers a control solution a
priori. In the context of laser based control, it amounts to feeding the system with a pulse which is designed
either intuitively or based on some algorithm. Hence it does not take systems instantaneous response into
account to produce laser pulses during the operation.
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mixed quantum-classical) framework. It has previously been applied to theoretical studies of
several dynamical processes in the context of atomic and molecular physics e.g.
- Control of photoassociation, photodissociation [155{158].
- Control of orientational dynamics and rotational motion [159, 160].
- Control of population transfer among electronic, vibrational levels and selective mode excitation
[161, 162].
- Control in presence of dissipation [67, 144, 163]
- Control of non Born-Oppenheimer dynamics [164].
Interested readers are referred to the accompanying articles and the review article in Ref.[111]
for elaboration on specic problems. In passing we also note that, LCT does not oer a time
optimal solution by construct, hence there is no requirement of global temporal information for
constructing its solution at each time step unlike optimal control theory (OCT). Latter is a two
point boundary value problem which requires iterative runs to fetch the solution, subjected to
some convergence criteria. Thus, compared to OCT, the LCT equations are simple and readily
implementable. Another principal comparative advantage of LCT lies in its ability to extract an
intuitive picture of the underlying physical phenomena from the outcome pulse which in the case
of OCT are often complicated enough to evade a clear interpretation.
8.2.1 LCT: Mathematical Structure
Here, we will introduce the mathematical structure of the LCT in its simplest form. We start
with the time dependent Schrodinger equation for a state  (t) evolving under the time dependent
Hamiltonian H(t) taken as H0 + V (t) where H0 is the unperturbed Hamiltonian and V (t) is the
external perturbation:
i@tj (t)i = H(t)j (t)i
=
 H0 + V (t)j (t)i (8.1)
The time dependent perturbation V (t) can be of various forms depending on the specic nature
of the problem at hand. However, in all the cases discussed in this thesis it originates from
coupling to the electromagnetic eld of the laser. Hence, in the simplest form this perturbation
can be taken as dipolar coupling to the electric eld of the laser,
V (t) =  E(t) (8.2)
Henceforth, the temporal change of any observable O(t) can be written as:
@thO(t)i = h (t)
O(t) (t)i
= ih (t)[H0;O(t)] (t)i+ ih (t)[V (t);O(t)] (t)i+ h (t)j@tO(t)j i (8.3)
which can be reduced to: @thO(t)i = iE(t)h (t)j[;O(t)]
 (t), in the cases where H0 commutes
with the observable O(t) and the observable is not explicitly time dependent. These assumptions
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9  
Figure 8.1: Results for a LCT optimization for  = 7 is presented. In the upper panel, the populations
corresponding to the dierent states are shown. Corresponding control pulse with several sub structures
is shown in the lower panel. After the pulse gets over the resulting population distribution is displayed in
the inset.
are generically satised in a large number of physical problems and in the control problem
formulated here. At this stage one observe that by writing E(t) in the following form,
E(t) = iF (t)


 (t)
[;O(t)] (t) (8.4)
where the temporal function F (t) is chosen with appropriate sign to ensure a monotonic evolution
of the expectation values of the observable. Also, through the proper choice of the function one
can regulate the overall intensity and duration of the laser pulse. Thus, we note that the choice
of electric eld which ensures the monotonicity condition is in not unique. Together, Eq.[8.1]
and Eq.[8.4] constitutes the working equations for LCT algorithm.
Below, we will apply the formalism to achieve state selective excitation of CO in carboxyhe-
moglobin in presence of classical uctuations obtained as a time series.
8.2.2 Application: Control of state selective excitation
In this section, for the problem at hand, we specically apply LCT to minimize the instantaneous
energy spread of the quantum system by formulating the objective functional Jta as,
Jta =
1
Mq
MqX
q=1
h q(t)j (Hq   "ta)2 j q(t)i (8.5)
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around the averaged energy of the selected target level: ta,
"ta =
1
Mq
MqX
q=1
Eq(ta) : (8.6)
Taking the time derivative, one obtains:
@tJta =
1
Mq
MqX
q=1
2Re
h q(t)j(Hq   "ta)2@tj q(t)i	
=   1
M
MqX
q=1
2 Im
n
h q(t)j(Hq   "ta)2(Hq + V (1))j q(t)i
o
= Eta(t)
1
Mq
MqX
q=1
2 Im
h q(t)j(Hq   "ta)2qj q(t)i	 (8.7)
where we have neglected the explicit time dependence of the operators due to the uctuations,
as an approximations. Choosing,
Eta(t) /
MqX
q=1
2 Im
h q(t)j(Hq   "ta)2qj q(t)i	 (8.8)
ensures that dJta=dt < 0 at all times. Specically we take the laser eld as,
Eta(t) = f(t)
1
Mq
MqX
q=1
h q(t)j (Hq   "ta)2 qj q(t)i (8.9)
Here,  is a scaling factor, which inuences the intensity, and f(t) is a temporal function that
restricts the control pulse to a predened time window. The scaling parameter  has been
scanned, to obtain an optimal laser pulses within realistic intensities. Next we will present and
discuss the results that were obtained by employing the outcome pulse in the simulation.
8.3 Discussions
In Fig.[8.1], we show, as an example, the result of such a control calculation, where the target state
ta = 7 was chosen. In the bottom panel, one sees the complicated pulse sequence comprising
several sub-pulse structures, which are the outcome of LCT run. In the upper panel, the time
evolution of the averaged populations in the dierent vibrational states are shown. One can
observe the depletion of the ground state and the excitation of high-lying states showing a
complex dynamical behavior. Post the pulse duration, dened by the time window of 2 ps, we
nd the nal vibrational distributions depicted in the inset. One sees that the populations in
ta = 7 dominates with respect to its neighbors. A substantial fraction of the population in
the low-lying states stem from the fact that we consider an un-oriented molecular sample, as
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Figure 8.2: LCT runs for dierent target states are shown w.r.t the intensity of the pulse (plotted along
x axis), with uctuations (left panel) and without uctuations (right panel). Note that after a certain
pulse intensity the control yields in both the cases saturate. Also note that, though the uctuations have
detrimental eects on the control scenario (as clear from diminishing nal population), selective excitations
of high lying states are possible.
a consequence of which, the molecules which are unfavorably oriented with respect to the laser
polarization axis experience only a weak interaction. To systematically asses the probability
to excite specic vibrational states, we summarize in Fig.[8.2] the results of a large number of
systematic control calculations for target states ranging from ta = 1 to ta = 11.
For each optimization, the scaling parameter  is scanned, leading to pulses of dierent intensity.
The eects of the uctuating protein environment is analyzed by comparing the control scenario
based on the full Hamiltonian [panel (a)] with a situation where the uctuations are suppressed
[panel (b)]. As the rst striking result we nd that all control curves show a turnover or satu-
ration, indicating that from a certain intensity on, increasing the pulse intensity does not yield
higher population yield. This eect is found to be true, regardless of the eect of the uctua-
tions. Secondly, when comparing the results in the left panel with that of the right one, we see
that the uctuations have a signicant inuence on the control eciency, lowering the target
state population by almost a factor of two. However, it is interesting to notice that a controlled,
selective excitation to high-lying vibrational states is still possible - a promising result for future
experiments using mid-IR pulse shaping.
To summarize the controllability of selective excitation, we compare on Fig.[8.3] the results for all
targets considered, using their respective optimal pulses obtained from the previous runs i.e. the
maximum of the curves in Fig.[8.2]. Each bar in the gure represents the averaged population
in the dierent vibrational states indicated by the left axis, obtained by the optimal pulses Eta
indicated on the right axis. One can clearly see the "leftovers" in the low lying states, due to
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Figure 8.3: Here we show the results of the LCT runs for dierent target states ta with the optimal
pulses obtained from Fig.[8.2]. For each run populations corresponding to all the states  are plotted.
It can be seen from the the dominant populations along the diagonal that state selective excitation are
possible. The leftover populations present in the gure is due to the orientational averaging as discussed
in the text.
the orientational averaging. But the most striking result is the clear dominating line along the
diagonal, indicating that the dierent pulses indeed have led to a high degree of state-specic
excitation to the target level, despite the presence of uctuations.
8.3.1 Perspective
In this section we shed some light on how the signicant selective excitation by the control
pulse can be detected experimentally. Indeed, transient absorption measurements monitor the
population dierence in the excited states, as has recently been shown in [41]. Fig.[8.4] presents
the expected the transient absorption signals, after the probe pulse immediately following the
control pulse. The uppermost spectrum is the one obtained without a preceding control pulse,
and thus consists of one single peak centered at the  = 1   = 0 transition energy. For
the spectra obtained with a strong control pulse, a very interesting, and promising feature can
be seen: when the polarization of the control and probe pulse are parallel, as it is assumed
here, the fraction of the population in the lower lying states, which have not been excited due to
unfavorable orientation, do not contribute to the absorption signal, leading to very clear transient
absorption signals reecting only the eectively excited levels. In light gray lines, the dierences
of the average target state energies are shown as a guide. The clear asymmetry of positive
and negative peaks centered around ta   ta+1 and ta   ta 1 respectively, clearly reects the
successful selective excitation achieved by the preceding shaped mid-IR pulses. As an example,
the situation for ta = 7 is highlighted. Since all the features are well within the experimentally
achievable spectral resolution [36, 112], they should be clearly visible experimentally.
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Figure 8.4: Transient absorption spectrum measured by a weak probe pulse, following the dierent strong
control pulses E . The transient absorption signal clearly reects the success of the preceding control
The presented results show that selective excitation of modes in complex systems is possible
through IR pulse shaping, and the created populations are clearly detectable by current transient
absorption techniques. By varying the time delay between the control and probe pulse, this
should lead to the possibility of direct, state-selective measurements of vibrational relaxation
times of states far form equilibrium, bearing the ngerprints of the interaction with the protein
environment.
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This thesis-work presents theoretical studies on laser mediated control of quantum systems where
the interaction with an environment plays a crucial role and alters the control scenario. Speci-
cally, two domains have been considered:
x Aspects of ecient exciton and biexciton generation in solid state GaAs-InAs quantum dots in
presence of dissipation induced by phonons, and,
x Prospects of vibrational excitation of the CO stretching mode in carboxyhemoglobin to specic,
high lying quantum states in presence of uctuations due to proteins.
The main results of this work is summarized here.
The recent experimentally measured drop in the population transfer eciency to the exciton
state by adiabatic passage [10] could be numerically modelled using a non-Markovian density
matrix based approach. This method allows us to include the eects of the strong laser eld onto
the dissipation, which has been shown to be a crucial ingredient for explaining the experimental
ndings. By further developing the theory, an intuitive physical picture has emerged: adiabatic
passage in quantum dots, in the presence of the surrounding phonons, can be understood as a
relaxation process between eld dressed excitonic states. This simple, yet compelling result not
only explains the experiment, it also rationalizes in a very clear way the asymmetry with respect
of the chirp sign found in previous numerical simulations: adiabatic passage via the upper or
lower adiabatic surface leads to dierent results due to this relaxation mechanism, which is ab-
sent in the isolated system. Based on this picture, clear guidelines are presented, which yield a
exciton state population of  1 even at temperatures of 80 K.
Developing on this fundamental physical scenario of relaxation within dressed states in the con-
text of the biexciton generation, we could show that using specic laser parameters, the ecient
biexciton generation in GaAs-InAs quantum dots should be possible, despite the presence of the
substrate phonons, also at temperatures around of 80 K. The importance of this result lies in
the fact that these systems are promising candidates for correlated photon sources, with wide
reaching implications in domains like e.g. quantum cryptography. In contrast to recently pub-
lished alternative protocols [91], the approach proposed here, using adiabatic passage with short,
intense and weakly chirped pulses, has the advantage of achieving very ecient biexciton gener-
ation at temperatures above 77 K, thus accessible by liquid nitrogen. From a technological point
of view, this is a very promising result, and once veried experimentally, might have a large
impact in the eld of correlated photon sources.
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As perspectives, we note that full numerical simulations should include all possible excitation
pathways. Due to imperfections in the excitation schemes of the quantum dot, the two excitation
branches i.e. j0i   jXi   j2Xi or j0i   jYi   j2Xi may not be fully separable in real experimental
situations. However, the presented methodology is perfectly adaptable to address this problem,
in order to quantitatively guide future experiments. However, exploring the regime of strong
coupling to bath still remains a challenge. Therefore, from the theoretical point of view, further
developments are aimed at overcoming the condition on weak quantum dot-phonon coupling in-
herent in the presented methodology. Several methods could be considered: the so-called polaron
transformation [165] where the eective exciton-phonon coupling can be reduced, thus making
the transformed problem amenable to a perturbative treatment. In other words, the presented
methodology can be combined with the polaron transformation to access a regime of stronger
coupling. However, this approach is still perturbative, and thus not generally valid for all cou-
pling strengths. An alternative approach which is valid for arbitrary coupling strength is the real
time path integral approach [165, 166]. It would be interesting in the future to analyze if the
specic parametrization of the spectral density function leading to the auxiliary density method,
can be combined with the real time path integral scheme to render some analytical treatments.
The specic form of the Hamiltonian could also mean that the driven quantum dot can be nu-
merically analyzed by the surrogate Hamiltonian approach [167], and thus overcome the weak
coupling limitations. To this end, framing a case for applying sophisticated control pulse design
algorithms would be of utmost importance. Details of the of rapid adiabatic passage in closed
and open systems studied in [168, 169], control by composite pulse sequences studied in [170],
control by single shot which can suitably be extended for our problem. In particular, optimal
control theory that has been applied within the master equation approach with auxiliary density
matrices in [67] can also be applied in our case.
The main result of the second part of this thesis, the selective excitation of the CO stretch in
carboxyhemoglobin, consists of the theoretical demonstration that ecient, state selective excita-
tion is indeed possible, despite the presence of a complex protein environment. Since the energy
deposited in such a controlled way can be larger than the binding energy of the ligand, this might
open the way for further studies on including structural changes on the electronic ground state,
an emerging discipline referred to as: "controlled ground state chemistry". A second, very inter-
esting aspect is that selective excitation of specic high-lying vibrational levels in such complex
systems is possible through IR pulse shaping, and the created populations are clearly detectable
by current transient absorption techniques in practice. By varying the time delay between the
control and probe pulse, this should lead to the possibility of direct, state-selective measurements
of vibrational relaxation times of the states far form equilibrium, bearing the ngerprints of the
interaction with the protein environment. Since the necessary laser parameters are well within
the the experimentally accessible region, the presented results yield a clear protocol for future
experiments, which are currently underway.
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As a future perspective, the presented methodology can be applied to other hemoproteins like
myoglobin, to study the inuence of the controllability on the dierent protein environment.
Specically, myoglobin has three distinct subbands, reecting dierent conformations and pro-
tonation states of the close by histidine. Since the methodology presented in this work is based
on atomistic structures, these important questions can be addressed by the present methodol-
ogy. From a theoretical point of view, the inclusion of vibrational relaxation will be the most
important aspect in the future development. The present methodology, based on a pre-dened
uctuating Hamiltonian, does not take this important mechanism into account, and limits the
current simulation times. Also, the identication of the protein motion to which the energy of the
highly excited CO entity will be transferred, is of great interest and cannot be answered based
on the current model. In order to go beyond the presented level of theoretical description, one
needs to include the "back reaction" of the quantum system onto the classically described protein
motion. As a consequence, this aspect becomes a conceptual issue in mixed quantum/classical
approaches, which can, in the future, be developed to give answers to the above mentioned
pertinent questions.
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10.1 Introduction
Depuis son invention, le laser est devenu un outil incontournable pour la comprehension des
processus fondamentaux dans les systemes atomiques et moleculaires. Les exemples que l'on
pourrait citer sont l'excitation de modes pre-selectionnes dans des molecules, la manipulation
de proprietes optiques dans des milieux denses [4], la selection de produits speciques dans des
reactions chimiques [5], la manipulation du courant et transport de charges dans des systemes
mesoscopiques [6, 7] ou le contro^le des proprietes magnetiques dans des nanostructures [8, 9]
etc. Tous ces etudes ont fait apparaitre une grande variete de processus dynamiques quantiques,
qui, en parallele, ont aussi stimule de nombreux developpements theoriques pour elucider leur
comprehension.
Une caracteristique specique des impulsions laser ultracourtes est leur grande distribution spec-
trale, avantageuse pour le contro^le des processus coherents des systemes atomiques et molecu-
laires. Neanmoins, en presence d'un environnement, comme dans des systemes condenses, ou dans
de grands systemes moleculaires, le contro^le des processus quantiques est un de, car l'interaction
avec l'environnement mene a la decoherence.
Le travail presente dans cette these porte sur le contro^le quantique en presence d'un environ-
nement. Dans la premiere partie, Chapitres 2-5, la generation d'excitons et biexcitons est con-
sideree, et dans la deuxieme partie, l'excitation vibrationnelle de CO dans l'hemoglobine vers des
etats tres eleves est presentee. Dans les deux cas, les modelisations theoriques sont en collabora-
tion directe avec des experiences. Le travail concernant les puits quantiques est en collaboration
directe avec les groupes de T. Amand (LPCNO, Toulouse) et de B. Chatel (LCAR, Toulouse).
Les resultats presentes dans cette these non seulement permettent une comparaison directe avec
des donnes experimentales, mais donnent egalement une interpretation physique. Le travail sur
la carboxy hemoglobine est en relation avec des experiences prevues dans l'equipe de M. Jore
(LOB, Paris). Cette equipe possede une grande experience dans la detection par optique non-
lineaire de vibrations nucleaires dans des systemes biologiques. Le developpement d'un dispositif
de mise en forme d'impulsions directement dans l'infrarouge etant en cours, l'une de nos moti-
vations pour le travail present etait de fournir des directions pour des experiences futures sur le
contro^le de modes speciques dans des systemes biologiques par impulsions infrarouges mises en
forme.
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10.2 Generation d'excitons et bi-excitons dans des puits quantiques
La possibilite de contro^le par impulsions laser de systemes quantiques non-isoles est confrontee
au probleme de la decoherence. La decoherence est l'un des obstacles pour la realisation de
nouvelles applications qui visent a explorer les proprietes quantiques, comme par exemple dans
le traitement des donnees quantiques. La capacite d'eectuer des operations contro^lees sur des
superpositions d'etats quantiques est au coeur des nouveaux protocoles, superieurs aux calculs
classiques.
Le traitement de donnees quantiques peut e^tre divise en trois ta^ches distinctes: l'initialisation
des donnees dans des etats quantiques, leur manipulation par des operations bien denies, et la
lecture des resultats. Il existe une vaste litterature sur une analyse systematique de ces ta^ches
successives, en considerant dierents processus physiques, comme la resonance magnetique [16],
la QED en cavite [17], SQUID [18, 19], des pieges a ions [20], des puits quantiques [21, 22], etc.
Tous ces systemes ont montre des niveaux d'ecacite dierents, mais ont en commun le probleme
de la decoherence, comme souligne dans de nombreux articles [15, 23, 24]. En plus, il existe des
methodes de contro^le coherent pour contourner ce probleme [25-27].
Les systemes consideres dans cette these sont des puits quantiques, l'un des candidats potentiels
pour le developpement de dispositifs pour le traitement de donnees quantiques. Dans ces sys-
temes, ce sont les interactions avec les phonons du substrat qui menent a la decoherence d'etats
excitoniques ou bi-excitoniques. L'eet des phonons sur la generation d'excitons ou biexcitons est
au coeur de nos etudes dans la premiere partie de cette these. Dans ce contexte, des excitations
dans des puits quantiques ont recemment attire l'attention gra^ce a leur capacite a fonctionner
comme source de photons correles [28-32]. L'emission spontanee en forme de cascade du biexciton
vers l'etat fondamental peut produire de telles paires de photons, avec des applications possibles
dans le domaine de la teleportation[33, 34] ou cryptographie quantique [34].
Neanmoins, pour e^tre une source utilisable, il y a plusieurs exigences pour ces dispositifs:
 le biexciton doit e^tre cree avec une probabilite proche de 1
 capacite d'operation a haut taux de repetition, impliquant que le biexiton doit e^tre cree a
des echelles de temps courtes
 capacite d'operation a des temperatures moderees, sans necessite de dispositifs cryogeniques
bases sur l'helium, de preference operation a temperature ambiante.
Dans ce contexte, dans la premiere partie de ce travail de these, nous developpons un schema
de creation d'excitons et biexcitons par interactions laser, qui donne des resultats robustes a des
temperatures superieures a 77 K, ce qui peut e^tre atteint sans dispositif cryogenique base sur
l'helium.
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10.2.1 Generation d'excitons dans des puits quantiques par des impulsions a derive
de frequence
Le passage adiabatique, en utilisant des impulsions intenses a derive de frequence, est l'une des
plus puissantes methodes pour obtenir un transfert de population coherent dans des systemes a
niveaux multiples [1]. Son succes est du a la robustesse du processus par rapport a des variations
de l'intensite, et est largement independant de la forme specique de l'enveloppe. Cette methode
a ete recemment appliquee au transfert de populations dans des puits quantiques InAs-GaAs, ou
l'exciton interagit avec les phonons du substrat. Le resultat principal de ces travaux etait que le
Figure 10.1: Population de l'exciton pour un puits quantique, en fonction de l'aire de l'impulsion. Partie
superieure: impulsion avec un faible chirp residuelle, en resonance avec la transition. Partie inferieur:
impulsion avec forte derive de frequence avec 00 =  40ps2. Points noirs: resultats experimentaux (Ref.
[10]), rouge: resultats numeriques, trait noir continu: expression analytique.
transfert par des protocoles adiabatiques est possible, neanmoins, avec un baisse signicative de
l'ecacite pour des intensites elevees. Cette perte de la population nale a aussi ete trouvee dans
des simulations numeriques recentes, presentees en Ref. [2], ou, en plus, une forte asymetrie des
population nales par rapport au signe du chirp a ete observee. Dans ce volet, nous presentons
une analyse detaillee du processus de transfert adiabatique en presence d'un bain de phonons,
et nous presentons une expression analytique decrivant les eets observes. Pour conrmer les
travaux analytiques, les resultats sont compares avec des simulations numeriques, basees sur une
approche de la matrice densite non-Markovienne. La methode utilisee, appele "auxiliary density
matrix method", est perturbative dans l'interaction systeme electronique - phonons, mais tient
compte des eets de memoire ainsi que des champs intenses.
La dynamique quantique du systeme considere, en utilisant des impulsions polarisees lineaire-
ment, est decrite par un systeme a deux niveaux, incluant l'etat fondamentale (avec energie E0)
l'etat excitonique (ayant une energie appele EX), et leur couplage dipolaire. L'impulsion a derive
de frequence est donnee par E = 12Epe t
2=2p e i(!lt+t
2). Du point de vue experimental, ce type
d'impulsions est obtenu en passant une impulsion limitee par transformee de Fourier a travers un
dispositif de mise en forme, qui introduit une phase quadratique 00. Les parametres de l'impulsion
a derive de frequence sont ainsi p = 0

1 + (2
00)2
40

, Ep = E0
p
0=p et  = (2
00)=(40 +(200)2).
Donc, l'impulsion est etiree, et son intensite cre^te est reduite. Neanmoins, l'energie, P = R jEj2dt
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Figure 10.2: Schema du transfert adiabatique. Pour  > 0, le passage adiabatique s'eectue via la
surface inferieure, pour  < 0 sur la surface superieure.
est independante du parametre du chirp . En utilisant l'approximation de l'onde tournante
(RWA, "rotating wave approximation"), le Hamiltonien peut e^tre ecrit: H = Hs+
P
q !qb
y
qbq+SB
avec
Hs =
 
 
2


2 0
!
; S =
 
0 0
0 1
!
(10.1)
et B = Pq gqbyq + gqbq (en utilisant ~ = 1). Dans ces expressions, gq sont les couplages aux
modes des phonons q et byq (bq) sont les operateurs de creation et annihilation, respectivement.
Le couplage au champs laser externe et donne par 
 = 
pe
 t2=2p avec 
p = 0XEp et le desac-
cord est donne par  = !l + 2t   (EX   E0). L'interaction peut e^tre quantiee par l'aire de
l'impulsion  =
R

dt.
Dans le cadre de la theorie de perturbation au deuxieme ordre par rapport a l'interaction systeme
- bain des phonons, et en supposant un equilibre thermique des phonons a temperature T , la
dynamique quantique du systeme, decrit par la matrice densite , est donnee par l'equation
maitresse non-Markovienne [63, 65, 66]:
_(t) = Ls+
Z t
0
dt0K(t;t0)(t0) (10.2)
avec le terme dit de "memoire"
K(t;t0)(t0) = i S;iC(t;t0)U(t;t0)S(t0)	+ h:c:	 (10.3)
Dans cette expression, nous avons utilise le propagateur ordonne dans le temps U(t;t0) = T e
R t
t0 Lsdt00
avec le Liouvillian Ls deni par Ls =  i[Hs;]. A ce niveau, la dynamique des phonons entre par
le biais de la fonction de correlation C(t;t0) =
1R
 1
nJ(!)e
i!(t t0)d!, avec n = (e!   1) 1 with
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Figure 10.3: Modelisations numeriques de la population de l'exciton, avec les resultats des expressions
analytiques (en trait noir), pour dierents temperatures. Les parametres du laser sont: 0 = 5ps; 
00 =
 40ps2 (rouge), 00 = 40ps2 (bleu).
 = 1=kT et la densite spectrale denie par J(!) =
P
q jgqj2(!   !q). Dans notre cas, l'energie
de Rabi est de l'ordre de quelques meV , ce qui implique que les interaction de l'excitation avec
des phonons acoustiques sont preponderantes. Par consequence, la densite spectrale est donnee
par J(!) = A!3e !2=!2c , avec la constante de couplage A et une coupure a hautes frequences,
provenant du facteur de forme du couplage electron-phonon [44, 45, 72]. Pour obtenir un meilleur
accord entre theorie et experience, on a estime A = 0:022ps 2, tres proche des valeurs mesurees
dans Ref. [44, 45, 72]. Pour la coupure, nous avons utilise !c = 0:72meV , base sur une estimation
de la taille du puits quantique considere. Sur la Fig. 1 sont montres des resultats numeriques
de l'equation (3) (cercles rouges) pour une excitation resonnante !l = EX   E0, 0 = 5ps a une
temperature de 4 K, pour deux valeurs de 00. Dans la partie superieure, avec une impulsion a
faible chirp residuel, on observe des oscillations de Rabi, comme decrit dans plusieurs travaux
anterieurs [44, 45, 45, 58, 60, 74{78]. Pour un parametre de 00 =  40ps2 (partie inferieur),
les simulations numeriques reproduisent clairement la baisse de la population de l'excitons ob-
servee experimentalement [10, 35]. La ligne solide donnee dans la partie inferieure est le resultat
de l'approche analytique qui sera developpee par la suite. A partir de l'eq. (3), on emploie
l'approximation de Markov, et en utilisant une representation de Bloch de l'etat du systeme,
rx = Im[0X ]; ry = Re[0X ]; rz = XX   00 on trouve0B@ _rx_ry
_rz
1CA =
0B@ 

2   

  
2 

0  
 0
1CA
0B@rxry
rz
1CA 
0B@
~
0
0
1CA (10.4)
avec  = 2J(
~
)=~
2 ,  =  coth

 ~
=2

and ~
 =
p

2 +2.
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Figure 10.4: Population de l'exciton en fonction de l'intensite pour une temperature de 80K. Les
parametres du laser sont: 0 = 500fs, 
00 = 20 = 0:78ps
2. Bleu: resultats numeriques; trait noir:
expression analytiques. Sur l'axe superieure la valeur 
p est donne, indiquant l'augmentation de Pf pour

p > wc.
Cette equation a ete aussi utilisee pour decrire des oscillations de Rabi et leur dependance
aux phonons [45, 60]. Pour elucider le comportement dynamique lors du passage adiabatique
(partie inferieure de la Fig. 2), nous passons dans une base adiabatique, qui diagonalise Hs a
chaque instant. En negligeant les couplages non-adiabatiques, on trouve que la composante rz
est decouplee des autres composantes et son evolution temporelle est donnee par:
_radz =  
2(t)

 radz   

: (10.5)
Cette equation doit e^tre integree avec les conditions initiales radz (ti) = =
~
 = sgn() pour
ti !  1. Apres l'impulsion, la population de l'etat excite est donnee par:
Pf = 22(tf ) =
1
2

1 + sgn()radz (tf )

: (10.6)
Eq. (5) decrit la transition entre etats adiabatiques, induits par l'interaction avec les phonons
(voir Figure). Le mecanisme de perte est clairement visible: l'enveloppe de l'impulsion, 
, induit
une couplage au bain des phonons, induisant une perte de population lors du passage adiabatique
a travers le croisement evite. Une solution approximative de l'eq. (5) peut e^tre obtenue en tenant
compte du fait que gra^ce au pre-facteur 
2 dans l'eq, (5),  ainsi que  ne sont importants que
autour de t  0. Une approximation est alors de considerer  et  constants, egaux a la valeur
pour t = 0, donc:   2J(
p)=
2p et    coth (
p=2) . Eq. (5) peut alors e^tre integree
analytiquement, et on trouve:
Pf = q   sgn()

q   1
coth (
p=2)

(10.7)
with q = (e  + 1) =2 et
 =

2
3=2
J(
p) coth


p
2

p : (10.8)
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Figure 10.5: Population de l'exciton en fonction de l'intensite et 0, pour une temperature de T = 80K
et 00 = 20 .
La ligne en trait continu (partie inferieur de Figure) montre le resultat de cette expression avec
les resultats experimentaux. Dans la region adiabatique, 2  , on trouve un tres bon accord.
A noter que la population nale en presence des phonons ne depend que du signe de , mais pas
de son magnitude. Dans la Figure, on montre Pf , 
00 = 40ps2, pour dierentes temperatures, et
on peut constater un excellent accord entre la solution numerique et l'expression analytique, eq.
(7,8). On observe clairement l'asymetrie par rapport a un changement de signe de . L'image
physique qui emerge est la suivante: pour  < 0 ('down chirp'), le transfert adiabatique est
eectue en suivant la surface superieure, menant a une perte par relaxation vers la surface plus
basse. Pour  > 0, le transfert passe via la surface inferieure, et a basse temperature, les
transitions vers l'etat superieur sont tres faibles.
A noter que l'expression donnee est parfaitement compatible avec le cas isole, car avec A = 0 on
trouve  = 0; q = 1 et Pf = 1, donc un transfert complet.
Dans la suite, on examine la situation dans les deux limites de hautes et basses temperatures:
Basse temperature: Dans ce regime, on a coth(
p=2)  1, et on trouve:
Pf = sgn() + q (1  sgn()) (10.9)
et en consequence, Pf  1 pour  > 0 et Pf = e  pour  < 0. Cette situation est clairement
visible dans Fig 3.
Haute temperature Dans la limite des hautes temperatures, on a 
p  1, et on trouve:
Pf = q   sgn()


p
2

(q   1)  q (10.10)
et le signe de  perd son importance, en accord avec les resultats numeriques.
Par consequent, et sans surprise, atteindre Pf  1 est tres dicile, car on aura besoin de   ! 0,
ce quoi veut dire que le bain des phonons doit e^tre decouple du systeme electronique. Dans notre
cas, ceci peut e^tre obtenu si 
p > !c, pour des intensites elevees et un faible 
00. Le choix
j00j = 20 satisfait ces conditions. En plus, des impulsions courtes menent a une valeur de 
p
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elevee. Neanmoins, il faut rappeler que des impulsions courtes peuvent mener a la creation de
bieexcitons par absorption de deux photons. On peut donc donner des recommandations pour
obtenir la creation robuste d'excitons, me^me a des temperatures elevees:
(i) choisir 0 le plus court possible, mais susamment long pour eviter des transition a deux
photons
(ii) choisir l'intensite la plus haute possible sans destruction du substrat
Pour illustrer ce resultat, Figure montre Pf pour 0 = 500fs, et 
00 = 0. La temperature
est de 80 K, donc accessible par azote liquide, utilise dans des detecteurs infrarouges standards.
L'axe superieur montre l'energie, et on voit clairement, que en depassant !c (indique par un
eche), Pf commence a croitre, pour nir a 1 pour  = 3. Dans cette limite, on trouve une
decouplage des etats electroniques du bain de phonons. Le me^me mecanisme a ete trouve en
utilisant des impulsions sans derive de frequences, qui menent a des oscillations de Rabi [81].
La Figure montre Pf en fonction de
pP=Pm et 0, pour une temperature de 80K. Pm est une
intensite de reference, qui correspond a  = 6 pour 0 = 5ps. Ceci correspond aux impulsions
utilisees dans Ref. [10]. Pour chaque 0, le parametre du chirp a ete choisi par 
00 = 20 . On
peut voir que avec ce choix des parametres, on peut atteindre Pf  1, me^me a une temperature
de 80 K.
10.2.2 Generation de biexcitons par impulsions lasers intenses a derive de frequence
Le generation de biexcitons presente un intere^t tout particulier, gra^ce a la possibilite de develop-
per des sources de paires de photons correles, par l'emission spontanee du biexciton vers l'etat
fondamental. Neanmoins, dans la pratique, la creation de l'etat du biexciton doit avoir lieu
avec une tres grande abilite. L'obstacle principal dans ce contexte est la presence des phonons.
Recemment, dierents protocoles pour la generation des biexcitons ont ete proposes, tous dans
des temperatures de 4 a 20K [69, 88{93]. conrmant que la creation de biexcitons est partic-
ulierement dicile a des temperatures plus elevees. Sur la base d'un modele presente au chapitre
[2] du manuscrit de these, on developpe des expressions analytiques, qui, malgre leur caractere
approche, donnent une image physique du processus, et permettent d'etablir des regimes des
dierents parametres mis en jeu, qui optimisent la generation de biexcitons a haute temperature.
La clef de nos resultats est l'observation qu'avec des parametres laser soigneusement choisis,
l'interaction avec le bain des phonons peut e^tre supprimee. Les resultats analytiques approches
sont confrontes avec des resultats bases sur des solutions numeriques. Le systeme considere est
decrit par un systeme a trois niveaux, comprenant le fondamental (avec energie E0), un etat ex-
citonique (avec l'energie EX) et l'etat biexcitonique (avec l'energie EB). L'impulsion est donnee
par E = 12Epe t
2=2p e i(!lt+t
2), avec les parametres des impulsions a derive de frequence donnes
dans la section precedente. Comme avant, on utilise l'approximation de l'onde tournante (RWA),
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Figure 10.6: Schema des etats adiabatiques. Pour  > 0, le passage adiabatique s'eectue sur la surface
superieure, pour  < 0 sur la surface inferieure.
et on obtient l'Hamiltonien total dans la base j0i; jXi; jBi as H = Hs +
P
q !qb
y
qbq + SB, avec
les denitions
Hs =
0B@


2 0


2 


2
0 
2  
1CA ; S =
0B@0 0 00 1 0
0 0 2
1CA (10.11)
et B = Pq gqbyq + gqbq, ou gq est le couplage exciton-phonon. La validite de ce modele a
ete montree dans des travaux precedents [40, 69, 90]. Dans cette expression, on a introduit
2 = (EX   E0)   (EB   EX) et  = !l + 2t   12 (EB   E0). Dans le cas d'une resonance a
deux photons, on a simplement 2!l = EB E0 et le desaccord du a la derive de frequence devient
 = 2t. Le couplage laser est donne par 
 = 
pe
 t2=2p avec 
p = X0Ep .
Les resultats numeriques sont bases sur la resolution de l'equation maitresse non-Markovienne
presentee dans la section precedente, en utilisant, comme avant, la methode des matrices auxili-
aires. [63, 65, 66]. Cette approche est basee sur un developpement perturbatif de deuxieme ordre
dans le couplage systeme-bain de phonons, mais non-perturbatif en ce qui concerne l'interaction
avec le laser. Pour analyser la dynamique dissipative induit par le laser, on montre dans Fig. 1
les etats habilles du systeme, obtenus pour les energies propres instantanees de Hs(t). Il est im-
portant de noter que l'etat initial correspond a l'etat superieur pour  > 0 mais a l'etat inferieur
pour  < 0. En absence de dissipation, le passage adiabatique consiste en un passage le long
de ces etats, menant a un transfert de population vers l'etat jB > avec Pf  1. Pour decrire
l'inuence des phonons, les quantites pertinentes sont les separations des niveaux en fonction du
temps, 
1(t) = 2(t)   1(t) et 
2(t) = 3(t)   2(t). Pour une valeur de  susamment large,
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Figure 10.7: Population du biexciton, en fonction de l'intensite 
p, 0 = 1ps, 
00 = 20ps2 (partie
superieure) et 00 =  20ps2 (partie inferieure). Cercles: solution numerique, losanges: sans phonons,
traits: expressions analytiques. La temperature est de T = 4K.
les courbes montrent trois croisements evites, un a t = 0 et deux a t = =(2), soit pour 
1 ou
pour 
2, selon le signe de . Dans le cas  < 0, ce qui correspond au puits quantiques consideres
en Ref. [10], 
1(t) est minimum a t = =(2) avec 
1  
p exp

2
422

et 
2(t) est minimum
a t = 0 avec 
2 =
p

2=2 + 2=4  jj=2 (voir Figure). Si on suppose des croisements isoles, les
seuils 
ad, a partir duquel on a une evolution adiabatique pour 
p > 


ad peuvent e^tre estimes
par une analyse Landau-Zener, et donnent:

+ad =
p
8 exp

2
422p

for  > 0 (10.12)

 ad = 2
 
8+ 2
p
jj1=2 for  < 0 (10.13)
Parce que le passage adiabatique se produit, soit sur la surface superieure, soit sur la surface
inferieure, les plateaux d'adiabaticite sont atteints a des valeurs dierentes, selon le signe de .
En Figure, Pf est donne pour une impulsion avec 0 = 1ps et 
00 = 20ps2, en fonction de 
p.
Dans chaque cas, les simulations numeriques sans ou avec phonons sont compares aux expression
analytiques detailles par la suite. Sans l'inuence des phonons, on voit les plateaux de transfert
adiabatiques pour 
p > 


ad. La situation est completement dierent si l'eet des phonons est
inclue. L'observation la plus marquante est une perte signicative de Pf pour  < 0, bien que
pour  > 0, le plateau est approximativement maintenu. L'approche analytique est detaillee
au chapitre[3], et brievement resumee ici: une transformation de l'equation non-Markovienne
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Figure 10.8: Population du biexciton en fonction de 
p pour dierents temperatures. Les parametres
du laser sont: 0 = 1ps, 
00 = 20ps2.
dans une base adiabatique, avec les couplages non-adiabatiques negliges, mene a un systeme
d'equations pour la matrice densite adiabatique a. En negligeant les coherences a13, on obtient
un systeme d'equations pour les populations seulement:
0B@ _
a
11
_a22
_a33
1CA =  f(t)
0B@ 
 
1  +1 0
  1 +1 +  2  +2
0   2  2
1CA
0B@
a
11
a22
a33
1CA (10.14)
avec 1=2 = J(
1=2)
 
coth(
1=2=2) 1

et f(t) = 
2=(
2 + 42t2): Ce systeme d'equations
doit e^tre resolu avec les conditions initiales
a11 = (1 + =jj)) =2 ; a33 = (1  =jj)) =2 (10.15)
ce qui donne pour les populations du biexciton apres l'interaction laser
Pf =

a11(tf ) for  > 0
a33(tf ) for  < 0
: (10.16)
Considerant une impulsion Gaussienne 
2 = 
2p exp

 2 t2
2p

, f(t) represente une enveloppe a
duree nie, qui est approchee par une Gaussienne eective: exp

 2 t2
2r

avec une duree eective
r. En plus, comme dans la section precedente, on neglige la dependance en temps de 

1=2, et
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Figure 10.9: Population du bieciton pour une impulsion courte (0 = 350fs) avec faible derive de
frequence (bleu: 00 = 0:5ps2, rouge: 00 =  0:5ps2), calculee numeriquement. On trouve Pf  1
pour 
p > 


ad et 
p > 


dc.
on choisit les valeurs constantes pour 
1  
1 et 
2  
2 in 1=2. Avec ces approximations, la
solution est donnee par:
Pf =
8><>:
+1 
+
2
412 +1  2
+
 1
2

1 2+
1+2+
e +   1 2 1+2  e 
 

for  > 0
 1 
 
2
412 +1  2
+
+2
2

2 1+
2+1+
e +   2 1 2+1  e 
 

for  < 0
(10.17)
ou on a en plus deni 1=2 = J(


1=2) coth(


1=2=2) et  =
q
+1 
 
2 + (2   1)2. Les exposants
sont donnes par  = 8 (1 + 2  ) r. Ces expressions sont reportees dans la Figure, et elles
sont valables dans la region adiabatique 
p > 


ad seulement.
L'asymetrie visible dans la Figure , peut e^tre comprise en considerant la limite de basses tem-
peratures, obtenue par  1=2  0; +1=2  21=2 ce qui donne
Pf =

1 for  > 0
e 
p

2
r2 for  < 0
(10.18)
L'image physique qui en decoule est la suivante: pour  < 0, le passage adiabatique s'eectue
sur la surface superieure, et le couplage aux phonons du substrat mene a un transition vers
les etats au-dessous. En revanche, pour  > 0, le passage adiabatique s'eectue sur la surface
inferieure, et une transition vers les etats au-dessus necessiterait l'absorption de phonons, ce qui
est fortement supprime a basse temperature.
Bien que pour des temperatures basses, Pf  1 est possible en choisissant le bon signe de 00,
pour des temperatures plus elevees, la perte est observee dans les deux cas (voir Figure).
La situation a haute temperature peut e^tre analysee aussi gra^ce a la solution analytique, en
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Figure 10.10: Population du biexciton en fonction de l'intensite et parametre de chirp. Les parametres
de l'impulsion sont 0 = 350fs et Pm correspondant a une impulsion avec  = 7. La temperature est
80K.
posant +1=2   1=2  1=2.
Cette approximation donne:
Pf =
(
1
3+
 
1
3+R12

e ++
 
1
3 R12

e   for  > 0
1
3+
 
1
3+R21

e ++
 
1
3 R21

e   for  < 0
(10.19)
avec Rij = (i   2j)=(6).
Cette expression montre que Pf  1 est seulement possible si +   , impliquant   0,
seulement possible par J(
1=2)  0. Cette condition veut simplement dire que les separations des
etats adiabatiques (voir Figure) doivent e^tre plus elevees que !c. Si on choisit comme condition

1=2 > 4!c, on trouve des seuils

+dc = 4!c exp

2
422p

for  > 0 (10.20)

 dc = 4
p
2 !c for  < 0 (10.21)
tels que pour 
p > 


dc l'inuence des phonons est supprimee. La gure montre Pf pour un
0 = 350fs pulse laser et 
00 = 0:5 ps2. On voit clairement que Pf est possible, me^me pour une
temperature de 80K.
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Finalement, pour analyser le dependance de Pf aux dierents parametres du laser, on presente en
Figure des resultats en variant l'intensite et 00. Avec les conditions formulees auparavant, on peut
identier des regions dans l'espace des parametres ou Pf  1 est possible. Ces resultats montrent
la faisabilite de creer des biexcitons par des impulsion fortes et faiblement chirpees, me^me a
des temperatures plus grandes que 77K, un resultat tres interessant pour les developpements
experimentales futurs.
10.3 Excitation du mode d'elongation de CO dans l'hemoglobine par
des impulsions infrarouges mises en forme
L'etude des changement structuraux est essentielle pour la comprehension des fonctions des
proteines. Ils sont induits par des changements elementaires qui sont a l'echelle du temps des
vibrations et ne sont pas visibles par des techniques d'analyse structurale, comme p.e. la cristal-
lographie par rayons X. La spectroscopie infrarouge avec des impulsions courtes, par contre, est
devenue un outil tres puissant pour des analyses a l'echelle de temps inferieure a la picoseconde.
En parallele, des avancees signicatives dans le developpement des dispositifs de mise en forme
d'impulsions, notamment dans le domaine de l'infrarouge, ont donne la possibilite d'inuencer la
dynamique moleculaire par l'excitation contro^lee de modes de vibration speciques. Neanmoins,
leur description theorique reste un de majeur. La complexite dans ce type de systemes reside
non seulement dans le nombre de particules impliquees, mais aussi dans la diversite des interac-
tions mises en jeu, la presence des eets quantiques, l'eet dun environnement et la specicite
de la reponse du systeme a lexcitation par des impulsions lumineuses externes. L'intere^t general
des etudes de l'excitation des ligands dans des hemo-proteines vers des etats tres eleves est
l'exploration de regions de la surface de potentiel inconnues, et ainsi d'obtenir de l'information
sur la dynamique des proteines. Une autre voie tres prometteuse est de pouvoir exciter des
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Figure 10.12: Structure du systeme considere pour les modelisations
niveaux vibrationnels speciques, pour mesurer leur duree de vie directement dans le temps par
des schemas pompe-sonde.
Jusqu'a maintenant, la plupart des experiences en contro^le coherent ont ete eectuees dans le
domaine du visible ou infrarouge proche, adressant ainsi des excitations electroniques. Dans
la gamme spectrale de l'infrarouge moyen, (mid-IR), la mise en forme est un de majeure, qui
neanmoins ore des perspectives interessantes:
 en phase condensee, la decoherence vibrationnelle est souvent plus faible que pour des exci-
tations electroniques, ce qui est prometteur pour indure des processus quantiques coherents
 la modelisation theorique de molecules complexes est plus accessible pour l'etat fondamen-
tal, ce qui permettra la comparaison directe avec des experiences
 pour la plupart des processus physiologiques, le fonctionnement des proteines est base sur
une dynamique sur l'etat electronique fondamental.
Dans ce contexte, la deuxieme partie de cette these est consacree a l'excitation du mode
d'elongation de CO dans l'hemoglobine par des impulsions infrarouges mises en forme. Les
eets de la proteine sur la dynamique du ligand induits par les impulsions mises en forme sont
preponderants. Par consequent, les modelisations doivent en tenir compte, ce nous avons fait
par un modele quantique uctuant.
10.3.1 Le modele quantique uctuant
Le modele considere dans ce travail comprend une site CO-heme, comme indique dans la Figure.
Le de de la modelisation est que la dynamique du mode d'elongation du CO demande un traite-
ment quantique, pour pouvoir reproduire les structures resolues vibrationnellement. Neanmoins,
pour des systemes d'une telle taille, un traitement quantique n'est pas possible. Par consequent,
l'approche est basee sur un modele a une dimension, ou la dynamique de l'environnement est
prise en compte par des uctuations. Les details du modele sont donnes dans le Ref. [41].
La parametrisation est basee sur 500 congurations d'un calcul de dynamique moleculaire clas-
sique. Pour chaque conguration, une coupe a une dimension est calculee par DFT (density
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l'inversion de population.
functional theory). Ces 500 courbes de potentiels unidimensionnelles sont ensuite utilisees pour
parametriser le potentielW (q0; frg), en fonction des coordonnes cartesiennes de tous les atomes
de la proteine. Ceci permet de construire un Hamiltonien modele
H (q0; frg) =  ~!0
2
@2
@q20
+W (q0; frg); (10.22)
ou !0 est la frequence harmonique de l'elongation CO. Pour pouvoir inclure des champs laser ex-
ternes, la projection du dipo^le uctuant sur l'axe de polarisation du laser a ete parametrisee de la
me^me facon. Sur la base d'une trajectoire de dynamique moleculaire classique, un grand nombre
de congurations a pu e^tre considere, pour obtenir un Hamiltonien Hq(q0;t)  H(q0;fr(q) (t)g) et
un moment dipolaire q(q0;t)  q(q0;fr(q) (t)g) uctuant dans le temps. La dynamique quan-
tique est alors decrite par M paquets d'ondes, avec les observables calculees par une moyenne
sur un grand nombre de fonctions d'ondes quantiques. Les populations moyennes des dierents
etats vibrationnels du ligand CO sont alors calculees par
P(t) =
1
M
MX
q=1
hq (t)j q(t)i2 ; (10.23)
ou jq (t)i sont denies comme etant des fonctions propres instantanees de Hq(t) avec des valeurs
propres Eq (t).
Ce modele mixte quantique / classique est la base des analyses de l'excitation par des impulsions
infrarouges.
10.3.2 Excitation par des impulsions a derive de frequence
Des experiences eectuees dans le groupe de M. Jore ont montre qu'une excitation vers des
etats vibrationnels tres excites est possible par l'utilisation d'impulsions a derive de frequence
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negative [112] Le mecanisme est que la diminution de la frequence pendant l'impulsion permet de
compenser l'anharmonicite de la vibration, permettant ainsi d'induire des transitions tres elevees.
L'impulsion a derive de frequence est donnee par
E(1)(t+ tc) = E`e
 t2=2` cos(!0t+ `t2); (10.24)
La derive de frequence est obtenue par l'ajout d'une phase spectrale quadratique, ce qui mene
aussi a une elongation de l'impulsion
` =
s
20
2 log 2
+
8 log 2 002
20
; (10.25)
avec 0 la duree de l'impulsion limitee par TF, et 
00 la derivee seconde de la phase spectrale. Le
parametre du chirp ` est ainsi donne par
` =
4 log 2 00
2` 
2
0
: (10.26)
En Figure, des exemples de distributions obtenus pour deux durees dierentes sont montres.
Pour mettre en evidence l'inuence de la proteine, nous avons compare la situation avec et sans
l'environnement. On voit clairement l'excitation vers des etats tres eleves, allant pour 0 = 100fs
jusqu'a   12, avec une forte inversion de population a partir des etats   3.
Dans des experiences d'absorption, qui utilisent une impulsion faible qui suit l'impulsion de
contro^le, la dierence des populations peut e^tre detectee . En utilisant le modele quantique
uctuant presente dans la section precedente, de tels spectres peuvent e^tre modelises, comme
detaille dans le chapitre precedent de la these. Le signe est choisi de telle maniere que l'absorption
donne un pic positif, et l'emission stimulee un pic negatif. Dans les deux cas, la population vers
des etats tres excites ainsi que l'inversion sont clairement visibles dans les spectres mesurables
experimentalement. Cette detection des populations dans des niveaux individuels, ore aussi
la possibilite d'observer des excitations avec des impulsions plus complexes, qui peuvent mener
a l'excitation de niveaux isoles. Ceci aurait l'avantage de permettre de suivre la relaxation
vibrationnelle en temps reel, en variant le delai de l'impulsion sonde apres l'impulsion de contro^le.
Cette approche est elaboree dans le chaptire [7] de la these, et resumee dans la suite.
10.3.3 Excitation par des impulsions de contro^le coherent
La methode de contro^le local vise a determiner des champs externes pour forcer l'augmentation
(ou diminution) d'une observable choisie. Dans ce travail, on vise a minimiser la dispersion
energetique
Jta =
1
Mq
MqX
q=1
h q(t)j (Hq   "ta)2 j q(t)i (10.27)
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autour d'une valeur correspondant a la moyenne d'un etat cible nu0.
"ta =
1
Mq
MqX
q=1
Eq(ta) : (10.28)
En negligeant les uctuations dans la construction du champ, choisir
Eta(t) = f(t)
1
Mq
MqX
q=1
h q(t)j (Hq   "ta)2 qj q(t)i (10.29)
assure dJ0=dt < 0 pour tout temps si f(t) > 0. Ce champ induit ainsi un transfert de population
vers un l'etat cible 0. Ici, f(t) denit une fene^tre temporelle, dans laquelle le contro^le peut
agir, et  est un parametre d'echelle, qui inuence sur l'intensite des impulsions obtenues. Une
Variation de  donne les resultats de la Figure, ou la population de dierentes cibles obtenue par
LCT est montree. Pour analyser l'eet de l'environnement, on compare les resultats complets (a
gauche) a la situation sans uctuation (a droite). Malgre une diminution importante, l'excitation
selective reste possible, comme en temoignent les distributions nales presentees en Fig.[10.14].
L'aspect interessant est que ces distributions non-thermiques peuvent e^tre mesurees directement
par absorption d'une impulsion sonde, qui suit l'excitation de contro^le et resolues dans le temps,
comme demontre par les groupes de M. Jore (LOB, Paris) et M. Zanni (Etats-Unis).
Au chapitre[] de la these, les details de la modelisation numerique sont donnes, ici on presente les
resultats marquants. Dans la Figure, les resultats des modelisations de spectres d'absorption sont
montres, pour une impulsion sonde qui suit immediatement l'excitation de contro^le. Le signe est
choisi de telle maniere que l'absorption donne un pic positif, et l'emission stimulee un negatif.
Pour chaque cible j0 >, on voit clairement l'asymetrie des pics autour de 0 , montrant le succes
de l'excitation de contro^le. Les parametres des impulsions de contro^le obtenus par nos calculs
sont dans une gamme de parametres parfaitement realiste, ce qui est tres prometteur pour des
experiences a venir.
Figure 10.14: Populations nales apres interaction avec des impulsions de contro^le en fonction de
l'energie du pulse, (a) en tenant compte de l'environnement, (b) avec les uctuations supprimees
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Figure 10.15: Distributions de populations nales pour des impulsions LCT, pour dierent cibles 0
10.4 Conclusion
La these presente des etudes theoriques dans le domaine du contro^le par impulsions laser de
systemes quantiques, ou l'interaction avec un environnement joue un ro^le cle dans la dynamique
et le scenario de contro^le. En particulier, deux sujets ont ete consideres: la creation d'excitons et
biexcitons dans des boites quantiques sous l'inuence des phonons, et l'excitation vibrationnelle
du mode d'elongation de CO dans le carboxy-hemoglobine.
Dans le premier volet, le resultat principal est que la creation d'excitons ou biexcitons est possible
gra^ce a des impulsions courtes, fortes et avec une faible derive de frequence. Le mecanisme
est alors un passage adiabatique, ou la perforation des etats habillees par l'impulsion forte est
susamment grande pour permettre un decouplage eectif des phonons. Ce resultat, conrme par
des experiences dans le cas de l'exciton, reste a conrmer experimentalement pour la generation
des biexcitons. La caracteristique interessante est que ce mecanisme mene a des probabilites
quantiques proches de un, me^me a des temperatures au dessus de 77 K, donc accessibles par des
methodes de refroidissement basees sur l'azote liquide, et non sur l'helium. Savoir si le mecanisme
reste valable pour des temperatures encore plus elevees, voire a la temperature ambiante, reste
a explorer dans des travaux futurs.
Dans le deuxieme volet, le resultat principal est qu'avec des impulsions mises en forme dans le
domaine spectral de l'infrarouge, des etats tres excites peuvent e^tre atteints avec une tres bonne
selectivite, malgre la presence d'un environnement complexe. Parce que l'energie deposee ainsi
peut e^tre plus grande que celles des liaisons ou barrieres congurationnelles, ces resultats peuvent
mener a des changements structuraux tout en restant sur l'etat electronique fondamental. Ceci
presente une nouvelle discipline emergeante, appele "controlled ground state chemistry". Un
deuxieme aspect tres interessant est que la possibilite de peupler des etats tres eleves d'une facon
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Figure 10.16: Spectre d'absorption obtenu par une impulsion sonde de faible intensite, qui suit
l'impulsion de contro^le. Le signal montre le succes de l'excitation vers l'etat cible.
tres selective, et leur detection experimentale, ore la possibilite de mesures directes des durees
de vie de tels etats hors equilibre. Des experiences de ce type sont en cours de realisation dans
le groupe de M. Jore, et les resultats obtenus dans le cadre de cette these aident a guider leur
mise en place, et seront tres utiles pour l'interpretation des spectres experimentaux a venir.
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Abstract of Thesis: 
 
This thesis work analyses aspects of dissipative quantum dynamics, with a view to look for 
further possibilities of controlling the dynamics with shaped laser pulses.  
The first part concerns the problem of efficient population transfer in mesoscopic zero-
dimensional solid state systems - InAs quantum dots embedded in GaAs matrix. In these systems 
the consequences of laser driving induced dissipation of exciton dynamics are analyzed, in 
relation to adiabatic population transfer. Specifically, the problem of robust creation of exciton 
and biexciton states are addressed through numerical simulations and analytical approaches 
using a non-Markovian density matrix based analysis, suitable for dealing with dissipative 
quantum dynamics under strong laser fields. A physical picture describing phonon induced 
dissipation among dressed state has emerged as a consistent interpretation of the underlying 
dynamics. Furthermore, suitable parameter regimes where efficient population transfer can be 
achieved are proposed. 
The second part deals with the population transfer to high lying vibrational states of the CO 
stretching mode of carboxy-hemoglobin molecule in the native protein environment. On the 
basis of a fluctuating potential for the CO stretching mode, ultrafast pump-probe spectra are 
simulated using quantum wave packet propagation. To this end, Local Control Theory was 
employed to find  design a set of laser pulses which accomplish the ‘vibrational ladder climbing’ 
and selective state preparation despite the detrimental fluctuations induced by the protein 
environment. These results will be providing benchmarks for the future experimental efforts. 
 
Keywords: Quantum dynamics, Laser-matter interaction, Non-markovian, Quantum Control, 
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